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ABSTRACT

Miartin Marietta Aevo space has conducted2 two 12-mocnth prograrnS. The
first was to collect, study, and analyze reliability information and data
on dormant military electi onic equipment and parts and to develop currentI
dor-mant failure rates, ta-,tors, and prediction techniques. Thle second was
to collect, study, and analyze reliability information and data on military
electronic systems subjec.ted to power on-off cycling, Lo correlate failure
incidence with poWer On-Off Cycl in-j, and to jUanltify' p>owr on-E-)L cy -liriw
affoc~.s with respect to the dormancy and operating states.

Over 276 bill ion part-hours of dOrmancy intormatio.n on various part
clas_5es hkave beert collected from all 'Known sourctes. Of t't5t -ita, 02 ~
rmately 55 billion part-hours are or- military s;tandarl parts, 23) bilion, on
high reliability parts, and 16 billion on "ultirnate2 teliau)ility" dcvices.
Of the 276 billion part-hocurs, approximately 11 b-illion are oni microclectronic
devices.

About 118 billion part-cycles of power on-off information on vario,'Us
part classes have also been accumulated from all known sources. Of these
data, approxi-mately 177 million part-cycles aro on military standard parts
And 118 bilion part-cyclcz on high reliability parts; of, wlhic 30 lj1llici,
part-cycles are on microcircuits in syste m applications. In addition, 24
million part-cycles of vendor microelectvonic devices have altzo bcen collected
and reported.

cyli hese data have been processed and presented in the form of dorm-aint. and

cylcfailure rates and factors by part types and sub.types for various part
classes. Dormancy failure rate and cyclic ratio, factor charts have2 boen
construr.te!d and partially validated. Lnvironimental (2ffucts on the various
part classes are discussed together wiLh factors relating them t, One 'Anotiv'r

in other energy states.

VL No testing was performed; therefore, no hardware was availalel for

de-tailedJ failure mode and failure rrechadnism analysis. Martin MaJrie tta,
however, has seve;ral on-going programs under which current and detailed lonq
life failure modes, failure mechanisms, design guidelines, p~otential 1 iobhems,
test methoda, and process control re'~uirements hav,' b)(enil p~rd Ther'

__ data have been garnered and culled; only information ap;pl icable to dornaincy
and O~~ n-e~ff -1Ci i ,q iail~rc r-.oJL. .,:I cn In,-uciud in this; reno~rt

Ruliability modeling technidLuS, includ:.ng t1W. states Lot sturape,,
dormancy, power on-of f cycling, and normal ly energized (oporat ing) , have
been developed for military electronic equipment and1 part-;. The'SeCh
n~ques are based on interrelationships between thle sL-rap', derManeY, )t

on-off cycling, and energized states ajnd b een i itia'lly '.',ld't 1



In addition, the modeling techniques can also be judiciously applied
to reliability prediction for any individual state or combination of states.

An expansion of tthe basic modeling technique will permit parametric trade-
offs fcr systc rc iiiy Lu L~e made. Thus, realistic 'weapon system

operational and maintenance decisions Lan be made~ to obtain optimum relia-
bilty hil acievngrequired operational capability within system cost

anIiecntans

I



EVALUATION

1. lie objiectives or tbis stuly .,or-- (1) to ilevelo-' failurc rntcs
o ' electronic parts as Used in d!om~it systc-is x0 (2) to detemnine
V'ic power orl-o'F cycling ef'fects on electronic parts. 7his i., ,,s to
,;u accomnlisbod~ tbrow ' h tie colle-ction int! aalsi oC failure data

F frc, milita-v cloctronic equit-rent andl -ystr'i-s.

2. The first objective, ebctronic part Ldor-ianxt 'ailurc rates, W.
fail wel co;is& S.C~cient Jata v'nrc availa'bic to Ocxclo,
conant C-ailure rates includin qmtitative di :7crcnc -s -no-v~ tlbc
various cquali 'ty levcls as cite-t i ilitarvy ,.-rt s.1ecilications and
stanc1ard!-s. ) r course, cnginecri: jud,,erie-nt la'e :,art in tVic
anilysis wiere latn gaps existe 1 . -cvertheleis,- Vic linil rcsiltfs
ap-iear reasonil ly valiI in(' cv.n be usc-d in "or-,.t L-mC~ nlys is.

3. Lim-ited, success was, achiieved. ii~ -.orktnn towa-r;d t'he, sccm-1
objective, p)oiwer on-oC' cyc ltn- %ct.Tl m all.rox.t of
dlata weeaxailalle and! these camne f^ron lnbE-rator.' tcsts, o' ccvui)-.nt.

"ieanlysis. '.wis srn;% ttcrod ..0. cn-t' 1ecmT1: and
bocausc o' the- liited - e t heCi cornclisions rCg-3!'1in'-, e cr

cln Sho0uld1( tre-itc.' -,, tontative. ch c';cli--, anal\'sis does
F~Eaeo' am' a lab'ornitor, ' ilurc rate 1-15(re % '0~ r

work 'kt-'er, P conisiderab~ly Iarz-er datai base is re-niirmd in~ ordler
to nItcr--ino c\vcli- cCfccts Ii -ctuail equirrmeut -vin~iionvefts. !1opA* this
dIata baseC wiCh h 1evelonc' is outlined! in the r(cnortrecrcnton;
howe:ver, cansii:cra blc resources wqn-.ll' ne-r cec.':

,,1 i11t. r-i'crinc' ,ectiLcv
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1.G INTRODUCTION

The great majority of available data concerning electronics relia-
bility describes the effects of stresses occurring during the normal opera-
tion (power-on) of equipment. Documents'such as RADC Reliability Notebook
and MIL-PDBK-217A depict in detail operational failure rate data, derating
factors, environmental factors, quality factor;, etc. Little or nothing
is extant on the other states of activation -- storage, dormancy, and power

on-off cycling. a

A pioneering effort in this direction is contained in RADC-TR-67-307
"Dornant Operating and Storage Effects on Electronic Equipment and Part
Reliability" (Reference 1). Data contained in RADC-TR-67-307 are primarilyIon stored devices, frcm 8 to 15 years old, and can be considered obsolete
with the advances in thu state-of-the-art in microelectronic and some semi-

conductor devices.

The mission requirement operational capabilities of some systems
demand long periods of storage, dormancy, and/or cyclic operation. A

total systems ana]yis model is not widely available by which relia-
W, bility trade-off studies, assessments, and logistic planning can be made

to determine the best design approach under cost and operational require-
ments constraint.-. Complete data for this total reliability systems model

: are not available for dormancy or for power on-off cycling. Additional
quantification of dormancy effects and power on-off cycling effects is

i required.

In order to obtain a more comprehensive and current quantifica-

tion of dormancy failure rates and factors and t,) gain a better under-

standing of power on-off cycling effects on electronic equipment relia-

bility, Rome Air Dcvelopment Center (RADC) awarded two separate contracts
to Martin Marietta in February, 1972. These are:

F 30602-72-C-0243 "Dormancy Failure Rates of Electronic
Equipment arid Parts" and,

F 3C002-72-C-0247 "Power On-Off Cycling Effects on
Electronic Equipment Reliability."

1-1



Certain system interrelationships for storage, dormancy, power on-off

cycling, and energized states have been derived and corresponding mathemati-

cal models constructed. The derivation and application of these models are

discussed in Section 1.1, which also gives an illustrative example of some

of their uses and limitations as applied to reliability system analyses.

Section 2.0 gives a brief summary of the important findings, which are

presented in tabular form.

Section 3.0 contains the detailed discussion of the dormancy study

and Section 4.0 contains the power on-off study.

Section 5.0 presents service life, dormanc , and power on-off models

for electronic systems.

Section 6.0 contains conclusions and recommendations from Sections

3.0 and 4.0.

Section 7.0 is the Glossary and defines the terms used herein while

Section 8.0 contains a description of pertinent symbols.

Sections 9.0 and 10.0 contain the References and Bibliography,

respectively.

1 • I Interrelationship

1.1.1 General

In order to define in quantitative terms the interrelationship

of dormancy and power on-off cycling, one must make the assumption that
the expected number of failures during the service life of an electronic

system is equal to the sum of the expected number of failures during each of
its states of activation over its total service life. The principal

states of activation are storage (zero activation level) , dormancy (ten

percent or less of normal activation level), power on-off cycling (from

zero activation level to normal activation level &nd back to zero activa-

tion level or vice versa), and energized (normal activation level).

Storage and dormancy include such phases as depot storage, handling,

transportation, standby, stowage, ready alert, etc. Power on-off cycling

may be considered to include all power on-off cycles which occur du :ing

testing, checkout, maintenance, repair, alert, operation, etc.

1-2



1.1.2 Quantitative Relationships and Formulas

The basic failure relationship can thus be readily modeled:

n=4
F E Fi = Fs + F + F + F (Equation 1.1.2-1)

i=l S D

Note: Symbols are referred to in Section 8.0.

For a mature electronic system, which has been burned in beyond infant
mortality but not reached wearout, the failure rate has been generally

assumed to be constant rather than decreasing or increasing. In general

terms this hypothesis can be stated:

[ either F = (Equation 1.1.2-2)

Or FC = XcC (Equation 1.1.2-3)

Substitution of Equations 1.1.2-2 and 1.1.2-3 into 1.1.2-1 yields

the following expression:

ASL SL S S D D C E E

kSL = +S +X (-- + >C ( )+ AE -

SL St LD tSSL L SL

(Equation 1.1.2-4)

ts tD

By substituting r - rD = , NC = , and
tSL tSL tSL

tE

rE - , Equation 1.1.2-4 can be simplified to Equation 1.1.2-5,
SL

ISL S r + D rD + C NC + E rE (Equation 1.1.2-5)

k
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I -

I Figure 1.1.2-1 depicts a hypothetical service life cycle that
an electronic missile system might be expected to undergo. It illustrate
the meanings, development, and association of the various terms, symbols,'
and expressions used in the foregoing equations. This simplified example
assumes no failure contribution prior to depot storage. Practically speak-
ing, however, storage at the manufacturing plant, the final test at the
manufacturing plant, or even shipping from the manufacturing plant may be
as great a failure contributor as depot storage alone. These would neces-
sarily have to be accounted for in an overall, service life model. Compli-
cating the situation further is the fact that some subsystems within a

given system may be dormant while others may be energized. An example of
this is power supplies or constant monitor circuitry. Still other sub-
systems such as environmental control systems may be power on-off cycled.
Thus, in reality, the system model of Figure 1.1.2-1 would have to be ex-
panded to the subsystem level to depict accurately subsystem activation
states in order to develop truer quantitative terms.

Simple and readily usable mathematical models can be postulatee
for relationships among storage, dormancy, power on-off cycling, and
energized. These are based upon Equations 1.1.2-1 through 1.1.2-5 and
the observations made on more than one trillion part-hours and part-
cycles of electronic system experience in dormancy and on-off cycling
with known reliability grade parts. A review of the experience data has
been made, and the posvulations corroborated for the relationship of
storage to dormancy and the relationship of dormancy to power on-off
cycling for similar and identical groups of Llectronic equipment under
a variety of environments.

The relationship of the storage failure rate (Xs) to the dormant
failure rate (XD) has been found to vary over a narrow range from unity
up to 2XS = XD for specific components. In considering an average elec-
tronic part failure rate for an entire system, no significant statistical
difference has been found to exist between storage and dormancy for the
same quality of parts over a wide range of nonoperating applications and
environments. This means that Equation 1.1.2-5 can be restructured by
redefining dormancy and storage as tne same state of activation and
eliminating one of the terms from the equations.

Another relationship has also been postulated between full power
on-full power off cycling and the dormancy failure rate; that is,

KC (Equation 1.1.2-6)
C/D -D C/S

D
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It is understood that cyclic failure rates and ratios to dormancy
failure rates are dominated by such characteristics as:

1 Part type

2 Part quality (classification)

3 Cyclic rate

Combined temperature effects caused by I
electrical energy versus parts derating,

thermal lag, etc.

5 Transient suppressicn protection

6 Environmental application.

In order to isolate the effects of the above factors, an
enormous quantity of data on identical componen s and parts is re-
quired. These data are simply not available. sufficient data, how-
ever, have become available to establish a cumulative cyol-ing effect

on generic classes of parts. The ratio Y,/D may potentially vary from one

to greater than 375 hours of dormancy per cycle.

These observations suggest at least three things:

1 A simplification of Equation 1.1.2-5 can
be readily and legitimately accomplished
for engineering analysis purposes

2 A review must be made of the methodology
used in establishing test versus no test
concepts

3 Modeling techniques by which the frequency
of periodic testing is established must be
updated.

In regards to simplifying Equation 1.1.2-5, XS rS can be grouped

with XD rD since X , ; Equation 1.1.2-5 reduces to:

1I
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ASL =r A + rD AD C NC +AE rE

SL -(rS + rD) AD + Ac NC + E rE (Equation 1.1.2-7)

and substituting in Equation 1.1.2-6, AC .KC/D AD

A SL = (r rD ) AD +N C (KC/D AD) + A E rE

ASL = (r + r + NC KC/D ) AD + AE rE (Equation 1.1.2-8)

Since rS + rD +r = and when rE approaches O, then r + rD  l 1. For

systems which must undergo long term storage and dormancy and are energized

1 percent or less of their service life, Equation 1.1.2-8 evolves into
Equation 1.1.2-9 which greatly simplifies the quantitative relationship for

the storage, dormancy, power on-off cycling, and energized states. This does

not imply the term XE rE should be ignored for the equipment -nerating por- I
tions of the mission.

A (I + KC/D NC)X D  (Equation 1.1.2-9)

Use of Equation 1.1.2-9 can be expected to have approximately a five

percent error or less when r5 + r > 0.99.

The combined effects of storage, dormancy, and power turn on -

turn off can now be readily estimated by the use of Equation 1.1.2-9
for making reliability comparisons or for use in trade-offs as Table
1.1.2-1 illustrates.

Use of columns (4) and (5) of Table 1.1.2-1 yields equivalenc
expected degradation values as a function of test frequency. These
values can then be directly evalu d or incorporated into parametric
trade-off studies which --re used t, decide testing philosophy or to j
optimize test intervals Lnce periodic testing has bcen decided upon.

1-
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Figure 1.1.2-2 graphically illustrates the relationship of the power on-
off cycle frequency versus expected number of service life failures for
Table 1.1.2-I. Construction and use of figures, such as 1.1.2-2, permit
rapid determination of quantitative values for trade-off studies and
reliability comparisons.

1.1.3 Validation of Relationships and Formulae

In order to corroborate Equation 1.1.2-9 and preceding equa-
tions, a prediction for the Apollo data of Section 4.2.3 has been made
and then compared to the actual Apollo failure rate experience on eiec-
tronic devices.

A. Expected Failure Prediction for Apllo:

Check for r5 + rD > 0.99:

r +r + rE 0.4748 x 109s = 1 where rE - 15.8559 x 0 .

r S + r D + 0.03 =1

r + rD = 0.97 which is not > 0.99; therefore an error i
of approximately 20% low can be expected for the prediction
by the approximate method versus actual experience.

B. Prediction by Approximate Method (Equation 1.1.2-9)

SL = (1 + KC/D NC) XD

where K K 375 hours/cycle
C/D C/S

N 5 cycles _ 5 cycles

C month 730 hours

failures
XU =0.39 9 for high reliability electronic parts

10 hours

I 1
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XSL F (3J?,

U 01i i

F 0.391 -9
X I + 2.6 1-= 3.6) 0.39 x 10

SL i~ 9i
xS 140 failures109 hours answer (uncorrected)

A correction for the 20% error can also be made:

A S (1.40) (1.20)SL
91

1.68 failures/10 9 hours answer (corrected)
SL

C. Actual Apollo Experience:

F + F + F + F E
15 D C E

SL tSL

where: FS = 6 observed storage failures

F =not applicable - 0
D

FC = 19 observed power on-off failures I
FE 4 observed energized failures

tSL 15.8559 x 10 calendar part-hours II

L 6 + 0 + 19 + 4

SL 15.8559 x 10I a

I--
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A

S 29

| SL 15.8559 x 109

A

xSL 1. 93 failures/10 hrrs answer.

For the above system in which a low rate of cycling was employed,

the use of Equation 1.1.2-9 has been found to yield a good approximation.

The limitations of its applicatior to other electronic sy'stems must be

kept in mind; that is,

1 The test of r + r 0.99 must be applied. When r + r-- S D -- S D

becomes less than 0.99, then* Equation 1.1 2-8 (the full equation)

must ,! employed.

2 The KC/D factor must be estimated based on similarity

of part type, part quality, cyclic rate, energy rate
and level, and transien suppression protection. Tran-

sient suppression protection is of prime importance as

discussed in Sections 4.2.3 Apollo Data and 4.3.2 C

Factors herein. C

l-lI
I
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2.0 SUMMARY

2.1 General

This report comprises the results of two 12-month programs con-
ducted by Martin Marietta Aerospace. One program was conducted in order
to collect, study, and analyze reliability information and data on dormant
military electronic equipment and parts and to develop current dormant
failure rates, factors, and prediction techriques. The purpose of the
other program was to collect and analyze electronic equipment power on-
off cycling data, to correlate failure incidence with power on-off cy-
cling effects with respect to other energy states.

More than 276 billion part-hours of dormancy data have been
collected on various part classes and categorized into three primary
quality grades: Military Standard, high reliability, and ultimate
reliability. Of the 276 billion part-hours, approximately 11 billion
are on microelectronic devices. For the program concerned with power
on-off cycling, about 118 billion part cycles of data have been col-
lected on various part classes, primarily of high reliability grade.

The 276 billion pait-hours of dormancy data contained in this
report are new and in addition to that data collected for RADC-TR-67-307
(Reference I). The dormancy failure rates for various part types and
classes which were originally given in Reference I have been :evised
and updatpd in this report to reflect changes in technology and addi-
tional part-h ,irs of experience. The average dormant catastrophic
failure rate for a high reliability part is 0.4 fits as compared to
3.1 fits for military standard electronic parts.

No testing was performed; therefore, no hardware was available
for detaiLlt;d failure mode and failure mechanism analysis. Martin

Marietta, however, has several on-going programs under which current
an" detailed long life failure modes, failure mechanisms, design guide-
lines, potential problems, test methods, and process control require-
ments have been prepared. These data have been obtained and analyzed
such that only information applicable to dormancy and power on-off
cycling failure modes have been included in this report.

The 118 billion part-cycles of data are presented in tables
by part class and type and part quality grade. Both cycle failure

rate and cyclic ratio factor charts have been constructed and initially
validated. Insufficient power on-off cycling data prevented inclusion of

2-1



many part types. Quantitative relationships between cycling anddormancy

and between cycling and the normally energized (operating) state have been

developed and examples presented. Much more cycling information is required
to complete the cyclic failure rate and ratio charts, and future programs
should be directed to recording thepr data. Later analysis can then be

done to update the initial cyclic tables.

During the data collection and analysis phases of these programs,
definite interrelations between the dormancy, power on-off cycling, and

* normally energized states were found, developed, and verified. These

1.nterrelationships have been incorporated into service life equations and
models. Both apply to military electronic equipment and utilize failure

contributions from the dormancy and power on-off cycling states in combina-

tion with those of the normally energized state.

The basic interrelationship.s, terms, and equations are given in

Equations 1.1.2-1 through 1.1.2-9. The full spectrum of service life models

has been carefully developed, explained, and illustrated in Section 5.0

Reliability Models. The service life modeling techniques of Section 5.0
provide the means by which a system's reliability can be predicted or deter-

mined at any time during its service life cycle.

The study and investigation efforts of dormancy and power on-off

cycling have been logically combined into this final technical report.

This permits simultaneous retrieval of both sets of failure rates and inter-
relating factors fron library sources. The logic and efficacy of a single
report are also amplified by the fact that both studies have had the same
ultimate goals:

1 The development and improvement in design, manufacturing,
quality, and deployment techniques or conditions that pro-
mote attainment of maximum system reliability

2 The updating and upgrading of reliability predictions
through improvements in military electronic system mathe-

matical modeling methodology

3 The quantification of corresponding, viable, and authoritative
failure rates and factors for dormancy and power on-off cycling
from available field data.

2.2 Dorr,.incy Program

A statistical analysis of the dormant and storage data collected
during this program indicates that there is no significant difference be-

tween failure rates for equivalent part types in the storage and dormant
modes. As a result of this finding, the dormant and storage data have been
combined for all analyses. Because of the unavailability of drift failure

rate information, only catastrophic failure rates arid factors have been

developed.
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Dormancy data collected were primarily'bn three grades of
electronic devices -- Military Standard, high reliability, and ultimate.

The data served to verify and strengthen the validity of the
failure rates and factors originally developed in Reference 1. Many of
the data gaps that previously existed have been filled, and changes in
failure rates oecause of technological advances in design, manufacturing,
and quality control are rtflected. In almost all cases, the catastrophic
failure rates have improved for individual electronic parts.

Analysis of the data shows that, on the average, dormant high
reliability part failure rates are between 3 and 7 times better than the
military standard grade. The ultimate grade part appears to be about 50
times better than the Military Standard grade; however, data are still
insufficient to draw good or prove definite conclusions on this grade.

Based upon data from five systems with similar functions but
with different vintages of designs and high reliability parts, dormant
reliability growth trends have been determined. The growth trends indi-
cate a steady improvement in average catastrophic dormant failure rates
from 1964 to 1969. However, the rate of improvement has leveled off some-
what after 1967 and appears to be asymptotically approaching a level
failu-e rate much more slowly after 1969. This failure rate improvement
is primarily due to improved manufacturing control and more effective

parts screening and burn-in.

..- Parametric drift information was sought on dormant devices, but
has been found to be sparse. In general, however, parametric drxft tests
conducted on stored semiconductors have shown drift to be negligible on
devices investigated. Positive drift trends have been observed on cer-
tain metal film and wirewound resistors. Even this drift rate does not
indicate these types of resistors can be expected to go outside of end of
life tolerances over a 10 year period. Insufficient drift data exist
for other devices.II

Because of the limited temperature and humidity ranges observed
on the dormancy data, no pronounced differences in dormant catastrophic
failure rates can be identified for temperature or humidity changes. Data
±rom high temperature storage tests on microelectronic devices have been
analyzed in a further attempt to correlate dormant failure rates with
temperature. In general, the dormjnt failure rates increase with tempera-
ture, but the lack of more than two high temperature data points pre~vented

- the establishment of an Arrhenius curve and associated acceleration factors.

a Quantification of relative environrmiental location factors for
electronic. systems has been accompl Ished for four dormant environments:

satellite, in container in a controlled environment, not in contai ner it)

a controlled environment, and submarine. The factors are listed in Tables
3.5.2-I and II.
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Preliminary indications from failure mode data collected on approx-
imately 100 electronic parts are that open and short failures occur with
about equal frequency in the dormant state. However, a closer look at the
data reveals that about 60 percent of the shorts experienced are due to con-
tamirtated integrated circuits. Without this failure mode, the opens are
clearly in the majority.

Since the observed failure modes and mechanisms for dormancy are
the same as those for the energized state, it can be concluded that dormancy
itself is not the causative factor. Rather, device material properties or
incipient defects are. Both types of these failure mechanisms can be cor-
reilted with dormant time as well as operating time. The rate Pt which
failures occur in dormancy is lower because of zero or near zero electrical
stresses applied.

Raw catastrophic dormant failure rate data on microelectronic
devices were reviewed, analyzed, and rank ordered by Class A, B, or C
device type per MIL-STD-883. Table 2.2-I is the final result of this
effort. A catastrophic dormant failure rate chart (Table 2.2-11) was
constructed for Military Standard and high reliability grade (or class)
resistors and capacitors.

For semiconductors, diodes and transistors, a dormant catastrophic
failure rate table was formed for Military Standard and tested extra (TX)
categories of I;arts. Table 2.2-III depicts the final rank ordering.

Finally, a catastrophic dormant failure rate table (Table 2.2-IV)
has been constructed for low population parts of Military Standard and high
reliability grade from the raw data.

I
2-
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TABLE 2.2-1

Catastrophic Dormant Failure Rates (0D) for Microelectronic Devices

Military - Standard - 883

Class A Class B Class C

- 100.0

0z
' 70.0700Hybrid IC (Thin Film)

-50.0 Hybrid IC (Thick Film)

-4

S30.0

20.0 Hybrid IC (Thin Film) -- Monolithic IC, Linear

15.0Hybrid IC (Thick Film)

,.. 10.0

7.0 Monolithic IC, Linear

o 5.0 -Hybrid IC (Thin Film - -onolithic IC, Digital

U

3.0 -Hybrid IC (Thick Film)0

4.'

4j 2.0 -Monolithic IC, Linear-.Monolithic IC, Digital.

1.5

6

1.0 Monolithic IC, Digital

Class A - Devices intended for use where maintenance and replacement

are extremely difficult or impossible, and reliability is

imperative.
Class 8 - Devices intended for use where maintenance and replacement

can be performed, but are difficult and expensivw, and
where reliability is imperative.

Cla ,s C - Devices intended for use where maintenance and replacement
can he readily accomplished and down time is not a critical
factor.
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TABLE 2.2-1I (Cont)
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TABLE 2.2-111

Catastrophic Failure Rates (X ) for Semiconductors*
D

Transistors Diodes

Military Standard High Reliability Military Standard High Reliability
(MIL-STD) and TX (MIL-STD) and TX

7C

50 Unijunction Microwave diode-
_ _ _ _ _ __ Silicon controlled

( 30 rectifier (SCR)
Microdiode

O 20 Field effect, Unijunction
(FET)

15 Microwave diode
- Microdiode

1 10 Field effect,- Tunnel diode Silicon controlled 10.0
(FET) rectifier (SCR)

7 Varactor

5 PNP Tunnel diode

3 NPN Bridge, 4 diodes- Varactor
encapsulated

~ 2

" 1.5 PNP Zener Bridge, 4 diodes
encapsulated

€ 1 NPN Zener 1.0

S0.7 - -Signal diode

u 0.5

O0.3 Signal diode-

., 0.2

U

0.15

0.1 0.1

*All devices are silicon, Si
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2.3 Power On-Off Cycling Program

The results of the data collection and analysis program indicate
that power on-off cycl;ng can have a definite adverse effect upon elec-
tronic equipment reliability. The degree to which reliability is affected
depends upon several factors such as part quality, cyclic rate, temperature
effects, environment, and transient suppression capabilities of the system.
The degree oi degradation can be controlled or greatly minimized by careful
design and stringent manufacturing control. These factors are not always
independent of one anothei. but rather depend upon system design and duty
cycle characteristics. Therefore, great caution and care must be exercised
in construction of any power on-off :vcling mathematical model and develop-
ment of quantitative values for factors in the model.

This report is considered to be the initial step toward defining
the terms and factors related to power cycling and developing the necessary

mathematical models and quantitative factors required for reliability

prediction purposes. It should bn recognized that this is only a starting
point with more and better power on-off cycling data required before a high

degree of confidence can be obtained in the prediction methods and values.

However, with the partial verification of the models and factors afforded
by the on-off cycling data collected, it appears that there is a reasonable
validity in the approach taken in this report.

Based upon the data collected, a power cycling failure rate model
to estimate the cyclic failure rate ( C) has been developed and is given
in Equations 2.3.1-1 cuid -2. The model identifies, defines, and correlates
the factors exerting primary influences on cycling failures: part quality,
cyclic rate, temperature effects, environment, an' transient suppression
characteristics of the equipment.

The temperature factor exerts a major influence over the model

because of the large percentage (about 90 percent) of observed part
failures which appear to be related to expansion and contraction result-
ing from temperature change. These factors can range from 1 to greater
than 200. Further quantification of this important factor should be ob-
tained by properly designed experiments in which certain critical influence
factors would be varied while others would be held constant.
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In this initial modeling attempt, the contributing factors
of XC have been reviewed. The dependent ones were determined and
grouped into a single Ci factor.

As a result, only the basic cyclic failure rate and five
modifying factors remain. The initial XC model, its terms, and
derivation are:

n-5
AC -CBi l C. (Equation 2.3.1-1)

orC jmX CN C

or XC  XCB C N C T CTS CE (Equation 2.3.1-2)

C

where X = field cyclic failure rate of part, component or system
AC base cyclic failure rate as related to initial
CB temperature state

C - part quality (grade or class) factor; this factor is a
function of the manufacturing process and subsequent
controls imposed such as Group A and B electrical tests,
spec-.al screens,.-or burn-in on individual parts and
components.

C = cycling rate factor; this factor is a function of the
C expected cycling rate (normally expressed as cycles per

hour); the cycling rate can be estimated for a given
system as:

NC - N
tL

that is, the total number of actual or anLicipated power
on-off cycles that will occur on that item during its
entire service life expressed in hours. This factor
represents all nan-temperature related effects such as
mechanical shock, wear. vibration, material fatigue,
creep, or other cyclic induced stresses.

f?
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C * temperature effect factor; this is a complex factorcomprised of several sub-factors which are dependent:

1 Initial temperature state

2 Applied electrical energy versus part derating

with resultant thermal stresses

3 Thermal lags at turn-on and at turn-off

4 Temperature stabilization state (time to and time
at)

5 Residual temperature effects (a function of time between
cycles).

Refer to Figure 2.3-1 and related discussion.Sfor a more

detailed explanation.

C -transient suppression factor; this factor is a function

TS of the degree to which transient suppression circuitry
and design have been provided to elimina a or reduce
damaging voltage or current transients power turn-onIor turn-off. These transients may either be line
conducted or induced by internal or external sources.

CE  environmental mode factor; this factor is an adjustment
£ factor for the various environments in which power on-

off cycling occurs,I

The subfactors of CT are sometimes dependent and sometimes
P independent of one another. This can be better understood by studying

Figure 2.3-1. This figure shows the initial temperatures state (T,) as
room ambient in the pcwer-off condition. When the power is turned on,

the internal temperature rises at a rate dependent on applied power,
part derating and packaging, etc. The temperature rises until it
reaches a stabilized temperature (TS) at time tmI providing that

tml > tE. When power is turned off, the internal temperature decreases
at a rate dependent on heat dissipation paths. The temperature decreases
until it again reaches room ambient at time tml providing tin2 < tD
The terms tmI and tin2 are thermal lag times and their values are
contingent upon energy levels, part derating, equipment configuration
(density, heat sinks, construction, etc.), and ancillary cooling. The
interdependency of the CT factor contributors can now be readily
seen.
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The raw power on-)ff cycling data have been used to derive pre-
liminary quality improvement factors, CQ values for the power on-off
cycling environment. These values are shown in Table 2.3-1 and relate to
the amount of improvement which can be expected in going from Military
Standard to high reliability quality levels.

For example, the cycling failure rate of a high reliability type
integrated circuit is expected to be 1/14,800 that of a :omparable Military
Standard device. The overall factor for electronic parts appears to be

about 1/3,300. In studyinq the table, it can be observed that screening
and burn-in on integrated circuits and transistors are much more effective
in removing p;.rts with inherent weakness to cycling effects than is the
case with resistors, diodes and magnetics. Temperature cycling is well
known to be a beneficial screen for microelectronics and transistors. The
reason fcr this efficiency can ne related to zhe thermal environment which
is a major contributor to power on-off cycling failures.

TABLE 2.3-I

i Estimate4 Values of C for Various Part Types

C

Part Type Military Standard to High Reliability*

Integrated circuits 14,800 to 1

Transistors 4,200 to 1

Capacitors 1,500 to 1

Resistors 700 to 1

Diodes 500 to 1

Inductive devices 100 to 1

Average C (total experience) 3,300 to 1

*Normalized to high reliability value for same part type
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I
Another factor for XC is Cp. Almost all the unable data

collected and analyzed came from laboratory conditions. This fact
precluded determining CE values from the power on-off cycling dataI
instead, CE values have been derived from energized experience and

assmed to be applicable to power on-off cycling. Table 2.3-II
presents the CE values for various environments.

TABLE 2.3-I

Estimated Values of C for Various Environments
E

(These modifiers apply only to the cyclic part failure rate. If
an overall part failure rate including dormancy and operating
is to be determined, then caution must be exercised not to
double count environmental effects.)

Environment CE

Satellite 0.1

Laboratory 1.0

Ground, Fixed 5.0

Ground, Mobile 7.5

Aircraft, Manned 6.5

Aircraft, Unmanned 15.0

Missile, Checkout 5.0

Missile, Flight 25.0

Missile, Ground Launch* 50 - 100*

Missile, Airborne Launch* 100 - 1000'

Shipboard, Surface -

Shipboard, Submarine 10.0

* These CE values apply only to the first few seconds
of missile launch. Missile flight C then becomes 25.0.

E
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( In addition to the cyclic failure rate model, laboratory cyclic

failure rates and a failure rate table (Tables 2.3-111 and 2.3-IV) have
been constru,.ted. The former table is on microelectronic devices and the

latter on high reliability parts. Both tables apply only to electronic
systems in a laboratory environment, having a cyclic rate of 6 cycles or
less per 24 hours, having the cycle on time one hour or longer, having the
time between cyc-es one hour or longer, having an average part derating of

50 percent or greater, and having transient suppression circuitry designed

in the equipment.

The service life model (Refer to Section 5.0 Reliability Models)

which has been developed reflects the effects of power on-off cycling on
equipment reliability along i.ith the other service life conditions usually
experienced by equipments: dormancy and the fully energized state. The
model adds a new dimension to trade-off studies involving periodic testing.

Without the effects of cycling taken into account, reliability predictions

can be overly optimistic. Of course the degree of optimism is dependent

upon the cyclic rate and related cyclic characteristics. In addition, the

service life model is a valuable tool for determining logistics reqyire-
ments. More accurate failure data on specific part types and quantities

can be obtained as a result of including cyclic failure rates.

The incidence of power on-off cycling has been correlated to

othe- states such as dormancy and normally energized. This correlation is

in the form of ratios of the cyclic failure rates to those of dormancy and

energized. Table 2.3-V is the first such attempt at developing and rank-

ing these factors. By the use of these factors, it is now possible to
estimate how much more stressful the cyclic state is when compared to the
dormant state for similar electronic devices in identical power on-off

cycling conditions. Analysis of this data indicates that on the system
level a single power on-off cycle is between 1 and 375 times more stressful
or effective in causing failurer than one hour of dormant time. This wide

range demonstrates just how great an effect cycling can have on equipment

reliability. In contrast to this, the ratio cf energized to dormant failure

rate was between 40 and 100, depending upon the part and component mix
within the system.

Correlation of power on-off cycling failure incidence with

environmental application or with equipment type was thwarted. This was

due to the fact that almost all or the validated power turn-on and power

turn-off failures came from missile electronic systems in a laboratory

environment.

21
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TABLE 2.3-I1

Catastrophic Cyclic Failure Rates (OC) For
Microelectronic Devices

1. Environment - equipment laboratory operation & satellite
2. Cyclic Rate - 6 cycles (or less) per 24 hotirs
3. Time On - sufficient for temperature stabilization
4. Derating - 50 percent or greater on voltage

Military - Standard - 883 Non
HIL-STD-Class A ClasE B Class C 883

30,000

20,000 ,Hybrid IC (Thin)-
15,000

0 10,000 .Hybrid IC (Thick).

7,000
-4

S 5,000

S 3,000 Linear IC0
2 3,000

1,500

1,000 -Digital IC

Ld 700

500

300

200 Hybrid IC (Thin)
U

-c 150
0.
0 100 -Vybrid IC (Thick)
070
0 7Q

50 -Linear IC
30

20
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TABLE 2.3-IlI
(continued)

15.0 Digital IC

10.0

, 7.0

U 5.0

.3.0

., 2.0
-4,-4

j, 1.5

, 1.0

q 0.70
4.4

* 0.50

0.30 Hybrid IC (Thin)-
0

o 0.20 Hybrid IC (Thick) -

.14

I 0.15____ _
.-4 0.10

0 .070 -Hybrid IC -- Linear IC

(Thin)
0.050 -Hybrid IC

J (Thick)
0 0.030 Linear IC -- Digital IC-

0.020

0.015 -Digital IC-

Class A - Devices intended for use where maintenance and replacement

are extremely difficult or impossible, and reliability is

imperative.
Class B - Devices intended for use where maintenance and replacement

can be performed, but are difficult and expensive, and where
reliability is imperative.

Class C - Devices intended for use where maintenance and replacement
can be readily accomplished and down time is not a critical
factor.

Non MIL-STD-883 - Devices are not intended for military application, but data
has been included for information purposes only.
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TABLE 2.3-rV

Catastrophic Cyclic Failure Rates (AC) For High
Reliability Parts and Components*

1. Environmnt - equipint laboratory aperation & satellitS
2. Cyclic rate - 6 cycles (or less) per 24 hours
3. Tim on - sufficient for temperature stabilization
4. Derating - 50 percent or greater on electronic devices

50.00- Transforurs 500000
U

" 20.00 200000

Transistors, silicon,_10.0 oo- 100000
.0(hig power)

0 5.00 50000o 50

- 3.00 30000

2 Motors
2.00 20000 "Switches

10000 -Lamps, incandescent
Transistors, silicon 5000 Crystals

~(medium power)

0.30 3000

0.20 2000 -Lamps, electroluminescent-

0.10)Transistors, silicon,ycduty0.1cl(low power) 1000 e Capacitors, mylaru Capacitors
140.05 -Diodes 500
U

0.03 -Resistors 300

0.02 200 -Light emitting dioes (LED)
0.01' 100 *Capacitor, tantalum, solid J

* Note; An estimate of C values for Militarv Standard parts and
components under similar environmental, cyclic rate,

~dut V cycle, and derating conditions can be made by app~ly-

ing the appropriate C values of Table 2.3-I to the
values shown in this able.

21
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TABLE 2.3-V

KC/D Ratios for High Reliability Parts and Comp

1. Environment - equipment laboratory operation
2. Cyclic rate - 6 cycles (or less) per 24 hours
3. Time on - sufficient for temperature stabi
4. Derating - 50 percent or greater on devices

Reais tor* Semiconductor@
and and Transformers

Resistive Microelectronic and
Devices Capacitors Devices Inductors

2000 1 2 3 4

1000 Transformers
.-4

o500 Hybrid IC (thin film)
0

Tantalum, wet, foil High power transistor200 Tantalum, wet, slug 4Hybrid IC (thick film)

hi "Heaters
100 Thermostats Tantalum, solid High power diode R.F. chokes and coilsThermistors 

lMylar

.Temperature sensing

Zener diode

ZPLight emitting diode Reactors and inductors
Zirewound Metal film monolithic 1C, linear -Magnetic memory cores

0
hi

20 aoFlMonolithic IC, digital
i 20 -Carbon Film-

IMedium power tr~nsistox

W tal film Glass fLow power transistor
STin oxide Ceramic Medium power diode

5 Carbon composition- -Low power diode
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TABLE 2.3-V

Ratios for High Reliability Parts and Componenta*

avironmant - eqaipmont laboratory operation
pclic rate - 6 cycles (or less) per 24 hours
Lao on - sufficient for temperature stabilization
orating - 50 percent or greater on devices in columns 1, 2, and 3

Jmiconductore
and Transformers Electromechanical

-Icroelectronic and and Rotating
Devices Inductors Devices Electrical

3 5 6 2000

Transformers 
1000

orid IC (thin film) - Switches 500

-b power transistor RJlelays 200
rlid IC (thick film) IServo motors

Resolvers Lamps, incandescent
;h power diode R.F. chokes and coils- Torquer motors Lamps, electrolumines 100

Blower motors Fuses

ir diode Reactors and inductors Gyros, integrating
t emitting diode -dCounters Lamps, annunciator 50

olithic IC, linear Magnetic memory cores Slip rings

Couplings**
olithc IC, digital Pulsed integrating- Connectors** 20
--un power transsto pendulum Connector pins**

power transistor __10

lum power diode

pover diode 5

2

**Per connection



Available failure mode and mechanism data indicate an over-
whelming tendency of power on-off cycling to induce failures in the open
mode. Approximately 90 percent of the failures analyzed were opens. The
reason for this high percentage can be attributed to expansion and con-
traction effects which take place when devices are energized and de-
energized. Improper welds, detective solder joints, nicked fine wire,
and marginal structural assemblies can fail when subjected to this environ-
ment. In many cases the malfunctions which occurred can be tied back to
improper process control during manufacturing, a situation which may never
be completely corrected.

Power on-off cycling appeazs to be particularly effective in
precipitating poor conductivity fault points in a system. This is illus-
trated by on-off cycling failures detected in transformers with opens,
breaks, fractures, o: bad solder joints; in switches with poor solder jointsi
in capacitors with bad internal welds and solder joints; and in a tachom-
eter-generator with a poor solder connection. Although thermal cycling
is often used as a screen to detect defects such as those described for
transformers, it is possible that power cycling represents a better way to
identify potential malfunctions of this type. The reason for this is that
power cycling can induce local hot spot heating at the area where the defect
exists. The failure will then become apparent after a period of expansion
and contractiun caused by the power cycling.

2-2
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3.0 DORMANCY FAILURE RATES AND FACTORS

3.1 Introduction

The purpose and intent of the Dormancy Program has been the -
collection, study, and analysis of electronic eqxipment reliability
information and data related to actual dormant conditipns. These data

have been used to supplement and update Reference 1, .including development
of a prediction method for electronic equipment in a dormant state and of
quantifying dormant failure rates and factors for use in the prediction
model. No testing of electronic items has been done to obtain data, but
rather an extensive data survey and collection effort was undertaken to

locate and obtain necessary data.

The equipment studied was typical of those used to perform
electronic functions in military ground, airborne, missile, missile
shipboard, and satellite applications. Special emphasis was given to
the area of microelectronics. In addition, some data on electrical,
electromechanical, and nonelectronic devices were available and have

been included, but no special effort was made for these categories.

Dormancy is the state wherein a device or equipment is con-
nected to a system in the normal operational configuration and expe-
riences below normal or periodic electrical and environmental stresses

* for prolonged periods (up to five years or more) before being used ine
a mission. Below normal electrical stresses are considered, for the

purposes of this study, to range from less than 10 percent of the
normal activation (operational) level down to and including the zero
activation level (no electrical stress). Figure 3.1-1 illustratls .

typical states of dormancy, and the time spans associated with dormancy
are indicated by tD I tD I to etc.

1 2 D3

The scope of this study also has been:

1 To include effects of temperature and a
humidity as well as any other environ-
mental stress that may affect reliability
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Paver Activiition

Example~~~~ 1SomntLd N oe

on Normal

Off Zeo

Example 2 Dorant Mode No <1power Aple

On D J It)Normal

Pata I<0% Normal
Of fA-Zero

Example 3 Dormant Mode <10 Wit oAerioi Ccle.d i

Either No Power or <10% Normal Power Applied
During Dormancy

NOTE: Symbols are defined in Section 8.0 herein.

Figure 3.1-1 Typical Dormancy Modes (Idealized)
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2 To develop device failure rate and failure
mode information as a function of dormant
operating time and stresses

3 To develop a capability for predicting the
reliability of an electronic system subject
to given conditions of dormant operation

4 To develop a capability for selecting the
specific conditions of dormant operation
which promote attainment of maximum system
reliability.

This dormancy study ai.d investigation has shown that during
periods of dormancy the reliability of military electronic equipment
is affected. Preliminary mathematical models have been developed to
quantify this effect. Corresponding dormant failure rate data, factcrs,
and terminology have been developed for use in the models. Analyses
have been performed on the data to determine average system failure
rates, various environmental and improvement factors, and dormant system
reliability growth curves. To the greatest extent possible, failure
analysis results have been sought on field information related to dor-
mancy. These analyses have been summarized in & discussion on failure
modes and mechanisms. A summary of the total quantity of data collected
is shown in Table 3.1-1.

Theze are areas remaining in which the need exists for additional
data in order to better estimate or %alidate failure rates. The primary
need is for data on state-of-the-art integrated circuits such as Medium
Scale Integration (MSI) and Large Scale Integration (LSI) devices. These
new technology part types had not been used in the dormant systems from
which data were available for this study. Most systems of any complexity
utilizing advanced designs involving MSI, LSI, and hybrids are either
still in the design stages or have not been in the field long enough to
accumulate a quantity of data sufficient to permit the calculation of
beat estimate failure rates.

3.2 Previous Work

A previous RADC study was conducted to determine the effects
of dormant operating and storage conditions on electronic equipment and
parts. This study culminated in July, 1967, with report RADC-TR-,'7-307
(Reference 1) which contained over 760 billion part-hours of experience.
Failure rates were given for all major electrical part types and infor-
mation on failure modes and mechanisms was included. Modeling techniques
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TABLE 3.1-T

SuzmLarY of Dormancy Data Collected

Part Classification Part-Flours of Raw Data (x 109

Military Standard 54.515

High reliability 205.463

Ultimate 16.550

Total 276.528
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were developed to show the methods by which realistic weapon system
decisions can bo made to obtain maximum nonoperating survivability.
The data and parts contained in this study are from 8 to 15 years old
and can be considered obsolete with the advances in the state-of-the-
art in microelectronics and advanced semiconductor devices.

3.3 Part Classes and Failure Rates

Most sources of the data collected for this contract reported
only catastrophic failures. The few cases in which drift failures were
reported were insufficient to allow calculation of drift failure rates
so drift failures and failure rates have not been included in the study.

Brownlee's test (see Appendix A and Reference 15) was used to
test sources within part-classes for consistency wherever sufficient
data were available. The only serious anomaly discovered concerned a
single source, and involved slightly over 2 billion part-hours of data
on Military Standard transistors. The failure rate for this data was
significantly better (Brownlee's test conducted at 5 percent level)
than that for other sources involving the same part type and quality.
In fact, the failure rates from this source were slightly better than
those in the high reliability part class. The slightly over 2 billion
part-hours involved were deleted from the study. Table 3.3.2-I reflects
this deletion.

There are three primary grades of parts referred to in this
report: Military Standard, high reli&bility, and ultimate. A brief
description of the tests associated with each grade is given in Table
3.3-I. The high reliability grade is most similar to the select mili-
tary standard type referred to in RADC-TR-67-307 (Reference 1). For
integrated circuits, MIL-STD-883 Class "C" is considered to be Military
Standard and MIL-STD-983 Classes "A" and "B" are high reliability. Only
one source was classified in the ultimate grade, the BTL submarine cable
repeaters. As a minimum, these parts receive a 6 month burn-in. A
complete description of the production controls and screening programs
for these devices is given in Reference 2.

3.3.1 Commercial Part Class

No data were available on parts of this class.
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TABLE 3.3-1

Description of Electzonic Part Clasxfications

Associated Testing Typical Using
PaLrt Classification and Screening Project

1 Military Standard Group A Ertirormental Proof Tests Pershing
Group B Electrical Tests

2 High riliability Class 1, Selected Vendor, Serializing, SPRX'dT
100% Receiving Inspection, 100% Burn-in Minuteman II III

3 Ultimate Class 2, 100% Extended Burn-in, Bell System

Parameter Drift Screening, Stringent Undersea

Quality Inspections Cable Repeater-
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3.3.2 Military Standard Part Class

Over 54 billion part hours of experience and 167 catastrophic

failures were collected for this part class. This was sufficient to
allow calculation of best estimates of failure rates for high usage
parts. Additional experience is still needed for calculation of failure
rates for low usage parts.

Military Standard 883, Class C integrated circuits were included
in this class of parts. 5

These data are presented in Table 3.3.2-I.

3.3.3 High Reliability Part Class
{I

Over 205 billion part hours of experience and 84 failures were
collected for this part class. Failure rates were calculated for many
high usage parts, but additional experience is needed to establish fail-

£ ure rates for remaining categories.

Military Standard 883 Class A and Class B integrated circuits
were included in this class.

These data are presented in Table 3.3.3-I.

3.3.4 Ultimate Reliability Parts

Bell Telephone Laboratories contributed 16.5 billion part hours
of data on components intended for use in undersea cables. These parts
were subjected to extiemely rigorous screening techniques including a
4500 hour burn-in. Comparison of this data with that of the high relia-
bility part class indicated that the Bell data had a considerably lower
failure rate and, therefore, should be segregated.

No failures were observed for these data; therefore, best
estimates of the upper failure rate limit were calculated assuming
one failure. These have been included in this report as an indication
of the part reliability which can be obtained if screening procedures
approaching the ultimate are utilized.

These data are presented in Table 3.3.4-I.
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TABLE 3.3.2-I

Observed Dormancy Failure Data, Military Standard Parts

tD FD AD

Fail- Failure Rate
Part Type Part-Hours (xlO 6) ures (Per Billion Hours)

Antennas and
Peripheral Equip. 4.260 0 <234.74

Antennas 0.610 0 <1639.34

Attenuators 0.610 0 <1639.34

Circulators,
Four Port 1.010 0 <990.10

Couplers, Antenna 1.220 0 <819.67
Couplers, Directional 0.810 0 <1234.57

Capacitors 10876.852 18 1.65
General Class 9406.075 11 1.17
Ceramic 729.386 3 4.11
Chip 18.301 0 <54.64
Glass 4.554 0 <219.59
Metalized Paper 329.000 2 6.08
Mica 296.573 0 <3.37
Mylar 0.109 0 <9174.31
Tantalum, Foil 7.698 0 <129.90
Tantalum, Slug, Wet 0.843 2 2372.48
Variable, Trimmer,

Piston 84.313 0 <11.86

Filters 26.586 1 37.61
Ceramic, Bandpass 0.126 0 <7936.51
Ceramic, Feed-Through 0.378 1 2645.50

Transmittal 0.378 0 <2645.50

RC, Low Pass 2-.704 0 <38.90

Flight Instruments,
Missile 264.000 25 94.70

Fuses 1.500 0 <666.67
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TABLE 3.3.2-1
tD (continued) FD XD

Fail- Failure Rate
Part Type Part-Hours (x0 ) ures (Per Billion Hours)

Inductive Devices 6.174 0 <161.97
Chokes 0.756 0 <1322.75
Coils, RF 5.418 0 <184.57

Inertial Guidance Devices 1.008 0 <992.06
Accelerometers 0.378 0 <2645.50
Angular 0.252 0 <3968.25
Linear 0.126 0 <7936.51

Gyros, Rate 0.630 0 <1587.30

Microwave Devices,
Isolator 0.126 0 <7936.00

Relays 472.000 18 38.14

Resistors 31992.482 17 0.53

General Class 23097.618 11 0.48
Carbon Composition 4652.000 0 (0.21
Carbon Film 6.134 0 <163.03
Metal Film 3290.034 0 <0.30
Thermistor 95.284 3 31.48
Wirewound 840.846 2 2.38

General Class 135.547 0 <7.38
Power 376.299 2 5.31
Precision 329.000 0 <3.04

Variable 10.566 1 94.64

Semiconductors 10351.900 65 6.28
Diodes 6871.000 41. 5.97
General Class 6036.000 41 6.79
Low Power 228.000 0 <4.39
Zener 607.000 0 <1.6:

Integrated Circuits,
Class C 1952.900 8 4.10
Digital 1952.900 8 4.10

Transistors,Silicon 1528.000 16 10.47

Surge Arrestors,
Sparkgap 7.290 0 <137.17

Transformers 509.000 9 17.68

Tubes 1.0i7 14 13765.98

Valves, Hydraulic, Servo 0.756 0 <1322.75

Tntal 54,514.51 167 3.06 j
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TABLE 3.3.3-I

Observed Dormancy Failure Data, High Reliability Parts

F D D

6 Fail- Failure Rate I
Part Type Part-Hours (xlO ) ures (Per Billion Hours)

Batteries,Silver-Zinc 0.200 0 <5000.00

Capacitors 13295.384 15 1.13
General Class 4165.800 2 0.48 1
Aluminum Electro-
lytic 6.080 0 <164.47

Ceramic 3103.041 2 0.64

Feed Through 11.551 0 <86.57
Glass 294.843 0 <3.39
Metallic Film 2.200 0 <454.55
Mica 354.207 1 2.82
Mica, Dipped 8.820 0 <113.38
Mica, Reconstituted 0.410 0 <2439.02
Paper 18.645 0 <53.63
Plastic 30.222 1 33.09
Polycarbon Film 23.728 1 42.14
Polystyrene 9.500 0 <105.26
Tantalum, Gen Class 2612.092 2 0.77
Tantalum, Foil 144.782 0 <6.91

Tantalum, Solid 2029.836 1 0.49
Tantalum, Wet 430.093 4 9.30
Teflon 0.376 0 <2659.57
Variable, Air 40.630 1 24.61

Variable, Ceramic 0.322 0 <3105.59
Variable, Glass 8.206 0 <121.86

Connective Devices 91158. 575 1 0.01
Connectors 800.975 1 1.25
Pins 55437.600 0 <0.02 
Soldered Connec-
tions 34920.000 0 <0.03

Crystals 20.065 0 <49.84

Electromechanical
Devices 23.720 0 <42.16

Counters 1.400 0 <714.29
Fans 1.020 0 <980.39

Axial 0.610 0 <1639.34

Centrifugal 0.410 0 <2439.02
Motors 6.600 0 <151.52

Blower 1.500 0 <666.70
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TAIL 3.3.3-I
(continued)

tD FD  D

Fail- Failure Rate
Part Type Part-Hours (xl0 6 ) ures (Per Billion Hours)

DC 0.200 0 <5000.00
Servo 1.900 0 <526.32
Torque 3.000 0 <333.33

Resolvers 8.800 0 <113.64
Sli Rings 5.900 0 <169.49

Filters 98.532 0 <10.15
General Class 88.488 0 <11.30
EMI 10.044 0 <99.56

Fuses 1.500 0 <666.67

Heaters 1.900 0 <526.32

Inductive Devices 655.527 0 <1.53
Chokes 9.437 0 <105.97
Coils 364.981 0 <2.74
General Class 79.181 0 <12.63
Radio Frequency 285.800 0 <3.50

Delay Lines 0.752 0 <1329.79 j
Inductors 261.557 0 <3.82 1
Reactors 18.800 0 <53.19

Inertial Guidance 5.220 8 1532.57Devices

Accelerometers 2.610 6 2298.85
General Class 0.410 0 <2439.02
Pulsed Integrating
Pendulum 2.200 6 2727.27

Gyros 2.610 2 766.28
General Class 0.410 0 <2439.02
Inertial Reference,
Integrating 2.200 2 909.09.

Lamps 37.500 2 53.33
Annunciator 0.700 0 <1428.27
Electroluminescent 27.300 1 36.6J
Incandescent 9.500 1 105.26

Oscillator/ Isolator 0.200 0 5000.00
Magnetic Cores 24771.000 0 I.04

Relays 567.905 10 17.61
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TABLE 3.3.3-I
(continued)

tD FDD
Fail- Failure Rate

Part Type Part-Hours WO 6 ures (Per Billion Hours)

Resistors 32518.917 2 0.06
General Class 4757.200 0 <0.21
Carbon Composi-
tion 6896.740 0 <0.14

Carbon Film 107.934 0 <9.26
Metal Film 12533.498 1 0.08
Thermal 1.925 0 <519.48
Thermistor 4.578 0 <218.44
Tin Oxide 4655.400 0 <0.21
Wirewound 3499.183 0 <0.29
General 601.582 0 <1.67
Power 2108.571 0 <0.47
Precision 788.020 0 <1.27
Heater Element 1.010 0 <990.10

Variable 62.459 1 16.01
General Class 36.898 0 <27.10
Film 23. 300 1 42.92
Plastic 0.756 0 <1 322.75
Wirewound 1.505 0 <664.45

Semiconductors 38573.832 33 0.86
Diodes 18761.312 7 0.37

General Class 9415.329 3 0.32
Low Power 7605.035 3 0.39
Medium Power 694.435 0 <1.44
High Power 133.321 0 <7.50
Micro 11.364 0 <83.00
Tunnel 1.912 0 <523.01
Varactor 1.913 0 <522.74
Zener 898.003 1 1.11

Integrated Circuits 9027.236 14 1.55
Class A 5663.736 6 1.02

Digital 5328.202 5 0.94
Linear 535.534 1 1.87

Class B 3120.254 7 2.24
General Class 615.000 C <1.63
Digital 2269.720 5 2.20
Linear 235.534 2 8.49

Hybrid Class B
(thin film) 43.246 1 23.12

Silicon Controlled 57.60C 0 <17.36
Recti fiers
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TABLE 3.3.3-I
(continued).

tD FD D

6 Fail- Failure Rate
Part Type Part-Hours (xlO) urea (Per Billion Hours)

Transistors,
Silicon 10662.041 12 1.13

General Class 3146.791 3 0.95
Low Power 5482.804 6 1.09

General Category 1761.401 1 0.57
NPN 3035.643 4 1.32
PNP 685.760 1 1.46

Medium Power 523.933 0 <1.91
General Class 86.000 0 (11.63
NPN 249.326 0 <4.01
PUP 188.607 0 <5..30

High Power 1435.810 3 2.09
General Class 192.663 1 5.19
NPN 791.156 2 2.53
PNP 451.991 0 <2.21

Field Effect 71.674 0 <13.95
Unijunction 1.027 0 <973.71

Transistors, Germanlnum 65.637 0 <15.24
Low Power, NPN 20.834 0 <48.00
Low Power, PNP 44. L03 0 <22.32

Solar Cells 748.583 8 10.69

Switches 50.951 2 39.25
General Class 32.100 0 <31.15
Electronic 1.220 0 <819.67
Humidity Control 0.410 0 <2439.02
Indicator Light 1.220 0 <819.67
Inertial 0.410 0 <2439.02
Micro 4.226 0 <236.63
Pressure 0.610 0 <1639.34
RF 0.956 0 <1046.03
RF,Ferrite 0.139 0 <7194.24
Stepping 5.000 2 400.00
Thermostatic 3.650 0 <273.97
Toggle 1.010 0 <990.10

Temperature Sensors 0.200 0 <5000.00

Thermostats 3.724 0 <268.53

Transformers 2928.309 3 1.02
General Class 1987.016 1 0.50
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TABLE 3.3.3-1
(continued)

tD rD P D

Fail, - Failure Rate
Part Type Part-Hours 6  ue (Per billion Hors)

Audio Frequency 632.810 2 3.16
High Voltage 6.651 0 <150.34
Low Voltage 1.319 0 <758.15
Power 83.028 0 c12.04
Itlse 9.514 0 <105.11
Radio Frequency 207.771 0 <4.81
Saturable 0.200 0 <5000.00

Tubes, Sprytron 0.410 0 <2439.02

Video Signal Detectors 0.610 0 <1639.34

Total 205,462.764 84 0.41
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TABLE 3.3.4-1

Observed Dormancy Failuare Data* Ultisate Reliability Parts

t F 1 D

6 Fail- Failure Rate
Part Type Part-Hours (xlO ) ures (Per Billion Hours)

Resistors 5330.0 0 <0.19
Carbon Composition 1220.0 0 <0.82
Vitreous Enamel 210.0 0 <4.76
Wirewound 4000.0 0 <0.2S

Capacitors 6320.0 0 <0.16
Mica 3600.0 0 <0.28
Paper 1880.0 0 <0.53
Polystyrene 840.0 0 <1.20

Inductors 4350.0 0 <0.20

Transformers 550.0 0 <1.82

Total 16550.0 0 <0.06
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3.4 Microelectronics

Because of the current interest in microelectronics by both
industry and government, a detailed discussion of the data collected
on this part class is included.

Nearly 11 billion part-hours of data accumulated from field
experience have been collected from user sources. Failure rates were
calculated for most part classes. This data is presented in Table
3.4-I.

Table 3.4-I1 presents the user failure rates for digital and
linear integrated circuits normalized in each case to the observed
value for Class A screened parts. For digital devices, moving from
screening Class B to A or from C to B halves the average failure rate.
For linear devices moving from screening Class B to A quarters the
average failure rate. No factor was calculated for linear Class C
since data were not available. It should be noted that these factors
are not intended to apply tc specific microelectronic devices, but to
indicate the average trend in reliability improvement which could
be achieved by tightening screening procedures.

3.5 Factors

3.5.1 Storage Versus Dormancy

Preliminary examination of storage and dormancy data led to
the tentative conclusion that part failure rates were substantially
the same for both environments. A subsequent statistical analysis of
the data confirmed this conclusion.
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TABLE 3.4-I

Dormant Integrated Circuit User Data Summary

FS D

tD Fail- Failure Rate I
Part Type Part-Hours (xlO ure (Per Billion Hours)

Class A 5863.736 6 1.02
Digital 5328.202 5 0.94
Linear 535.534 1 1.87

Class B 3120.254 7 2.24
General Class 615.000 0 <1.63 I
Digital 2269.770 5 2.20 I
Linear 235.534 2 8.49

Class C, Digital 1952.900 8 4.10

Total 10936.890 21 1.92

NOTE: Class A and Class B parts are high reliability.
Class C parts are Military Standard.
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TABLE 3.4-I

Failure Rate Factors for Digital and Linear
Integrated Circuits by Classes A, B, and C of MIL-STD-883

Integrated Reliability t Failure Rate
Circuit Type Class Part-Hours Factors

Digital

Class A 5328.202 1.0'
Class B 2269.720 2.3*
Class C 1952.900 4.4*

Linear
Class A 535.534 1.0"*

Class B 235.534 4.5"*
Class C 0 ---

' Normalized to Class A, Digital
** Normalized to Class A, Linear
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Brownlee's test (refer to Appendix A and Reference 15) for
the comparison of two Poisson distributed observations was used to
determine if a significant difference existed between the storage and
dormancy failure rates.

The initial intent was to perform this test for each individual
part type. This approach could not be used because so many part types
exhibited no failures for one or both environments (Brownlee's test
requires at least one failure from each population). Sufficient data
to perform these tests were available for seven part classifications.
These ae listed in Table 3.5.1-I with their dormant and storage failure
rate, F-statistic calculated using Brownlee's test, degrees of freedom for
the ;-statistic, and the rejection value. The null hypothesis of equal
failure rates for the dormant and storage modes cannot be rejected for any
of these classifications at the 5 percent significance level.

Failing to reject the hypothesis of equality is not the same
as accepting it. A real difference could exist between the two popula-
tions, yet its magnitude might be so small that more data is needed to
reveal it. In this case, any real difference is judged to be so slight
that it can safely be concluded that no significant difference exists.
For this reason dormancy and storage data have been combined for all
analyses in this report.

3.5.2 Environmental

Because environment has a pronounced effect upon operating
failure rates, an attempt has heen made to determine the extent to
which dormant failure rates are affected by various environmental
conditions.

3.5.2.1 Temperature and Humidity

Excluding satellite data, greater than 85 percent of the data
collected from equipment users have been accumulated in a controlled
environment such that temperature and humidity were maintained relatively
constant. Therefore, the average temperature range associated with
these data is 75 + 10F. Likewise, the average humidity experienced by
the equipments is estimated to be 60 t15 percent. Because of the
limited temperature and humidity ranges in most of the data, no pro-
nounced differences in the dormant catastrophic failure rates can be
identified. This is true for both Military Standard parts as well as
high reliability parts.
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3.5.2.2 Location; Transportation, and Handling Factors

The collected data represent several different location environ-
ments which can be categorized for the purpose of deriving numerical
location mode factors. Eleven major systems comprised of high relia-
bility parts have been used to obtain the factors shown in Table 3.5.2-I.
As depicted by the table, there are significant differences among the
four location environments. To make the comparison, only the five primary
part classes common to most systems were used: resistors, capacitors,
diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.

The location mode factors in Table 3.5.2-I have been normalized
to the environment consisting of equipment in containers in a controlled
environment. Almost without exception, the containers used are the type
with internal environmental controls for temperature and humidity. In
situations where the controls in the containers were not used, they were
located inside an environmentally controlled facility. This environ-
ment is the closest to what might be termed a laboratory environment.

The satellite and submarine modes are self explanatory. The

remaining mode consists of equipments which were not in a protective
container, but were located in a facility with a controlled environment.

The location factors were calculated by combining the failure
rates of all the electronic parts in each mode and determining the ratio
of the total failure rate of each mode to the normalizing mode. Thus,

the factor of the mode to which each other mode is normalized is unity.
The location f6ctors in Table 3.5.2-I include transportation and handling
effects incidental to each mode. It should be noted that the factors
given in this section are not intended as multipliers for the dormancy
part failure rates shown in this report, but rather are intended as
severity indicators.

The location mode factors shown in Table 3.5.2-I may be divided
into their passive component (resistors and capacitors) and active com-
ponent (transistors, diodes, and integrated circuits) constituents.
Using the same data, Table 3.5.2-II has been developed showing these
factors. As to be expected, the passive component factors are signif-
icantly less than those for the active components. The factors were

obtained by the same methods used for Table 3.5.2-I.
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TABLE 3.5.2-1

Normalized Dormancy Location Mode Factors for
High Reliability Electronic Parts*

D)
Dormant Location Mode Part Hours of9

Environment Factor Experience (xl0)

Satellite 0.3 25.95

Ground - Inside container

in controlled environ- 1.0 45.48
ment

Ground - No container in
controlled environment 3.3 4.22

Submarine 9.8 3.95

* Parts consist of resistors, capacitors, diodes, transistors, and IC's

32
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TABLE 3.5.2-II

Normalized Dormancy Location Mode Factors for
Passive and Active High Reliability Electronic Parts

Location Mode Factor

Dormant Passive Parts Active Parts
Envizonment (Resistors and (Semiconductors and

Capacitors) Microelectronics)

Satellite 0.2* 0.5

Ground - Inside container
in controlled environ- 1.0 1.0
ment

Ground - No container in
controlled environ- 1.9 5.0

ment
Submarine 7.4 13.1

' One failure was assumed to obtain this factor
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3.6 Failure Rate Tables

3.6.1 Microelectronic Devices

The data in Table 3.6.1-I were available for the construction
of Table 3.6.1-I, Catastrophic Dormant Failure Rates for Microelectronic
Devices.

TABLE 3.6.1-I

Dormancy Data Available to Construct Microelectronic
Device Failure Rate Chart

tD D
tD F Failure Rate

Microelectronic Dormancy D 9
Device Experience 6 Number of xl0-9

By Class A, B, or C Part-Hours xlo Failures (fits)

Integrated Circuits
Class A
Digital 5328.202 5 0.94
Linear 535.534 1 1.87

Class B
Digital 2269.720 5 2.20
Linear 235.534 2 8.49
Hybrid (Thin Film) 43.246 1 23.12

Class C
Digi tal 1952.900 8 4.10

Table 3.6.1-I values of I and 2 fits chosen for Class A mono-
lithic integrated circuits seem obvious. The Class B values of 2 and 7
fits are also fairly obvicus - the rate of 8.49 fits being just closer to
7 than to 10. The vaiue of 5 fits for Class C Digital was also chosen

because 4.1 is closer to 5 than to 3 fits.
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TABLE 3.6.1-II

Catastrophic Dormant Failure Rates (OD) for Microelectronic Devices

Military - Standard - 883

Class A Class B Class C
"- 100.0

' 0 .

70.0 Hybrid IC (Thin Film)

o 50.0 *Hybrid IC (Thick Film)

O 30.0

4_

-4- 20.0 Hybrid IC (Thin Film) -- Monolithic IC, Linear

W 15.0 Hybrid IC (Thick Film)

1 0.0

7.0 Monolithic IC, Linear-

E

0 5.0 Hybrid IC (Thin Film - Monolithic IC, Digital

o. 3.0-Hybrid IC (Thick Film)

2.0 Monolithic IC, Linear Monolithic IC, Digital

1.5

1.0. Monolithic IC, Digital.

Class A - Devices intended for use where maintenance and replacement
are extremely difficult or impossible, and reliability is
imperative.

Class B - Devices intended for use where maintenance and replacement
can be performed, but are difficult and expensive, and
where reliability is imperative.

Class C - Devices intended for use where maintenance and replacement
can b readil: accomplished and down time is not a critical
factor.
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The value of 20 fits chosen for Class C linear integrated cir-
cuits (IC's) was based on rank ordering. By oLtevinq Class A, a ratio
can be seen of two to one worse failure rate for linear compared with
digital IC's and three and a half to one for Class B; a ratio of four

fits to one would, therefore, not be unexpected for Class C.

It should be noted that there is only one data point for hybrid
IC's - that foi- Class B (thin film) set at 20 fits in the table. Rank
ordering (See Section 7.0, Glossary) has been used for placing the other
hybrids in the table, also realizing the number of failure mechanisms
listed for monclthic IC's is about 45. The number of failure mechanisms
listed for hyb. id (thick film) includes the 45 for monolithic IC's plus
about 33 more or 78 total. The known mechanisms for hybrid (thin film)
total twenty-nine more of which the most significant are electrolytic cor-
rosion, m ation, etc. The thin film hybrid is, therefore, regarded as
somewhat more prone to failure than the thick film hybrid and the latter
is set at 15 fits.

In Class A the ratio of hybrid (thick film) to the monolithic
digital has been set at 3 to 1 rather than 7.5 to I as found in Class
B. These factors tend to narrow down in the better grades and widen
with the less reliable grades, which is why the hybrid (thick film)
in Class C is set at 50. The hybrid IC's (thin film) are set at the
next level hi,. ,er than the thick film in all three classes in keeping
with the judgment that they are somewhat less reliable than thick film
because they are subject to a greater number of and more active type
failure mechanisnis.

3 6.2 Resistors and Capacitors

A catastrophic dormant failure rate table has been constructed
fcr resistors and capacitors of Military Standard and high reliability
grade (or class) of parts. Table 3.6.2-I is this table.

3.6.2.1 Resistors

The carbon composition resistor is a basic type useful for

constructing a failure rate table. The accumulated Military Standard
experience data amount to over 4.6 billion part-hours with no failures.
This yields a failure rate of less than 0.21 fit. However, earlier
data indicate a rate of 0.1 fit, and this value has been allowed to
stand. Now if all the Military Standard grade data are added to the
Established Reliability data, i.e., 22.3 billion part-hours with only
one reported failure, the failure rate is about 0.05 fit. However, the
Established Reliability failure rate has been placed at 0.07 fit as a
conservative step.
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TABLE 3.6.2-1

Catastrophic Dormant Failure Rates (X ) for Resistors and Capacitors

te-lators Capacitor.
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TADLE 3.6.2-1 (Corit)
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The Military Standard metal film resistor data yield a failure

rate less than 0.3 fit. This validates the failure rate determined
earlier at 0.2 fit so it has been left standing. The tin oxide resistor
is deemed equal to the metal film resistor in the Military Standard
grade.

Data accumulated for the Established Reliability grade metal
film resistor amount to about 12.5 billion part-hours with just one
failure thus yielding a failure rate equal to 0.08 fit. This has been
set at 0.1 fit. More recent dita for the Established Reliability tin
oxide resistor indicate a failure rate less than 0.21 so this has been
placed at 0.15 - not quite as good as the metal film type in this grade.

The more recent Military Standard precision wirewound resistor
data yield a failure rate less than 3 fits. This has been set at 2
fits, considerably better than the previous 5 fits. Wirewound power
resistors are qenerally regarde- as more reliable than the precision
type so the failure rate has been set at 1 fit despite the data which
indicates about 5 fits. This is a clear case of rank ordering and will
be seen justified in the Established Reliability grade.

The recent Established Reliability wirewound resistor data for
precision and power types are of the right order yielding failure rates
of less than 1.27 and less than 0.47 fit respectively. These have been
set at 1 and 0.5 fit respectively.

The more recent data for Military Standard carbon film resistors
are not as plentiful is the earlier data. When the two sets of data are
combined, the resulting failure rate remains about 5 fits where it
stands. The Established Reliability grade of this resistor has a failure
rate set at 3 fits by rank ordering, and is consistent with the more
recent data yielding a failure rate of less than 9 fits.

The more recent data for military Standard thermistors are con-
sidered better than previous data so the resulting failure rate of about
30 fits has been placed on the table along with varistors. The Estab-
lished Reliability grade has been set at 10 fits by rank ordering be-
cause of too little available data.

In evaluating the data for variable resistors, it was not possible
to segregate the data by type since then too little data would be avail-
able for each separate type; so data for all types were combined as being
Established Reliability grade yielding a failure rate set at 15 fits.
The Military Standard grade failure rate is set at 50 fits by rauk order-
ing, there being insufficient data to do otherwise.
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I4
3.6.2.2 Capacitors

Both previous and recent data for Military Standard grade
ceramic capacitors were combined for a failure rate of about 1.7 fits
based on over 1.75 billion part-hours experience with 3 failures. This
type was placed at 1.5 fits. The Established Reliability grade failure
rate has been place at 0,7 fit based on 3.1 billion part-hours data with
2 failures yielding 0.64 fit. This also satisfies rank ordering.

The Established Reliability grade of solid tantalum capacitors
has been set at a failure rate of 0.5 fit based on over 2 billion part-
hours data with one failure. The Military Standard grade was set at 1
fit based on rank ordering, no recent data being available.

In the earlier report no distinction was made between wet foil
and wet slug capacitors. When recent and previous data for the Military
Standard grade capacitors are combined, the foil type appears inherently
more reliable than the wet slug type. The Military Standard grade foil

[data yields a failure rate of just over 4 fits and has been set at 5
fits while the wet slug type is set at 100 fits based on 6 failures in
60.460 million part-hours. The Established Reliability grade wet foil
fits and rank ordering. The Established Reliability wet slug failure

rate is set at 10 fits based on data yielding a failure rate of 9.3

fits. It will be seen that the data now clearly support a distinction
between wet foil and wet slug in both Military Standard and Established
Reliability grades.

The failure rate for the Established Reliability aluminum
electrolytic capacitors was set at 20 fits based on data yielding a failure
rate of less than 164 fits and other capacitor experience. The Military
Standard grade failure rate was set at 50 fits.

The failure rate for the Military Standard grade mica capacitor
was set at 3 fits based on data yielding a failure rate less than 3.4

fits. When the recent data are combined with the previous data, the fail-
ure rate is still -ess than 4 fits. The failure rate for the Established
Reliability grade has been set at 2 fits based on rank ordering even
though the data yield a failure rate of 2.8 fits.

In setting a failure rate for the Established Reliability glass
capacitor, all the recent data were added to the previous and recent Mil-
itary Standard grade data for a total of over 1 billion part-hours with
no failure; then the failure rate was set at 0.1 fit. This can be jus-
tified as a conservative step since the Military Standard quality is
regarded as less than that of the Established Reliability grade. The
Military Standard grade failure rate of 0.2 fit was set by rank ordering.
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The Military Standard grade metalized pa r capac.tor failure
rate was left at 3 fits where it was set previously, rather than show a
worse failure rate of 6 fits as indicated by a somewhat limited amount
of data. The Established Reliability grade was set at 1.5 fits by rank
ordering. All other metalized dielectric capacitors were set at least
equal to the metalized paper dielectric capacitor type by rank ordering.

The Military Standard variable trimmer piston (glass) capacitor
failure rate was set at 10 fits based on data yielding a failure rate of
less than 11.8 fits. Other variable capacitor types in both Military Stand-
ard and Established Reliability grades have failure rates set by rank order-
ing.

Any other capacitor types in both Military Standard and Estab-
lished Reliability grades not having substantial data have failure rates

based on rank ordering.

3.6.3 Semicoiductors: Transistors and Diodes

A catastrophic dormant failure rate table (Table 3.6.3-I) has
been constructed for semiconductors of Military Standard and high relia-
bility grade.

3.6.3.1 Diodes

* The high reliability and tested extra (TX) category of semi- I
conductor data appears to be adequate for constructing a failure rate
table because it camprises a larger quantity of data on a larger variety
of semiconductors. ,The Military Standard grade of semiconductors has
been arranged in the table mostly by rank ordering using the small
amount of available data where possible.

The high reliability and TX grade of diodes has a failure rate set
at 0.3 based on over 7.6 billion part-hours and 3 failures yielding 0.39 fit.
The Military Standard grade has been allowed to stand at 0.7 fit based on
previous data and satisfied rank ordering.
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TABLE 3.6.3-1

Catastrophic Failure Rates (AD) for Semiconductors*

Transistors* Diodes*

Military High Military High
Standard Reliability Standard Reliability
(MIL-STD) and TX (MIL-STD) and TX

1000 1000

f 500
200

100 100
O 70

'-4
SUnJunction- Microwave diode

")m 5 ISilicon controlled
w 30 ' rectifier, SCR

= [Microd lode

20 -Field effect, Unijunction- i o
(FET)

4 15 .Microwave diode

_I Field effect, Tunnel diode icrodiode 10.0w 0 .. .
(FET) Silicon controlled

rectifier (5CR)
-4 7 Varactor

5 PNP Tunnel diode

Bridge, 4 diodes Varactor
3 -NPN encapsulated

2
U

._ Bridge, 4 diodes
o. 1.5 -PNP Zener ercapsulated

= 1 NPN Zener 1.0

0 0.7 Signal diode

0.5

0.3 Signal. diode

0.1 0.1

0.05

0.02

0.01 0.01

*All devices are silicon, Si
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The Military Standard grade mricrodiode failure rate has been left
standing at 30 fits as before. The failure rate for the high reliability
and TX grade wcs set by rank ordering.

Too little data have been found available for varactors, tunnel
diodes, and microwave diodes; therefore, failure rates have been set by
rank ordering as found in Table 3.6.3-I.

The failure rate for the high reliability and TX grade zener -i.e -I!
has been set at 1.0 fit based on the recent data of 898 million part-hours
of high reliability and TX experience plus the (higher risk) Military 1
Standard data of 607 million hours, which is a conservative step. The

Military Standard grade failure rate has been set at 1.5 to satisfy the =
data failure rate of less than 1.65 fits and is also in accord with rank
ordering.

Failure rates for the encapsulated four diode bridge rectifiers I
were set by rank ordering in both Military Standard and high reliability
and TX grades.

The high reliability and TX grade silicon controlled rectifier
(SCR) failure rate has been set at 10 fits in accordance with the recent
data failure rate of l.-ss than 17.4 fits. The Military Standard grade I
silicon controlled rectifier failure rate has been set at 30 fits by rank A
ordering. The SCR's have been included with diodes rather than transistors

for consistency with other government publications.

3.6.3.2 Transistors

The failure rate of the NPN silicon transistor in the high reli-
ability and TX crade has been set at 1 fit based on over 3 billion hours
experience and 4 failures. Similarly the PNP failure rate has been set at
1.5 fits based on the recent data failure rate of 1.46 fits. The Military
Standard failure rate for the NPN silicon transistors has been set at 3 fits
based on the recent data failure rate of less than 4.4 fits. Three fits is
also the same rate established previously. The failure rate for the PNP
Military Standard grade low power transistor has been set by rank ordering.

The high reliability and TX grade of field effe't transistor has
a failure rate set at 10 fits based on the recent data rate of less than 14
fits. The Military Standard grade failure rate was .;et at 20 fits based on
rank ordering.

The high reliability and TX grade of un'iuuict.lon tdni6istur failure
rate was set at 20 fits based on rank ordering, and the Military Standard
grade failure rate was set at 50 fits based on rank ordering. There is very

little recent data available.

In sumuarv, the same may he said fur tlif transistor failure rate
ta-ble a ; has been said for tho dlode tablc. Thet is, the low.st IasicI
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failurL rates are those best supported by data. Rank ordering has only
been used where gaps in the collected data have appeared.

3.6.4 Low Population Parts

&A catastrophic dormant failure rate table (Table 3.6.4-I) has been
constructed for low population parts of Military Standard and high reli-
ability grade.

3.6.4.1 Transformers and Other Inductive Devices

To c!1.termine a failure rate for RF chokes and coils, all the
iou and r..:ent data were added to yield 414 million part-hou-. with

zero failure- and failure rate less than 2.4 fits. The failure -ate has
thus been sot at 3 fits for high reliability and 5 fits for the Military

*Standard .. e. This represents a considerable improvement over rates
set formerly. In addition, there are the high reliability grade data
for RF transformers yielding a failure rate of less than 4.8 fits based
on 208 million hours and zero fainires. This further confirms the set
failure rates.

The best data for the audio transformer come from the h13 h
relia ili-ty sour'e and yield a failure rate of 3.2 fits based on 633
million part-hours experlience with 2 failures. On this basis a failure

rate ot ] fit aas been set for the high reliability grade and 5 fits for
the Mili ary S-andard grade by rank ordering.

Power :ransformor data froin high reliability sources yiild a
failure rate or less that, 12 fits based on 83 million part-hours .ith no
observed failures. The Military StAndard source data amount to 509
million part-hours with 9 failures and a failure rate of 17.7 fits for
transformers. The failure rates have thus been set at 13 fits for high
reliability and 20 fits for Military Standard grades based on data and
rank ordering.

Pulse transformer data from high reliabilit, ces have been
combined with previous data to yield 42.6 million part- with no failures
yielding a failure rate or less than 21.6 fits. A failure rate of iC
fits has thus been set foi high reliabiltiv grade and 20 fits for the
Military standard grade.

Indactor and reactor data from high reliability sources total
283.4 million cart-hours with no failures and failure -ate Jess than 3.-
fitr. A failnre rate of 2 fits ',as been set for the high reliab lity ;
qrade and 3 fits for the Military Standard grade. 'hese rates are compar-
able with those previously established.
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Maqnetic memory core data from high reliability sources amount
to 24.77 billion part-hours experience with no failures yielding a failure
rate less than 0.04 fits. Tho failure rate set for this is 0.02 fit for
the hiqh reliability grade and 0.03 for the Military Standard grade based

on rank ordering.

TABLE 3.6.4-I

Catastronhic Dormant Failure Rates (ND) for Tow Populatiozn Devices 1D
Military S ai
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3.6.4.2 Relays and Switches
I<

High reliability relay data yield a failure rate of 17.6
fits from 568 million part-hours experience and 10 failures. Military Stand-
ard grade data amount to 472 million part-hours with 18 failures and failure
rate of 38 fits. Failure rates of 15 and 30 fits respectively have been
set for both grades.

High reliability data for stepping switches amount to 5 mil-
lion part-hours with 2 failures and failure rate of 400 fits. A failure rate
of 200 fits has be,, set for the high reliability grade and 500 fits for
the Military Standard grade, which is better than previous rates. A
telephone type stepping switch is assumed.

Total data from recent and previous experience for toggle
switches amount to about 10 million part-hours and no failures with failure
rate less than 100 fits. Thus the Military Standard grade failure rate
could be left at 100 fits and the high reliability grade at 50 fits as
before. However, the general class of high reliability switch data
indicates a failure rate of less than 31 fits with 32 million part-hours
exper,.ence and no failures. For this latter reason, the failure rates
have been set at 30 fits for the high reliability grade and 50 fits for
Military Standard grade.

Microswitch and pressure switch failure rates have been set
-t 50 fits for high reliability and 100 fits for Military Standard
grade by rank ordering. Too little experience data were available for
,decision making.

Thermostat, thermal switch, and humidity control switch
failure rates have been set at 100 fits for high reliability and 200
fits for Military Staaidard grades by rank ordering, with too little
data available for other bases for decision making. These rates are-
somewhat better than those set previously.

The inertial switch, contactor, and circuit breaker failure
rates have %lso been left at 200 fits for thle Military Standard grade
and 100 fits for the high reliability grade as before. Lack of avail-
able data precludes any change at this time.

3.6.4.3 Solar Cells

A failure rate of 10 fits has been set for solar cells of
high reliability grade based on 748 million part-hours data with 8 failures
and failure rate of 10.7 fits. The failure rate for the Military
Standard grade has been set at 20 fits based or. rank ordering.
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3.6.4.4 Quartz Crystals

A failure rate of 30 fits has been set for frequency determin-
ing quartz crystals of high reliability grade based on 20 million part-hours
experience with no failures and failure rate of less than 50 fits. The
Military Standard grade failure rate is set at 50 fits by rank ordering.
These rates represent an improvement factor of about two times.

3.6.4.5 Lamps

High reliability data for incandescent lamps amount to 9.5
million part-hours with 1 failure and failure rate of 105 fits. The fail-
ure rate has thus been set at 100 fits for this grade and 200 fits for
Military Standard grade.

high reliability data for electroluminescent lamps amount to
27.3 million part-hours with one failure ancd failure rate of 37 fits. The
failure rate has so been set at 30 fits for high reliability and 70 fits
for the Military Standard grade.

3.6.4.6 Primary Batteries, Silver Zinc

The high reliability data for these batteries are too small to
develop a failure rate with any validity. It only indicates a failure
rate less than 5000 fits. A failure rate of 100 fits for Military
Standard grade and 50 fits for high reliability is, therefore, set based
on other information.

3.6.4.7 Rotating Devices

Too little data are available to warrant any change in fail-
ure rates from those previously set for motors, generators, or electric
motor driven devices. The previous rates have been retained for this
entire category. The same holds true for gyros.

3.6.3.8 Connectors and Connections

Connector data from high reliability sources amount to 800
million part-hours with 1 failure and failure rate of 1.25 fits. The failure
rate has thus been conservatively set at 2 fits for this grade and 3 fits
for Military Standard grade. These rates include an indeterminate number
of pins per connector.

A large quantity of 55.4 billion pin-hours has been collected
from high reliability sources for connector pins with no failures and
resulting failure rate of less than 0.02 fit. A failure rate of 0.01
has thus been set for high reliability grade pins and 0.02 fit for
Military Standard grade. These "pins" include socket (receptacle) pins
or male pins.
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Soldered connections data from high reliability sources in-

clude 34.9 billion joint-hours with no failures and failure rate of less
than 0.03 fit. Based on this a failure rate for high reliability has
been set at 0.015 fit while 0.03 fit has been set for the Military Stand-

ard grade.

3.7 Average Failure rates, Relationships, Ratiws, and Enhancement
Factors

3.7.1 Electronic Systems

The system data collected have been grouped and analyzed to
determine average dormant failure rates and factors and to evaluate the
reliability growth of electronic systems.

3.7.1.1 Average Dormant Part Failure Rates for Various Systems

Fifteen systems were used to determine the average dormant
part failure rates for the different part classes shown in Table
3.7.1.1-I. The systems are coded by alphabetical letters and ranked
in order of increasing failure rate within each part class. In the
table, the category, Basic Electronic Parts, consists of capacitors,
resistors, diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits. The other
category, Electronic and Zlectromechanical Parts, includes the basic
electronics plus such parts as relays, inductive devices, transformers,
and switches. The average catastrophic failure rate for each part class
is denoted by i in the "System" column.

As evidenced by Table 3.7.1. 1-I, there is a wide variation in
average electronic part failure rates for the various high reliability
systems. This is due to a number of -actors such as the part mix in-
volved; the actual high reliability grade used; e.g., established relia-
bility grades for passive devices may be 1, m, p, r, s or IC's may be

class A or B; the vintage of the design and parts used, which varies by
several years; and the failure reporting methods used by the different
sources. Therefore, it is not practical to attempt a further breakdown
of the high reliability categories.

3.7.1.2 Dormant Part Class Factors
i

The data contained in Table 3.7.1.1-I may be used to obtain
factors depicting the relative differences between the average failure
rates in each part class. These factors are shown in Table 3,7.1.2-I,
which has been developed by normalizing the average part class failure
rates to the basic electronic, high reliability failure rat,.----Taw-table
shows that the average dormant electronic failure rate for military
standard parts is approximat, ly 4 times as high as that for high relia-
bility parts. The dormant failure rate for ultimate class parts appears
to be 7 to 10 times better than that for high reliability; however, thereare not sufficient data in the ultimate class to make good comparisons.
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I TABLE 3.7.1.2-I

Average System Factors For Dormancy by Part Classes

Electronics & j
Paxt Class or Basic Electronics Electromechanical

Quality Level Part Factor Part Factor

Commercial 

Military standard 3.7 4.5

High Reliability 1** 1.3

Ultimate '** <0.14*** <0.10"**

* No Data

S** All Other Factors Normalized to this Part Class and Type
"*! One Failure Assumed

34

, i

I
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3.7. 1.3 Reliability Growth for Dormant Electronic Systems Utilizing I
High Reliability Parts

Five systems with similar functions arid containing high relia-

bility parts have been used to determine reliability growth for dormant
systems. Figures 3.7.1.3-1 and 3.7.1.3-2 show the system catastrophic
dormancy failure rates versus the average vintage of the design and parts
used in the systems.

A cu.vilinear regression analysis has been performed to letermine
failure rate trends. The curves obtained as a result of the reqression
analyses are on the respective Figures 3.7.1.3-1 and 3.7.1.3-2. Values
calculated :i the equations derived during the regression analyses are
shown in Tables 3.7.1.3-1 and 3.7.1.3-11. The curve for Figure 3.7.1.3-2
has the best fit to the data since its coefficient of determination is
94.3% as compared to 84.1% for the curve for Figure 3.7.1.3-1. The closer
this coefficient is to 100%, the better the fit; 100% is a perfect fit.

Based upon the data trends indicated by the two curves, there
hds been a steady improvement in catastrophic dormancy failure rates from
1964 to 1969. However, the rate of improvement has leveled off somewhat
after 1967 ar:1 appears to be asymptotically approaching a level failurc
rate line at a much slower rate after 1969.

The question of the cause of these apparent improvemaent trends
in high reliability parts arises. The answer is a combination of stand-
ardizing to as few types of components as possible, of developing and

enforcing stringent parts specifications, of captive (or dedicated)
manufacturing lines under strict process control, and of much more

stringent screens and longer burn-in hours. Paragraph 3.7.1.4 discusses
in depth the effects of screening and burn-in.

3./.i.4 Screening and Burn-In Enhancement Factors

The question is often asked: "Why spend the money to burn-in

another 100 hours, e.g., from 168 hours to 268 hours, when you can
scarcely cut the dormant failure rate in half?" The answer is that
while it is true that the dormant failure rate is only about halved
(thus doubling the trouble free time in dormancy) it is also true that
the ground operating failure rate is cut by at least four or five times
(thus increasing the trouble free time of operation on the ground by
the same factor of four or five times). Table 3.7.1.4-I shows this to be
true because of the change in enhancement factors for different reliability
grade parts.
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TABLE 3.7.1.3-1

Parameters Calculated fcr Regression Analysis

(Shown in Figure 3.7.1.3-1)

Actual Observed Coded Values of x Calculated Values
Values x x - 196) of y

(Years' (Fits
x(YR.) y(Fits)

1964 2.3 4 2.54

D05 2.3 2.01

176b 1.9 u 1.50

1967 0.4 7 1.00

1969 0.2 'V 0.06

Fitted Equation: y 4.826 - 0.606x + 0.00854x-
c c

Coefficient of Determination: 84.1%

TAbLE 3.7.1.3-11
A

Paramrters Calculated for kcqrossicn Analysis
( zhown . in F:cur2 3. 1.1.3-.2)

Actual -,btv,d CoJid Values of x C1aculated Values

'.d, s x = x - 1960 of y
x( h.) y(F.its) (Ycar5) (Witc)

1964 2.3 .1 2.47

1965 2.1 1.P0

i966 !.3 6 1.23

1967 0.5 7 0.76

1969 o. 2 9 0.13

2
itted Enuat cn: v1= . - .12x + C.05x

Co'.: I tlcicrt *f be'r!~u:: r. tioL, . 3
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The data in Table 3.7.1.4-I tend to display a linear relation-
ship on the log - log plot shown on Figure 3.7.1.4-1. The usefulness of
this curve is readily apparent because it directly relates burn-in time
(and cost) to those dormancy failure rates that are realistically achievable
for state-of-the-art devices under current manufacturing processes, con-
trols, and tests,

The plot of Figure 3.7.1.4-1 takes the asymptotic form for
the linear portion, as

-n
y - ax (Equation 3.7.1.4-1)

where: y - Y axis value (average part failure rate)
x - x axis value (burn-in hours)
a - coefficient (to be derived empirically)
n = negative exponent (to be derived empirically).

For the linear portion of Figure 3.7.1.4-1 the general form,

Equation 3.7.1.4-1 becomes:

1.72 x-1.
2 35

y 10 6 (Equation 3.7.1.4-2)
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TABLE 3.7.1.4-1

KE/D Ratios for Various Part Classes

(Based on Average Part Failure Rates)

Ground
OperAting

Part Class or Failur2 Rate
Quality Level (x10-9 ) Failure 9Rate BQualityRatio

E (X109) Burn-ln
(Note 1) 'E/D D Hours

Commercial (Estimated) 500-700 50-70X 10-15

Military Standard 166 35X 4.7

Standard Burn-In 80 25X 3.08 168

JANTX 40 15X 2.6 200

SPRINT (High
Reliability) 15 7.5X 2.3 268

Minuteman I (High

Reliability) 1.5 6X 0.25 1000

Also an estimate of the failure rates that are the "ultimate" for

today's technology can be derived from Bell System undersea cable

repeater paris as follows:

Transistors <S 3X <2.0 4500

Diodes <1 3X <0.3 4500

Resistors and

Capacitors <0.1 3X <0.03 4500

Overall Electronic <0.15 3X <0.06 4500

Estimated Value (no observed failures)

Note 1: Ground operating covers a wide range of environmerts from

relatively benign to ground mobile.
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3.8 Parameter Drift During Dormancy

While it is well known that catastrophic electronic part fail-
ures occur in dormancy, the problem of parameter drift with age is of I
equal importance. Yet, very little quantitative data exist in this area. I
Available information is summarized below.

3.8.1 USAF Electronic Equipment Age and Wearout Evaluation

In 19r8, the U. S. Air Force conducted a study on a total of
1074 high reliability electronic parts which had been in dormant opera-
tional use for approximately 5 years. A statistical comparison of
critical par*- parameters was made before and after the 5 years of field I A
experience in a controlled environment. The total sample of parts, as 7
shown in Table 3.8.1-I, had been subjected to high reliability burn-in
and screening. The results showed that parameter drift was occurring

but at a very slow rate. Conclusions, based on the assumption that
drift was linear with time, indicated that the lifetime of the discrete
parts being studied was greater than 10 years. End of life is defined

as mean parameter dritt outside of the specified tolerance band. Thus,
it is possible for some parts to drift outside of specification limits

while the group mean will be within tolerance. To have complete confi-

dence that electronic part parameter drift will not present a problem
after 10 years of dormancy, the extrapolated ±3 sigma values should be
within the tolerance band.

3.8.2 Martin Marietta Parts Certification Proqram

In 1971, Martin Marietta u4mpleted the first phu~e of parameter
drift tests on 7619 high reliability electronic parts which had been in
laboratory storage for an average duration of 3.4 years. The total sample

sizes for the various parts included in the study are shown in Table 3.8.2-I.
The samples were representative of the various part types commonly used by

t-he aerospace industry.

Parameter measurements were taken before, during, and after
storage. Trend lines were calculated using linear regression analysis

for both the group means and the ±3 sigma values. Observed drift of the

semiconductors and capacitors was so small that the differences were
within the accuracy of the test equipment. Wet tantalum and aluminum"

electrolytic capacitors were not included in the program. Positive
drift was noted with both film and wirewound resistors. However, these

devices were originally purchased with group means below the nominal
value so a linear extrapolation of the observed drifc indicates a life-
time of greater than 10 years. The ±3 sigma trend line for wirewound
resistors passed outside the upper tolerance limit at approximately 9
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years. The small sample sizes for relays and switches precluded meaning-

ful statistical analysis of parameter drift. Less than 1 percent of the

magnetic devices under test can be expected to drift out of specification
limits after 5 years storage. Additional details can be found in Ref-

erence 3.

3.8.3 MARK 12 Aging and Surveillance Program

The U. S. Air Force is presently conducting a Mark 12 Aging
and Surveillance Program in which representative samples of electronic

assemblies are periodically removed from storage and tested to determine

parameter drift. The collected data are then analyzed by a computer pro-
gram which results in service life estimates for replaceable items. This
program is significant because approximately 335 IC's are being subjected
to aging. The first data on these microelectronic devices is expected
to be available late in fiscal year 1974.

TABLE 3.8.1-I

1968 USAF Parameter Drift In Dormancy Study

Hiah Reliability ToLdl Parts 'Total Dormancy

Part Category. In Dormancy Part-Hours Accumulated

Resistors 395 17,851,t50

Diodes 294 13,309,380

Transistors 291 13,173,570

Capacitcrs 94 4,255,380

Total 1074 48,619,980

I

I I
I -.
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TABLE 3.8.2-I

Martin Marietta Storage Life Tests

t S
High Reliability Total Part-Hours
Part Category Total Parts Accumulated

Magnetics 776 11,786,580

Capacitors 330 10,485,720

Resistors 4951 135,869,352

Semiconductors 1534 55,100,620

Relays and Switches 28 1,042,440

Total 7619 224,284,712

3.9 Failure Modes and Mechanisms

A list of 98 failures, whose modes and mechanisms have been
identified as occurring during dormancy, is contained in Table 3.9-I.
These failures occurred on parts which were assembled into complete systems
so the environment is not shelf life but rather storage in a container or
operational use under dormant conditions.

As a marked contrast to the effect observed with power on-off
cycling (see Section 4.5), open and short failure modes are about equally
divided in the dornancy table. Major causes of shorts are capacitor
dielectric breakdown and wet electrolyte leakage together with conductive
particle contaminiation in IC's. Surface passivation will prevent fail-
ures attributed to conductive particles. Although examples of "purple
plague" are no loncer seen, other types of intermetallic problems are
still observed as eideiced by integrated circuit failures in the open
mode from sources A and D.

Electrolysis of metal film resistance elements with entrapped
humidity can create opens after a period of time in dormancy. Use of
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TABLE 3.9-I

Systems Failure Occurring During Dormancy

System Quantity Part Type Failure Mode

A,D 4 Integrated Circuit Open Lifted I

Pz
A 1 Integrated Circuit Short Corrosic
E 1 Integrated Circuit Open Bond Fal
F 29 Integrated Circuit Short Contamin
F 3 Integrated Circuit Open Cracked
F 1 Integrated Circuit Short Oxide D.

A,B,F 10 Transistor Open Bond Lil
B,F, 3 Transistor Short Contamir

F 2 Transistor Open Corrosic
A 1 Capacitor, Tantalum Drift Excessii

C,F 12 Capacitor, Ceramic Short Defecti%
F 2 Capacitor, Tantalum, Wet Short Electro3
A 2 Lamp Open DefectiN

A 1 Thermistor Drift Resistu
A 6 Accelerometer Leakage Seal Fai
F 9 Resistor, Metal Film Open Nichroam
F 4 Resistor, Metal Film Open Flaking

C,F 2 Resistor, Variable Open Defectii
F 1 Resistor, Wirewound Open Nicked I

C,D,F 3 Diode Open Loose/B3

F 1 Filter, Feedthrough Open Crack Is

98 Total

System Code

A = Space Vehicle D = Satellite (Ground Test)

B = Interceptor E = Surface To Air Missile
C = Ground Support F = Surface To S~rface Missile
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TABLE 3.9-I

Systems Failure Occurring During Dormancy

Part Type Failure Mode Description

mI
Integrated Circuit Open Lifted Ball Bond, Intermetallic

Problem
Integrated Circuit Short Corrosion Over Metalization
Integrated Cir.uit Open Bond Failure, Cause Unknown
Integrated Circuit Short Contamination
Integrated Circuit Open Cracked Die
Integrated Circuit Short Oxide Defect
Transistor Open Bond Lifted From Die
Transistor Short Contamination
Transistor Open Corrosion
Capacitor, Tantalum Drift Excessive Electrical Leakage
Capacitor, Ceramic Short Defective Dielectric
Capacitor, Tantalum, Wet Short Electrolyte Leakage
Lamp Open Defective Termination

Thermistor Drift Resistance Change, Unknown Cause
Accelerometer Leakage Seal Failure
Resistor, Metal Film Open Nichrome Electrolysis
Resistor, Metal Film Open Flaking From Ceramic Core
Resistor, Variable Open Defective Weld
Resistor, Wirewound Open Nicked Wire in Manufacture
Diode Open Loose/Broken Chip

Filter, Feedthrough Open Crack In Ceramic Sleeve

Total

round Test)
ir Missile
Urface Missile
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thicker film elements will prevent this problem. Although not listed in
the table, it is theoretically possible for electromigration to cause
opens in integrated circuit aluminum metalization when subjected to low
le-el power in a dormant application. Extensive research, resulting in
quantification of this phenomenon, has been performed by Dr. John Venables
of the Martin Marietta Corporate R & D Laboratories/Research Institute
for Advanced Studies. Details of Dr. Venables' work are given in Ref- -_

erence 18. This problem is being solved by vendor control over grain
size and the use of relatively thicker metalization.
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4.0 POWER ON-OFF CYCLING EFFECTS

4.1 Introduction

The purpose and intent of the Power On-Off Cycling program
has been the collection, study, and analysis of electronic equipment
reliability data to determine power on-off cycling effects on reliab-
ility of military equipment. No testing of electronic items has been
done to obtain data, but rather an extensive data survey and collection
effort was undertaken to locate and obtain the necessary data.

The equipment studied was typical of those used to perform
elwctronic functions in military ground, airborne, missile, missile
shipboard, and satellite applications. Special emphasis was given to
the area of microelectronics. In addition, some data on electrical,

electromechanical, and nonelectronic devices applicable to electronic

military systems were available and have been included, but no special
effort was made for these categories.

4.1.1 Limitations of Study

A power on-off cycle has been defined as that state during
which an electronic system goes from the zero or near zero (dormant)
electrical activation level to its normal system activation level
(turn on) plus that state during which it returns to zero or near zero
(turn off) , or vice versa. Figure 4.1.1-1 illustrates some idealized
typical power on-off cycles. The normal system activation level, for
this study, has been defined as that electrical stress/energy which,
under normal systems operation, is applied to each and every part or
component which may or may not have been derated for reliability
enhancement.

The scope of this study also has been

1 To include failures occurring during, or as a result
of normal turn-on or shut down

2 To correlate failure incidenge with power on-off cycling
rates and energized state

3 To correlate failure incidence with application (ground,-airborne, etc.) and with equipment type (radar, communication,

etc.)

4
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NOTE: Symbols are defined in Section 8 herein.

Figure 4.1.1-1. Typical Power On-Off Cycle (Idealized)

4 To correlate failure incidence wilh other electronic equip-

m ent characteristics (part tvpeq part quality, thermal

and electrical Etress, cycling r6tes, and electric;%l
transient suppression) . 1

Tni study does not include power cycles which have varying

levels of electrical power applied, nor does it ,ncludc on-off power

cycles which impose a lengthy time constraint for power turn onl or
turn off. Figure 4.1.1-2 depic-s such power on-of( cycles excluded from

this study.

4.1.2 Need tor Additional Data

The validation of best estimate cyclic failure rates \C and of

the cyclic to dormancy failure r.te ratio K is incomplete. This incom-

pleteness, in general, is due to the limiteW aeounls cf data cn similar

equipment which not only have undergone dormancy or storagu but also power

on-off cycling and for which an obscrved failure can be validly attrilbuted

to the state during which it occurred. Much data had to be discardd_

because cf tie latter criterion.

Additionally compoundiny thc problem is the fact that for high

reliability parts and compenctits, both a billion ,;urt-hour-L in :ormancy

and a billic-n part-cyclns in power on-off cyclinq must be accinulated

before the tirst valid failures can be expected to be observed tur both

states. These billion part-hours and part-cycles ot data that are needed

for each part are gruatly increased if quantificat~on of envirornental

ettects, cycling rates, part quality, transient suppression, iLc., is

desired.
A d4,.sianc ' ex[rmental test approach to obtain this data on

a parts level is not viable from ll te _st nd sch.dul Constraints. Th

means that a cc-ntinued data culection effort on :.,4r miliLary .;.ctrni.c

systems is the oinly dlternative. Conisidcration should L.c qicn t, tho I
structuring of an uxisting military .,:ta system to -r.kzpo.ate valid pow .r
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on-of: cycling data colle..tion and retention Lequirements on a specifically
desiynated system.

Also, an independent, low-key effort to collect power on-off
cycl'.ng data, as it becomes available, thould be undertaken. When such

data are adequate, then appropriate data analysis and validation of

cyclic failure rates and factors should be accomplishe.

4.2 Previous and Current Work

The problem of on-off cycling effects on electronic equipment
has been under formal study since 1946. The original investigations
centered on the large number of electron tube removals which were related
to filament failures. In later years, costing analyses determined that
the actual number of maintenance actions was higher for continuously
operated solid state equipment. This result was -ontrary to the )dua that
the increase in reliability obtained vy continuous operation of eluctronic
equipment wuld be accompanied by a xeduction in the numnber of maintunance
actions, but was not too surprising however, for it was well known that

operating failure rates were higher than nonoperating. When equipmont is

cycled,on dnd off, he proportion ot off timu to total calendar time is
. normally much higher than the on time proportioit. Thus, one might suspect

Ui t the total expected number of failures during the propeily selected
con-bination of dormancy and cyclic opetation will be lower than that of

continuous operation.

More recently, on-otf cycling studies have concentrated on the

fracturing of transistor and IC internal interconnecting wires.

Exr.ansion and contracticn during cycling were causing the -"L' .. .
to break next to the chip bond. Another problem related to cycling has

been power transistor chip cracks and failures of the mounting interface.
A summary of the past and present investigations of power on-off cycling

prcoblems is preqented in the following paragraphs.

4.2.1 ARINC Study

A circa 1960 study was conducted by the Department 3t the Navy,

aboard the aircraft carrier U.S.S. Forrestal on tube type electronic

equipment. Four basic equipment classes were evaluated: recti-rers,

transmitters, radar repeaters, and fire control systers. The individual

assemblies in each equipment type were divided betwecr a continuous and

a cycled mode of operation and the original mode as igruaenL was main-

tained throughout the test. The study results are reported in detail

by Reference 4; however, the two most significant conclusions are that:

1. Equipment reliability is enhanced by conzinuous

operation
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2. The mode of operation does not indu'e a speuific failurc
mechani..im. Cycling and continuous operation i.oth contri-
bute to the causes of failure, and the respective
contributions are inseparable except at the level of

highly .tiecialized laborAtory analysis.

4.2.2 Planning Research Corporation (PRC) Study

PRC, unde the sponsorship of the Navy Space Systems Activity,

has made a comprehensive Lnvestigatio.) of on-off cycling effects on
electronic equipme t operat-ng in space. The data base encompasses
approximately 40 percent of all U.S. spacecraft launched. Details of
the study can be found in References 5 6, and 7. A typical example of
the magnitud of the data was the sample of 51 transmitters which had
beer. su~iected to 517 on-off cycles on each of 27 different .
The 3tudy Yas concluded that no general decision on the ir.pact of cy'.:'g
can be rz'ached on the basis of currentlv available data.

4.2.2 Apollo Data

4.2.3.1 General Discussion 4
The Apollo data comprise three distinct sets of data involving

the same kinds of electronic parts and assemblies. These data are
summarizcd in Table 4.2.3-I. The first column cotitain, dta for the
do-miant mode, the second column lists data tor the pow,,r on-off cy,-!in
test mode, and the third colum:& list- dat, for the energized mode. These
data are mo.t useful far analysis and evaluation of the stressus produced
on eiectronic parts and a;semblies by the power on-off cycling as con.-
pared with t'.o basic dormant mode. Similarly, a comparison may also be
rnade of the energized with thie dormant mode data.

The difficulty in separating power on-off tailur6 Z:..oni

energized state falures must bu realized since all these failures would
previously have beei. charged to the energized state. In this ca:c,
all tests were supx-rvised by cogiJzant scientists and engineers a
to the project. Similarly, it was determined what failures were tz bc
attributpd to the power on-off cy.:ling mode as well as what failu r. I
were2 assigned to the encrgized state by MIT research scientlrts assigmcd
to the Apollo program.

Pcower on-off cyc--ing datj were obtained by turnJ nL oi, tlc,
eq-ipmunt an avuraye of flv: timcs a montn and allcwinq it to Acmil 0
in the eneraized state for abou" three hours after which It was t i ,!.

off aoain. This cycling wa, accomplished in a room ambient ttempertLuz,-
about 25°C. The energized on tirme was deemed -ufficienr to allow
thermal vquilibr.u t b.- reack:cd; :.e., all parts of the equ:;pment
rea-ned the full temF:--a'ure i ic: con1;tion.
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The Apollo dormancy data amount. to 95.8 billion part-hours
experience with 16 failures resulting in a failure rate of less than
0.2 x 10 - 9 . When connt-ctor-pins, connectors, lamnps, fuses, and magnetic
mem ory cores are subtracted, the dormancy data amount to 15.5 billion
part-hours with 14 failures. The dormancy failure rate computed with the
latter data equals 0.9 x 10- 9 part-hours or 0.9 fit. This dormancy rate
appears to be about 2.5 times bef+.er than one would expect from parts
rate-d as with 240 hours burn-in. however, this may ne accounted for by
the limited production of equipment involved and the increased attention
given to quality assurance in the form of stricter standardization, more
screening tests, introduction of Flight Processing Specifications

(FPS's) , etc.

The power on-off cycling data amount to about 697 miliior,
cycles with 20 Lailures and a failure rate of 28.7 per 1,09 cycles. When
connector-pins, connectors, lamps, fuses, and magnetic memory cores are
subtracted, the remaining cyc2 in9 data amount to 127 milllon part-cycles
wIth 19 failures and a failurc rate of 149.5 per 109 cy-le.

4.2.3.2 Derivation of K Factors
C/D

From these data it becomes Fpssible to form some idea of how
much more stressful the power on-off cycling rode is when compared with
the basic dormant aode. When the total data including connector- .irs,
et,., are compared, then K car: be established

C,/D

KC/ "  20 failures (0.697 x 109 part-cycles)
9Lb failures (95.346 x 10 part-hours)

KC D = (2.7 x 10 - failure) per cvcle

(0.1-'7 x 10 " failure) per hour

K = 172 hours of dorma.-cy/cycle.
C/D

when the data exclude the cor.rectci-pins, connecters, lamps, an,:,
fuses, F" becomesC./D

K 1C/D =1f Eailures (.12 x 109 part-cycls)

14 failures (15.53 x 109 part-hours)

KC (149.5 x 10- fa.iurel per cycle
(0.9 x i0 failure) per hour

KC = 166 hours of dc-i-ancy/cy .c.
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And when the inertial rate integrating gyro (IRIG), and pulsed
integrating pendulum accelerometer (PIPA) are excluded, KC/D becomes:

KC/D --(149.5 x 10
- 9 failure) per cycle

(0.4 x 10- 9 failure) per hour

KC/D 374 hours of dormancy/cycle.

Thus, it appears that a single power on-off cycle to thermal

equilibrium and back to room ambient temperature is between about 165
tc 375 (d pcnding upon system component mix) or an average of about 270
times more stressful or effective in developing failures than one hour
of dormant time. Another way of saying this is that one would expect
33 power on-off cycles as described to be equivalent to just over one
year of dorraancy in precipitating failures.

4.2.3.3 Derivation of K Factors
KE/D

It also becomes possible to develop an idea of how much more
streszful the n.iergized state is when compared with the basic dormant
mode. When th-e total data including connector-pins, etc., are compared,
KE/D is:

K 28 failures . (1.602 x 109 part-hours)
E/D9

16 failures (95.846 x 10 part hours)-9!
K = (17.5 x 10 failure) per hour
E/D

-9(0.167 x 10 failure) per hour

KE/D = 102.8 hours of dormancy/energized hour.

Now, by excluding the connector-pin, connector, lamp, and fuse data,
KE/D becomes:

K = 28 failures " (0.482 x 10 9art-hours)
E/D

14 failures " -.55 x 10 part-hours

-911ED (58.1 x 10 -9failure) per hour

(0.9 x 10 failure) per hour

K/D 64.6 hours of dormancy/energized hour.
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And finally excluding the IRIG and PIPA data, KE/D can be seen to decrease

to.

9 failures 4 (0.482 x 109 part-hours)

6 failures + (15.54 x 109 part hours)

KE/D - 41.5 hours of dormancy/energized hour.

So an energized hour appears to be about 40 to 100 times more

stressful or effective in developing failures than a single hour of dormancy

depending upon the part and component mix within the system.

It should be noted that this KE/D factor of 41.5 times is about 6

or 7 times higher than the ratios of 6X and 7.5X shown in Table 3.7.1.4-1 for

High Reliability Classes of Parts apparently similar to those of APOLLO. The

ratio of 41.5 times decreases to 21.5 when the 4 relay failures are censored

and should therefore be regarded as properly indicating a trend based on a

limited amount of uncensored data from one project - APOLLO. On the other

hand, the KE/D ratios of 6X and 7.5X shown in Table 3.7.1.4-I are based on

much more data from many other projects and are rank ordered with other

classes of parts as well. The rates in Table 3.7.1.4-I are thus recommended

for prediction work purposes since nearly 800 billion part-hours experience

were involved in their development compared with about 16 billion hours for

APOLLO.

4.2.3.4 Apollo Failure History

The reliability history of the Apollo Guidance Computer, Reference

8, states: "In general, many of the faults were the result of electrical

transients of many types. Power-line transients and transient behavior of

subsystems during power up and power down were the most common." These tran-
sients did not apparently result in the failures counted above since "A series

of design changes, related to shielding and grounding, eliminated electrical

interference problems..."

4.2.3.4.1 Transformers

The type of failureE induced by the power on-off cycling can be well

illustrated by reviewing the nine failures that occurred on transformers:

Failure Rep. No.

023578-1 Lead magnet wire fractured where it

exits the solder connection.

021618-1 Internal lead wire breakage because ofIpoor bonding of epoxy due to flux con-

tamination.

021612-1 Secondary magnet wire (to terminal 4)

was fractured just below point of

egress from coil-a tension break.

016933-1 Intermittent open in primary, cause

unknown. A
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017352-1 Internal broken lead at terminal 7.

017291-1 Open primary caused by nick in the I
second stress relief loop.

017222-1 Open secondary (no added description).

014859-1 Magnet wire open near solder connection
to green terminal.

--6201-1 O in fine wire transformers - a
generic problem when exposed to

thermal cycling.

There are several notes to be taken from the transformer experience:

1 !All the failures were opens, breaks, or fractures. open

windings in/fine wire transformers are a generic problem during the .
manufacturi.Ig cycle wherl exposed to thermal cycling. No shorts were

reported.

2 No fewer than three vendors were involved in supplying
these transformers. All suffered some failures, so the problem cannot
be placed on one manufacturer. Rather, each transformer manufacturer

must take special precautions in providing stress relief loops,
preventing wire nicks, assuming gcod soldering to terminals, etc.

3 Assuming that thermal cycling is ordinarily used as a
screen to precipitate these kinds of failures in manufacturing it is '1
possible that powir on-off cycling actually represents a more rigorous
form of thermal cycling. It is possible that the power on-off cycling
induces local hot spot heating at potential conductivity faults
resulting in wire and connection "working" due to expansion and
contraction. '

The next largest group of failures developed b' the power
on-off cycling mode is found in switches. A

4.2.3-4.2 Switches

The failures reported for switches are listed:

Failure Report No.

020420-1 Appears to be a defective contact oi

poor solder connection.

020321-1 Defective solder joint.
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017249-1 Confirmed broken braid or open where
tab connects to chip on shaft
assembly of switch.

014857-1 Defective shaft assembly within
push-button switch.

Observations from these data are:

1 The pattern of opens or intermittent opens appears to be
continued by the power on-off cycling mode. This is sustained by the
balance of failures reported on other parts as well. #

2 The power on-off cycling mode appears to be a good screen
for developing poor solder connection faults. Poor welds are also
detected. Potential poor conductivity faults appear to be screened by
power on-off cycling.

4.2.3.4.3 Capacitors

021621-1 Open due to poor internal weld
within solid tantalum capacitor.

017221-1 Open due to poor internal lead
solder connection.

Observations:

1 The pattern of opens is continued.

2 Poor weld and solder connections are detected by power
on-off cycling. The same will be found true for poor bonds and metal-
lization faults in semiconductors.

4.2.3.4.4 Transistors

017183-1 O base circuit due to metallization
fault within transistor.

015615-1 open collector lead due to poor
chip bonding.

Observations-

1 The pattern of opens is continued.

2 Poor connections including bonding and poor conductive j
paths; i.e., metallization faults are detected by the power on-off
cycling mode, which produce potential conductivity problems.

41
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4.2.3.4.5 Light, Pilot

019080-I Open electrical connection or
defective lamp.

4.2.3.4.6 Motor, Tachometer, Generator

014520-1 Poor solder connection of brown lead =

to inner stator magnet wire.

4.2.3.4.7 Thermistor

010469-1 Thermistor wafer fractured,
probably because of unequal streoses

due to a potting void.

4.2.3.5 Conclusions from Apollo Experience

1 It appears that a single power on-off cycle to thermal
equilibrium for about ti-ree hours and back to room ambient temperature
at about 25*C is between 165 to 375 or an average of about 270 times
more stressful or effective in detecting failures than one hour of dormant
time. Another way of saying this would be that we would expect 33 power
on-off cycles as described to be equivalent to just over one year of dormant
time in precipitating failures. It also appears in energized hour is about
40 to 100 times more stressful or effective in detecting failures than one
hour of dormant time. An average KE/D for Apollo of 50 has been selected
based on average electronic device experience of 40 to 60 hours excluding
connectors, etc.

a. The data were developed over a period of about three
years during which power on-off cycling was applied an
average of five times a month.

b. Power on-off cycling as described appears to be about
five times more stressful or effective in developing failures
than the energized steady state. (Refer to paragraphs 4.2.3.2
and 4.2.3.3 herein).

2 The total failures of a system similar to Apollo and its

service life constraints may now be comFuted:

FL =(X D tD)+(XcC)+(X, t E)
FSL 0 D tD)( C E t

FSL = (XD t D)+(270 A D C)+(50 ,D

F SL (tD + 270C + 50 tE  AD (Equatio, 4.2.3.5-1)

when tE 0,
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then Equation 4.2.3.5-1 reduces to:

FSL (tU 4 270C) A D (Equation 4.2.3.5-2) 1
3 The power on-off cycling state as described herein appears

to be paiticularly effective in precipitating failures caused by
potential conductivity faults. This is well illustrated:

a. No fewer than three vendors were involved in transfcrmer
fault history of opens, breaks, fractures or bad solder
joints where the largest number of tailures was found. All

manufacturers need to be careful with stress relief loops,
wire nicks, good solder joints at terminals, etc. Open
windings in fine wire transformers is a generic problem
during the manufacturing cycle when exposed to thermal
cycling. However, power on-off cycling may be more
rigorous in that it induces hot spot heating at faults
resulting in wire and connection "working" due to expsnsion
and contraction especially at potential poor conductivity
fault points. 1
b. The tendency to precipitate potential poor , city
fault points was also noted in switches with poo. ..jer
joints, in capacitors with bad internal welds and solder
joints, in transistors with poor bonds and bad metallization,
and in a tachometer-generator with a poor solder connection.

This effect of power on-off cycling is of special interest
because there is no present method known which facilitates checking fcr
poor solder or weld joints or other potential conductivity faults in
a system other than continuous monitoring during vibraeion testing,
which is both difficult and expensive.

4.2.4 SPRINT Data

The data accumulated on SPRINT missile GRA-8 and its
Launch Prep Equipment (LPE) are amenable to establishing power on-off
cycling factors. Over a continuous 472 day period, detail test records
were kept during horizontal marriage tests, Electro Magnetic Interference
Tests, and other system laboratory tests. Table 4.2.4-I summarizes ,
these data for the dormancy, power on-off cycling, and fully energized states.

4-1i
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TABLE 4.2.4-1

SPRINT GRA-8 Missile and LPE Data - Dormancy
Power On-Off Cycling, and Energized

On-Off
Dormancy rv i aa Energized_____

t D  tE

Part-Hours Part-Hours

GRA-8 x10 9  FD  N F C x10 9  FE

Missile
Electronics 0.128879 0 4,391 0 0.0005 0

LPE
Electronics 0.074889 0 8,970 0 0.0004 0 __

Totals 0.203768 0 6,082(1) 0 0.0009 0

(1) Quantities of cycles are not additive because GRA-8
Missile and LPE on-oU cycles are not mutually exclusive,
so a weighted value m ;t be determined as follows:

( (4,391) + ( 7 ,:70 = 2768 + 331 6,082

Using the data of Table 4.2.4-I, the value KC/D may be calcu-
lated using Equation 1.1.2-9 providing r s + r> 0.99. Checking
for r S + r D > 0.99, it is found that:

r + r 1 -r

+ r D  1 - 0.0009 x 109
0.203758 x 10 + 0.0009 x 10

* + r D  0.9956; hence,

Equation 1.1.2-9 is applicable and yields the following value for K/:
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XSL (1 + , C/DC N ID)E(+ N) )]
0+0+0 _ + .(YC/D) L 6

0.204668 x 10 9 2.08 x 109

4.886** m (1 + 0.537 KC/0 ) (2.300)

'C/D ' 2.1

* Demonstrated D for SPRINT electronics.

** Assumes 1 failure for XSL computational purposes.

The derived K "D value of less than 2.1 for SPRINT electronics
leads to interesting co ecture on why such a difference between this and
the KC/D value of 172 observed for Apollo (Reference Paragraph 4.2.3.2
herein). This difference can be examined by constructing a matrix of
all those factors affecting power on-off cycling for both systems and
examining for significant differences. Table 4.2.4-11 is this comparison
matrix and shows two significant differences.

4.2.5 Other Studies

Between 1970 and 1972, the U.S. Air Force conducted an
investigation to determine if maintenance costs could be decreased by
reducing needless ground operation of aircraft electronic equipment.
The results of this study are detailed in References 9 and 10. A
reduction in ground operating time was found to cause a decrease in
failures. Therefore, it was concluded that it might be possible to
effect maintenance savings of 13 percent to 17 percent with the use of
a Ground Automatic Disconnect System (GADS). Collected data from
aircraft with and without GADS was inconclusive as to the impact of
cycling on the equipment.

A NASA ALERT (Reference 11), identified a transistor failure
mode that was directly related to power on-ofi cycling. Part failures
were caused by the thermal compression bonding process as used on the
1 mil diameter aluminum lead wires interconnecting the 2N2222A
transistor chip and header. The small wires were fracturing next to
the thermal compression bond on the chip. The bonding process reduced
the wire diameter at the bond which became the weak point in the wire
when it was subjected to expansion and contraction during power cycling.
Subsequent tests have demonstrated that this failure mode is not so
likely to occur when wires are ultrasonicel11y bonded to chips. Use
of gold wire or greater than 0.003 diameter aluminum wire also alleviates
the problem.
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TABLE 4.2.4-11

Power On-Off Cycling Comparison Matrix Apollo and SPRINT Electroni

CYCLING
FACTORS AJOLLO SPRINT

1. Part Types and Mix

Type , -tType -

Resistors - 37 Resistors - 54
Capacitors' - 8 Capacitors - 17
Diodes - 23 Diodes - 11
Transistors - 9 Transistors - 12

IC' - 20 IC's - 3
Other - 3 Other - 3

2. Part Class or Quality (CQ)"

166 to 240 hour burn-in 240 hour burn-in
+ standard Ization + standardization
+ limite4 production + controlled lines
" extra screens + extra screens
4 Erocess specs + process specs

3. Cyclic Rate (CN

• 0.007 cycles/hour - 0.537 cycles/hour

4. Temperature (CT

a.Initial Ambient 20 - 25*C 20 - 250C
b.Temperature Stabilization 3 hours power on 10 seconds power on

Temperature stabilized Temperature not stabiliz4
&nd reaches peak effect nor reaches peak effeci

c.Thermal Lag Not Applicable Not Applicable
d.Derating Resistors 50% Resistors 30 - 41

Capacitors Capacitors 50%
Tantalum 25%
Ceramic 60%

Div s 50 - 75% Diodes 40 -7
Transistors 50 - 75% Transistors 40 -

IC's - 15V devices used at SV IC's -' Below voltage
a-Applied Power Unkrown Unknown

5. Transient Suppression (CTs) Parts Derated=50% Parts Derated =50%
Designed In, Details Not Avail. Designed In, Details Not

6. Environment (CE) Laboratory Laboratory
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TABLE 4.2.4-11

Cycling Comparison Matrix Apollo and SPRINT Electronics

IGNIFICANT
flINT DIMRSKE

LW.LO~ye noo;~:r ±Or"Xunown

-tTyV" -+ T% + TI1 + T<10%

- 37 Resistors - 54 45 + 9% X
a - a Capacitors - 17 12+ 4% X- 23 Diodes - 11 17 6% X

a : - 9 Transistors - 12 11 2% X

2 0 XIS - 3 12 9%t X

-3 Other - 3 3 0 0% X

40 hour burn-in 240 hour burn-in X
dization + standardization X

pr oduction + controlled lines X
screens + extra screens X
a specs + process specs x

cycles/hour * 0.537 cycles/hour X

C 20 - 25"C X
power on 10 seconds power on

ure stabilized Temperature not stabilized
Ches peak effect nor zeaches peak effect X

icable Not Applicable X
a SO% Resistors 30 - 40% X
s Capacitors 50% X
um 25%
c 60%

50 - 75% Diodes 40 - 70% x
re 50 - 75% Transistors 40 - 60% X

1SV devices used at 5V IC's - Below voltage X
Unknown

ated a 50% Parts Derated =50%
In, Details Not Avail. Designed In, Details Not Avail. X

y Laboratory X
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Comprehensive on-off cycling tests have been performed by RCA
on a large saiple of 2N3055 power transistors. The results of this
program are described in Reference 12. Two separate failue mes I
were observed that were precipitated by cycling. Below 10 cycles,

cracked pellets were observed but this problem was attributed to process

variations which were subsequently brought under control. Between 104

and 105 cycles, a wearout type mechanism resulting in pellet lifting
was noticed. The interface consisted of nickel/tin materials which
were expanding and contracting at different rates during the cycling.
n appr.ciable amount of shearing was taking place which caused fatigue

failures at the contact point. This problem was not considered critical
because the failures were occurring well beyond the normal use of the
device.

Unpublished studies by IbM have determined that equipment
operated a large percentage of its service life is expected to
exhibit a greater number of failures than the same equipment operated
a small percentage of its service life. A problem arises when the using I
services count all observed failures against operating time only. This
results in a misleading operating failure rate, because it shows more

failures per operating hour. This situation has an important impact on
cost of maintenance. In general, continuously operated systems have a
higher incidence of failure which results in a higher overall cost than
a properly selected dormant system. This is because of increased organiza-
tional and maintenance costs. IBM has observed very few turn-on failures
with their military computer equipment, which employs voltage sensing.
Logic turn-on is delayed until power has stabilized, and transient suppres-
sion circuitry is also utilized.

4.3 Factors and Models

4.3.1 Cyclic Failure Rate (X C) and Models

There are several factors which contribute to or influence
field cyclic failure rates (KC) of electronic systems. Based upon
observations of power on-off cycling data from four major electronic
systems, these contributors are not always independent of one another.
Rather than depending upon system design and duty cycle characterist.cs,
a contributor can be seen in one system to influence another contributor,
but in another electronic system with a short on-time, this influence
is not exhibited. This means great caution and care must be exercised
in construction of any power on-off cycling mathematical model.

The approaches taken by Martin Marietta must be viewed as a
first step. Initial definitions of terms, grouping of factors,
construction of the initial model, and partial quantification of the

factors have been accomplished. These must be considered as the
starting point from which additional improvement can be made as more
and better field power on-off cyzling data become available.
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4.3.1.1 General Part, Component, or System Model for )C

In this initial modeling attempt, the contributing factors
of AC have been reviewed. The dependent ones were det.,.rmined and
grouped into a single C, factor.

As a result, only the basic cyclic failure rate and five
modifying factors remain. The initial XC model, its terms, and
derivation are!

n-5S

XC W iI Ci (Equation 4.3.1-I)
C CBial Ci.

or XC - XCB C Q CN CT CTS CE (Equation 4.3.1-2)

where XC  - field cyclic failure rate of part, component or system

ACB - base cyclic failure rate as related to initialtemperature state

CQ - part quality (grade or class) factor; this factor is a
function of the manufacturing process and subsequent
controls imposed such as Group A and B electrical tests,
special screens, or burn-in on individual parts and
components.

CN - cycling rate factor; this factor is a function of the I
C expected cycling rate (normally expressed as cycles per

hour); the cycling rate can be estimated for a given
system as:

NC = N

that is, the total number of actual or anticipated power
on-oft cycles that will occur on that item during its
entire service life expressed in hours. This factor
represents all non-temperature related effects such as
uechanical shock, wear, vibration, material fatigue,
creep, or other cyclic induced stresses.

4I
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C - temperature effect factor; this is a complex tactor
comprised of several sub-factors which are dependent:

3 Initial temperature state

Applied electrical enerqy versus part derating

with resultant thermal stresses

3 Thermal lags at turn-on and at turn-off

4 Temperature stabilization state (time to and time

at)

5 Residual temperature effects (a function of time between

cycles).

Refer to Figure 4.3.1-1 and related discussion for a

more detailed explanation.

C - transient suppression factor; this factor is a function
of the degree to which transient suppression circuitry

and design have been provided to eliminate or reduce
damaging voltage or current transients at power turn-on

or tuin-off. These transients may either be line

conducted or induced by internal or external sources.

CF = environmental mode factor; this factor is an adjustment
factor for the various environments in which power on-

off cycling occurs.

The subfactcis of CT are sometimes dependent and sometimes

independent of one another. This can be better understocd by studying

Figure 4.3.1-1. This figure shows the initial temperature state (TI) as

room ambient in the power-off condition. When the power is turneu on,

the internal temperature rises at a rate dependent on applied power,

part derating and packaging, etc. The temperature rises until it

reaches a stabilized temperature (TS) at time tail providing that

tml > tE . When power is turned off, the internal temperature decreases

at a rate dependent on heat dissipation paths. The temperature decreases

until it again reaches room ambient at time tmi providing tmn < t D .
The terms tm i and tm2 are thermal lag times and their values are
contingent upon energy levels, part derating, equipment configuration

(density, heat sinks, constructoon, etc.), and ancillary cooling. The
interdependency of the CT factor contributors can now be readilv

seen.
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4.3.1.2 General Electronic Part, Component, or System Model for

Power On-Power Off Reliability Prediction

The probability of success, or reliability, of a part,

component, or system can be expressed by the exponential relationship:

PSC = R = e FC (Equation 4.3.1.2-1)

Substituting in equation 1;1.2-3 (where C is constant with cycles),
Eqiation 4.3.1.2-1 becomes:

R _ - XC (Equation 4.3.1.2-2)
C

4.3.1.3 General Electronic Part, Component, or System Model for
Service Life Prediction

Based upon the earlier discussion contained in Section 1.1.1,

Interrelationship, a service life model can be expressed in terms of

the exponential relationship:

P = R = e-F S L  (Equation 4.3.1.3-1)
SL SL

The negative FSL term of Equation 4.3.1.3-1 can be represented
by several expanded expressions which account for service life.
Equations 1.1.2-4, 1.1.2-5, 1.1.2-7, cr 1.1.2-9 are just a few. A
c2eLie'J iiscussior and examples of the expansion of an FSL term

based on typical service life cycles are given in Section 5.0.

A.3.2 Prelimi-ary Quantification of XC Factors

The data contained in Section 4.4 has been used to derive

preliminary quality improvement factors, CQ values for the power on-off
cycling enavironment. These values are shown in Table 4.3.2-I and
relate to the amount of improvement which can be e:.pected in going
from Military Standard to high reliability quality levels.

For example, the cycling failure rate of a high reliability
type integrated circuit is expeted to be 1/14,800 that of a comparable
military standard device. The overall factor for electronic pjrts

appears to be about 1/3,300. In studying the table, it can be observed
that szreening and burn-in on integrated circuits and transistors are
much mo.re effective in removing parts with inherent weakness to

cycling effects than is the case with resistors, diodes and magnetics.
Temperature cycling is well known to be a beneficial screen for micro-
electronics and transistors. The reason for this efficiency can be
related to the thermal environment which is a major contributor to
power on-off cycling failures.
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A high reliability system which uses a large percentage of inte-
grated circuits as opposed to discrete transistors would have a higher reli-
ability because integrated circuits can withstand cycling effects about 20
to 1 better than transistors.

TABLE 4.3.2-I

Estimated Values of CQ for Various Part Types

Co

Part Type Military Standard to High Reliability*

Integrated Circuits 14,800 to 1

Transistors 4,200 to I1

Capacitors 1,500 to 1

Resistors 700 to 1

Diodes 500 to 1

Inductive Devices 100 to 1

Average CQ (total experience) 3,300 to 1

*Normalized to high reliability value for same part type.

The temperature effect factor CT exerts a major influence over
the model because approximately 90 percent of power on-off cycling
induced failure modes appear to be related to temperature change and
resulting expansion and contraction which cre. tes malfunctions in
inherently weak electronic parts. As has beei. seer in Section 4.2.4,
this factor can range from 1 to greater than 200. Further quantifica-
tion of CT should be obtained by properly designed experiments in
which certain critical influence factors would be varied while others
would be held constant.

Short duration power on-off transients in the order of nano-
seconds are a well kriwn problem with inductive and many other types of
electronic circuitry. Since these transients are typically less than
twice the normal steady state operating parameters, derating of
electronic parts by 50 percent or more can usually be expected to
effectively combat the transient problem. If larger transients are
observed, special transient suppression circuitry can be employed.
Systems evaluated by this study which had been severely derated, i.e.,
operating at about 10 percent of the part specification ratings, do not
exhibit failures which can De attributed to transients. Thus, it
appears that there are very few damaging transients at levels an order
of magnitude greater than normal operation. The effects of transients
and their interrelationship with power on-off cycling as well as part
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derating are thus included in the model. The actual quantification of
the transient suppression factor CTS as well as the base cyclic failure
rate XCB is not possible from currently available data. Quantification
of CTS and XCB requires comprehensive statistically controlled
laboratory experimentation.

The final factor for XC is CE. Almost all the usable data
collected and analyzed came from laboratory conditions. This fact
precluded determining CE values from the power on-off cycling data;
instead, CE values have been derived from energized experience and
assined to be applicable to power on-off cycling. Table 4.3.2-I
presents the CE values for various environments.

TABLE 4.3.2-I

Estimated Values of CE for Various Environments

(These modifiers apply only to the cyclic part failure rate. If
an overall part failurW rate including dormancy and operating
is to be determined, then caution must be exercised not to
double count environmental effects).

Environment C,

Satellite 0.1

Laboratory 1.0

Ground, Fixed 5.0

Ground, Mobile 7.5

Aircraft, Manned 6.5

Aircraft, Unmanned 15.0

Missile, Checkout 5.0

Missile, Flight 25.0

Missile, Ground Launch* 50 - 100'

Missile, Airborne Launch* 100 - 1000'

Shipboard, Surface

Shipboard, Submarine 10.0

*These C. values apply only to the first few seconds

of missile launch. Missile flight CE then becomes 25.0.
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4.4 Failure Rates and Tables

4.4.1 Failure Rates XC For Laboratory Environment

The power on-off cycl.ng study resulted in the collection of
approximately 177 million part-cycles of data on Military Standard
parts and 118 billion part-cycles on high reliability (TX, ER, Class A
& B) parts. Vendors also supplied 24 million part-cycles of data on
microelectronic devices. Almost all of the data are from laboratory
environmental conditions.

The : est estimates of X for Military Standard parts in the -

laboratory environment have been made and are contained in Table 4.4.1-I.

Unfortunately the small quantity of data and observed failures permit
only a "less than" best estimate for all components except low power I
NPN and high power NPN transistors. Much additional data are required
in the Military Standard category to permit better estimate of the X
values or to allow construction of a ranking analysis table similar I
to those done for dormant failure rates.

Estimates of XC for high reliability grades of parts are
shown in Table 4.4.1-II. These data also apply to the laboratory environ-
ment. Again many parts types have not accumulated sufficient experience
in part-cycles or failure to obtain a close estimate of XC .

Finally vendor supplied information on integrated circuits has
been compiled. ';le 4.4.1-IIT presents these data for informational pur-
poses only and it applies to the laboratory environment also. j
4.4.2 Cyclic Failure Rate and Ratio Tables

4.4 .21 Dictoele.Lru*ki Dvice XC Table

The data available for the construction of Table 4.4.2.1-I
are for the laboratory environment. The data for the integrated circuits 4
are from Tables 4.4.1-I, 4.4.1-II, and 4.4.1-III. No data were available 1 +
for hybrid devices. Therefore, conservative engineering judgment tempered I
by similarity of device ratics in dormancy to those known for power
on-off cycling, was used to fix device locations for the various
devices for MIL-STD-883 Class A, B, C and non MIL-STD-883.

4.4.2.2 Cyclic Failure Rate (XC) Table - High Reliability Parts I

The data from Table 4.4.1-II have been reviewed for ranking.
Insufficient data for ranking AC by parts categories exist so a general
XC ranking table has been prepared. Table 4.4.2.2-I is this table
and applies to the laboratory environment.
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TADLE 4.4. 1-I

Observed Power On-Off Cycling Data, Military Standard Parts

)C
C Failure Rate

Part-Cycles FC  (per billion
Part T= x 106 Failure part-cycles)

Antennas and Peripheral
Equipment 0.171 0 <5848

Antennas 0.013 0 <76923
Attenuators 0.026 0 <38462
Circulators, 4 Port 0.044 0 <22727
Couplers, Antenna 0.053 0 <18868
Couplers, Directional 0.035 0 <28571

Capacitors 6.758 0 < 148
General Class 0.534 0 <1873
Ceramic 0.640 0 <1563
Glass 3.152 0 < 317
Mica 0.065 0 <15625
Paper 0.320 0 <3125
Plastic 0.272 0 <3676
Tantalum, Foil 0.288 0 <3472
Tantalum, Solid 1.120 0 <893
Tantalum, Wet 0.368 0 <2717

Choppers 0.016 0 <62500
Filters 0.011 0 <90909
Fuses 0.104 0 <9615
Relays 0.923 0 <1083
Resistors 48.231 0 <21
Carbon Composition 14.364 < U7
Metal Film 32.135 0 <31
Wirewound 0.960 C <1042
Variable 0.752 0 <1330

Semiconductors 118.156 242 2048
Diodes 24.382 0 <41

Low Pcx/er 22.818 0 <44
High Power 0.112 0 <8929
Zener 1.457 0 <689

Transistors 93.774 242 2581
Low Power 92.794 241 2597
NPN 82.320 241 2928
PNP 10.474 0 <95

Medium Power 0.304 0 <3289
NPN 0.048 0 <20833
PNP 0.256 0 <3906

High Power 0.676 1 1479
NPN 0.404 1 2475

PNP 0.272 0 <.36,
Surge Arrestors, Spark Gdp 0.322 0 ,3106
Switches 1,200 0 <833
Transformers 0.837 0 <1195

TOTAL 176.729 242 1369
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I> TABLE 4.4.1-I

Observed Power On-Off Cycling Data, High Reliability Parts

Xc
C Failure Rate

Part-Cycles PC  (per billion
Part Type x 106 Failures part-cycles)

Capacitor 20101.477 2 0.10
Aluminum 0.269 0 <3717.47
Ceramic 9539.056 0 <0.10
Glass 277.905 0 <3.60
Metal Film 0.012 0 <83333.33
Mica 0.720 0 <1388.89
Mica, Reconstituted 0.017 0 <58823.53
Mylar 0.705 1 1418.44
Paper 0.044 0 <22727.27
Plastic/Paper 0.012 0 <83333.33
Polystyrene 0.096 0 <10416.67
Tantalum, General Class 10273.777 0 <0.10
Tantalum, Foil 0.053 0 <18867.92
Tantalum, Solid 8.742 1 114.39
Tantalum, wet 0.012 0 <83333.33
Variable 0.057 "0 <17543.86

Connective Devices 9493.722 0 <0.11
Connectors 9075.331 0. <0.11
Connector Pins 418.391 0 <2.39

Crystals 0.035 0 <28571.43
Electromechanical Devices 0.195 1 5128.21

'-0.01t- t I.Ift 0

Fans, Axial 0.026 0 <38461.54
Fans, Centrifugal 0.017 <58823.53
Motors 0.044 1 22727.27
Blower 0."008 0 <125000.00
DC 0.004 0 <250000.00
Servo 0.016 1 6.'0.00
Torque 0.016 0 <6250 .00

Resolvers 0.063 0 <15873.02
Slip Rings 0.033 0 <30303.03

Filters 0.004 0 <250000.00
Heaters 0.012 0 <8333.33
Illuminating Devices 11.128 23 2066.86

Lamps 2.863 21 7334.96
General Class 2.608 20 7668.71
Annunciator 0.008 0 <125000.00
Electroluminescent 0.155 0 <6451.61
Incandescent 0.092 1 10869.57 I -

Light Emitting Diode 8.265 2 241.98
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TABLE 4.4.1-I
(continued)

XC
C Failure Rate

Part-Cycles FC (per billion
Part Type x 106 Failures part-cycles)

Inductive Devices 553.830 0 <1.81
Chokes 0.016 0 <62500.00
Coils 499.090 0 2.00

General Class 498.200 0 <2.01
Radio Frequency 0.890 0 <1123.60

Delay Lines , 54.304 0 <18.41
Inductors 0.248 0 <4032.26
Reactors 0.172 0 <5813.95

Inertial Guidance Dervices 0.016 0 <62500.00
Accelerometer 0.008 0 <125000.00
Gyros 0.008 0 <125000.00

Magnetic Cores 150.528 0 <6.64
Ocillators, Isolator 0.004 0 <250000.00
Relays 0.798 0 <1253.13
Resistors 36119.508 1 0.03
General Class 1.733 0 <577.03
Carbon Composition 122.312 0 <8.18
Carbon Film 0.185 0 <5405.41
Metal Film 32309.048 0 <0.03
Thermistor 0.033 1 30303.03
Thermal Resistor 16.380 0 <61.05
Tin Oxide 39.110 0 <25.57
Wirewound, General Class 3590.500 0 <0.28
Wirewound, Power 11.502 0 <86.94
Wirewound, Precision 0.040 0 <25000.00
Wirewound, Heater Element 0.040 0 <25000.00
Variable, General Class 0.394 0 <2538.07
Variable, Metal Film 1.031 0 <969.93
Variable, Wirewound 27.200 0 <36.76

Semiconductors 51066.492 5 0.10
Diodes 13226.508 0 <0.08

General Class 0.022 0 <4544.54
Low Power 10928.512 0 <0.09
Medium Power 0.483 0 <2070.39
High Power 463.399 0 <2.16
Tunnel 0.331 0 <3021.15
Zener 1833.761 0 <0.55

Integrated Circuits 29721.597 0 <0.03
Digital 28267.103 0 <0.04

Class A 22.717 0 <44.02
Class B 28244.386 0 <0.04
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TABL 4.4.1-II
(cotinued)

C Failure Rate
Part-Cycles FC (per billion

Part Type x 106 Failures part-cycles) v
Linear 1454.494 0 <0.69
Class A 0.134 0 <7462.69
Class B 1454.360 0 <0.69

Transistors, Silicon 8118.387 5 0.62
General Class 0.008 0 <125000.00
Low Power 7523.568 0 <0.13

NPN 4571.260 0 <0.22
PNP 2952.308 0 <0.34

Medium Power 3.936 0 <254.07
NPN 2.907 0 <344.00
PNP 1.029 0 <971.82

High Power 589.444 5 8.48
NPN 507.841 5 9.85
PNP 81.603 0 <12.25

Field Effect 1.085 0 <921.66
SCR 0.342 0 <2923.98
NPNP 0.161 0 <6211.18
JN 0.181 0 <5524.86

Unijunction 0.004 0 <250o00.0o
Switches 0.550 4 7272.72
General Class 0.201 4 19900.50
Electronic 0.053 0 <18867.92
Indicator Light 0.053 0 <18867.92
Inertial 0.008 0 <125000.00
Humidity Control 0.017 0 <58823.53
Pressure 0.013 0 <76923.08
Thermostatic 0.161 0 <62111.80
Toggle 0.044 0 <22727.27

Temperature Sensors 0.004 0 <250000.00
Thermostats 0.021 0 <47619.05
Transformers 138.618 9 64.93
General Cla's 138.201 9 65.12
Audio Frequency 0.017 0 <5882?.53
Power 0.111 0 <9009.01

Pulse 0.066 0 <15151.52
Padio Frequcr:y 0.215 0 <46511.63
Saturable 0.008 0 <125000.00

Tubes, Sprytron ,, 0.017 0 <58823.53

Video Signal Detectors 0.026 0 <38461.54

TOTAL 117636.985 45 0.38
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TABLE 4.4.1-Ill

Vendor Integrated Circuit Power On-Off Cycling Test Data

xC
C Failure Rate

Part-Cycles ¢ (per billion
Part T pe x 106 Failure l c .)

General Class 1.750 0 <i71
Digita2 22.418 10 446
Non tIL-STD-883 2.748 3 1092

Claus B 16.900 0 <59

Class C 2.770 7 2527
Linear 0.613 1 1631

Non O[IL-STD-883 0.291 1 3436

Class C 0.322 0 <3106

TOTAL 24.781 11 444
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TABLE 4.4.2.1-I

Catastrophic Cyclic Failure Rates (Xc) For
Microelectronic Devices

1. Environment - *qui£ent laboratory operation £ satellite
2. Cyclic Rate - 6 cycles (or less) per 24 hours
3. Time On - sufficient for temperature stabilization
4. Derating - 50 percent or greater on voltage

Military - Standard - 883 Non
MIL-STD- I i

Class A Class B Class C 883 -

30,000

20,000 -Hybrid IC (Thin)-
U

? 15,000

S 10,000 Hybrid' IC (Thick).

o 7,000

. 5,000

3,000 - .Linear IC
hi

2,000 -"

® 1,500

1,000 Digital IC

s 700
,-4

500

U 300
\ ,4

U

200 -Hybrid IC (Thin)
",15

100 --- Hybrid IC (Thick) 1

70
\ 0 Lnear IC-\0

\30
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TABLE 4.4.2.1-I

(continu*d)

15.0 Digital IC

10.0

.~7.0

, 5.0
4.'

. 3.0

"0 2.0

. 1.5

I 1.0

" 0.70

a 0.50

0.30 *Hybrid IC (Thin)-

- 0.20 Hybrid IC (Thick)

0.15

, 0.10
Q

0.070 Hybrid IC --Linear IC -
(Thin)

0. 0.050 -Hybrid IC
(Thick)

4 0.030 -Linear IC--Digital IC-

0.020

0.015 -Digital IC-

0.010

Class A - Devices intended for use where maintenance and replaccmcnt
are extremely difficult or impossible, and reliability is
imperative. I

Class B - Devices intended for use where maintenance and replacement
can be performed, but are difficult and expensive, and where
reliability is imperative.

Class C - Devices intended for use where maintenance and replacement
can be readily accomplished and down time is not a critical

o I 8 actor.
Non MIL-STD-883 - Devices are not intended for military application, but dat' .
have been included for informational purposes only.

I4-3
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TABLE 4.4.2.2-1

Catastrophic Cyclic Failure Rates (AC) For High
Reliability Parts and Components*

1. Environment - equipment laboratory operation & atellite
2. Cyclic rate - 6 cycles (or less) per 24 hours
3. Time on - sufficient for temperature stabilization
4. Derating - 50 percent or greater on electronic devices

m 50.00 Transformers 500000

t 20.00 200000
1Transistors, silicon,_ 

1__I4 0.00 - 100000
M (high power)

5 .00 50000 :
-- 4

r4 3.00 30000
tnMotors-S2 .O0 20000 o

Switches

. 1.00 10000 -Lanps, incandescent

0 Transistors, silicon
(medium power)

0.30 3000

0.20 2000 -Lamps, electroluminescent-
. 1 Transistors, silicon, Relays

0.10 (low power) 1i000 "Capacitors, iylaru apaci tors

•-4"0.05 Diodes 500
U

£' 0.03 Resistors 300

0.02 200 -Light emitting diodes (LED)

to0.01 100 -Capacitor, tantalum, solid

* Note: An estimate of XC values for Military Standard parts and

components under similar environmental, cyclic rate,
duty cycie, and derating conditions can be made by apply-
ing the appropriate CQ values of Table 4.3.2-I to the

values shown in this Table.
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4.4.2.3 Construction of KC/ Table

The construction of a preliminary KC/D table has been
attempted based on several billion hours of dormancy and cycling experience
on identical parts in identical equipment and on the engineering Judge-
ment of specialists who applied a ranking analysis technique to the
various categories of parts using a 50 percent decade scale.

Parts descriptions, as available, were stadied along with,
failure modes and mechanisms. The raw data were censored so that it
could be applied judiciously in the construction of Table 4.4.2.3-I. In
so doing, several categories had to be combined or discarded; for example,
connectors, listed in column 6, are actually comprised of five smAller
subcategories which contained too little data to be considered separately.

In those cases for which no failures were observed, then a most
likely range with upper and lower limits was derived. This aided in
rough ordering each part or component with respect to the others.

Some apparent anomalies may be observed. For instance, the
ranking of the light emitting diode (LED) is much higher than that of
low or medium power diodes, which are of similar construction. But on
the basis of two independent cyclic LED failures, a lower KC/D
value cannot be justified at this time.

Limitations of Table 4.4.2.3-1 are many, ot which a tew are:

1The rai cocan be assumed to be approximately equal to
KC/s because no significant statistical difference has

been found between XS and r).

2 The cyclic rate will affect the ratios and this chart is
for a slow cyclic rate of not more than 6 times per day
and in which temperature stabilization occurs after each
turn-on and turn-off.

3 The transient suppression protection provided is consistent -
with good design practices.

4 That only higher quality grades of parts are represented,
such as TX, ER, or Class A and B for microelectronics.
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TABLE 4.4.2.3-1 7
K .... Ration for Hiah Rellabilltv PartR un Cnmonents*i

1. Environment - equipment laboratory operation
2. Cyclic rate - 6 cycles (Ur less) per 24 hours I
3. Time on - sufficient for temperature stabilizati4
4. Derating - 50 percent or greater on devices in coil

Resistors Semiconductors
and and Transformers ElectO

Resistive Microelectronic and and
Devices Capacitors Devices Inductors

2000 1 2 3 4

1000 -

1000 Transformers

500 *Hybrid IC (thin film) - -Switchl
0

fTantalum, wet, foil High power transistor __IRelays 1200 Tantalum, wet, slug 4Hybrid IC (thick film) {Servo

Heaters Ro!, Re solA
100 Thermostats Tantalum, solid -High power diode -R.F. chokes and coils- Torqu.

0 Thermistors Mylar
4 IBlowe~ITemperature sensing

Zener diode Gyros,,
ariable fPolystyrene Light emitting diode Reactors and inductors Countal

5 irewound tMetal film Monolithic IC, linear Magnetic memory cores oSlip r

20 arbon Film, _________IMonolithic IC, digitaPulsed
tMedium power transistor~pend -

U

Metal film Glass Low power transistor
U Tin oxide Ceramic Medium power diode

5 -Carbon composition- Low power diode

2
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TALE 4.4.2.3-I

D Ratios for High Reliability Parts and Components*

ironmant - equipfnt iaoracory operation
lic rate - 6 cycles (or less) per 24 hours

on - sufficient for temperature stabilization

rating - 50 percent or greater on devices in columns 1, 2, and 3

-Semiconductors.. .. ,

and Transformers Electromechanical

icroelectronic and and Rotating
Devices Inductors Devices Electrical

3 4 __6 2000

2 000

Transformers

brid IC (thin film) -Switches 500

k bpower transistor _Relays 200

rid IC (thick film) 1Servo motors

Resolvers Lamps, incandescent

h power diode -R.F. chokes and coils- Torquer motors Lamps, electrolumines 100

IBlower motors Fuses

er diode Gyros, integratingeht emitting diode - Reactors and inductors Counters -Lamps, annunciator 50
olirhic IC, linear Magnetic memory cores Slip rings

Couplings* *
olithic IC, digital -Pulsed integrating -  Connectors** 20
lum power transisto pendulum Connector pins**

power transistor 10
ium power diode

w power diode 5

2

**Per connection



4.4.2.3 Construction of KC/D Table

The construction of a preliminary KC/D table has been '0
attempted based on several billion hours of dormancy and cycling experience
on identical parts in identical equipment and on the engineering judge-
ment of specialists who applied a ranking analysis technique to the
-various categories of parts using a 50 percent decade scale.

Parts descriptions, as available, were studied along with
failure modes and mechanisms. The raw data were censored so that it
could be applied judiciously in the construction of Table 4.4.2.3-I. In
so doing, several categories had to be combined or discarded: for example,
connectors, listed in column 6, are actually comprised of five smaller
subcategori.es which contained too little data to be considered separately.

In those cases for which no failures were observed, then a most
likely range- with upper and lower limits was derived. This aided in
rough ordering each part or component with respect to the others.

Some apparent anomalies may be observed. For instance, the
ranking of the light emitting diode (LED) is much higher than that of
low or medium power diodes, which are of similar construction. But on
the basis of two independent cyclic LED failures, a lower KC/D
value cannot be justified at this time.

Limitations of Table 4.4.2.3-I are many, of which a few are:

1 The ratio KC/D can be assumed to be approximntely equal to
KC/S because no significant statistical difference has
been found between X. and XD.

2 The cyclic rate will affect the ratios and this chart is
for a slow cyclic rate of not more than 6 times per day
and in which temperature stabilization occurs after each
turn-on and turn-off.

3 The transient suppression protection provided is consistent

with good design practices.

4 That only higher quality grades of parts are represented,

such as TX, ER, or Class A and B for microelectronics. I
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4.5 Failure Modes and Mechanisms

A list of 29 failure modes and mechanisms which have been
identified as occurring during power on-off cycling is provided in
Table 4.5-I. These failures occurred on parts which were assembled
into systems and are the same types which are expected to be observed
in the future. In many cases, the malfunctions can be tied back to
improper process control during manufacturing, a situation which may
never be completely corrected. Even though electronic parts are subjected
to screening and burn-in, followed by several functional tests at the
assembly and system level, a small quantity of potentially defective
items get into operational equipments. Power on-off cycling is one
forcing mechanism which can cause those parts to fail in a catastrophic
mode. As can be observed from the table, failure analysis of the part
malfunction is still not a requirement on all major programs.

It is interesting to note that 90 percent of the failures
listed in Table 4.5-I are opens. The reason for this high percentage
can undoubtedly be attributed to expansion ard contraction effects
which take place when devices are energized and de-energized. Improper
welds, defective solder joints, nicked fine wire, and marginal structural
assemblies can fail when subjected to this environment.

Open windings in fine wire transformers are a generic
manufacturing problem. Failures are normally associated with stress
relief loops, wire nicks, and soldering of lead wires to the windings.
Although thermal cycling is often used as a screen to detect these kinds

of defects, it is possible that power on-off cycling represents a better
way to identify potential malfunctions of this type. The reason for
this is that power cycling can induce locai hot spot heating at the
area where the defect exists. The failure will then become apparent
after a period of expansion and contraction caused by the power cycling.

Code B failures were obtained from a tontrolled experiment
in which a 4000 hour cycling test was conducted, with each cycle consisting
of 25 minutes power on and 5 minutes power off. Transistor internal lead
wire/bond failures are believed to be the same mechanism which is discussed
in more detail by Reference 13. The cycling rate for the Code A and C
equipment was that which was normally exfrienced during operational use.

Although Table 4.5-I does not contain any integrated circuit
failures, power on-off cycling and resultant differential expansion and
contraction cau create malfunctions in these devices especially when
a glassivation layer has been employed for passivation purposes. A
detailed discussion of this situation can be found in Reference 14.

4 -
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TABLE 4.5-I

System Failures Occurring During Power On-Off Cycling

Systm Quantity Part Type Failure Mode

A 6 Transformer Open
A 2 Transformer Open
A 1 Transformer open
A 3 Switch Open

A 1 Capacitor, Solid TA Open
A 1 Capacitor Open
B 1 Capacitor, Wet TA Short
B 1 Capacitor Open

A 1 Transistor Open
A 1 Transistor Open
B 1 Transistor Open

1 Transistor Short
C 1 Transistor, Power Open

B 4 Diode Open
B 1 Diode Short

A 1 Lamp, Pilot open
A 1 Motor, Tach. Gen. Open
A 1 Thermistor Open

29 Total

System Code

A , Space Vehicle
B a Surface-to-Surface Missile
C - Satellite
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TABLE 4.5-1

Failures Occurring During Power On-Off Cycling

t Type Failure mode Description

former Open Magnet Wire Fractured
former Open Internal Lead Wire Brokenformer Open Nick In Stress Relief Loop
h Open Defective Solder Joints and Connections

itor, Solid TA Open Defective Internal Weld
itor Open Defective Internal Solder Joint
itor, Wet TA Short Electrolyte Leak
itor Open Manufacturing Defect

istor Open Metalization Defect

istor open Improper Bond of Collector Lead
istor Open No Failure Analysis I
istor Short No Failure Analysis
istor, Power Open Broken Internal Lead Wire

Open No Failure Analysis
Short No Failure Analysis

Pilot Open Broken Filament
Tach. Gen. Open Improper Solder Connection

stor Open Wafer Fractured

e

_face Missile
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4.5 Failure Modes and Nechanisms

A list of 29 failure modes and mechanisms which have been
identified as occurring during power on-off cycling is provided in
Table 4.5-I. These failures occurred on parts which were assembled
into systems and are the same types which are expected to be observed
in the future. In many cases, the malfunctions can be tied back to
improper process control during manufacturing, a situation which may
never be completely corrected. Even though electronic parts are subjected
to screening and burn-in, followed by a*mral functional tests at the
assembly and system level, a small quantity of potentially defoctive
items get into operational equipmants. Power on-off cycling is one
forcing mechanism which can cause those parts to fail in a catastrophic
mode. As can be observed from the table, fai)ure analysis of the partmalfunction is still not a requirement on all major programs.

It is interesting to note that 90 percent of the failures
listed in Table 4.5-1 are opens. The reason for this high percentage
can undoubtedly be attributed to expansion and contraction effects
which take place when devices are energized and 'de-energized. Improper
welds, defective solder joints, nicked fine wire, and marginal structural
assemblies can fail when subjected to this envzronment.

Open windings in fine wire transforplers are a generic
manufacturing problem. Failures are normally/associated with stress
relief loops, wire nick*, and soldering of le~d wires to the windings.
Although thermal cycling is often used as a screen to detect these kinds
of defects, it is possible that power on-off/cycling represents a better
way to identify potential malfunctions of t is type. The reason for
this is that power cycling can induce local hot spot heating at the
area where the defect exists. The failure ill then become apparent
after a period of expansion and contractio caused by the power cycling.

Code B failures were obtained f om a controlled experiment
Iin which a 4000 hour cycling test was co ucted, with each cycle consisting

of 25 minutes'power on and 5 minutes po r off. Transistor internal lead
wire/bond failures are believed to be t e same mechanism which is discussed
in more detail by Reference 13. The c ling rate for the Code A and C
equipment was that which was normally xperienced during operational use.

Although Table 4.5-I does t contain any integrated circuit
failures, power on-off c zling and r sultant differential expansion and
contraction can create malfunctions in these devices especially when

glassivation layer has been empl ed for passivation purposes. A
detailed discussion of this situation n these di Reference 14.
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5.0 RELIABILITY MODELS

In recent years, an increasing number of electronic systems have been
developed which are likely to be in a nonoperating or dormant mode for long
periods, varying from a year to 5 or 10 years, before being used in their
intended missions or replaced. Most of these systems must be capable of
successful operation at any time with short notice. This greatly increases
the importance of having a reliability mathematical model which accurately
portrays the system reliability at any period during its life cycle.

5.1 Service Life Model

The basic modeling techniques required for the prediction of system
reliability in the dormant mode were established and validated in 1967 in
Reference 1. These and subsequent techniques have resulted in a service
life model that. is a function of numerous system, subsystem, and device
characteristics. The service life model evaluates system reliability in
terms of the system's unique deployment schemes and design characteristics,
which include the effects of:

1 Service life environmental (deployment) modes

2 Expected time in each mode

3 Power on-off cycling during test and checkout or operational usage

4 Failure detection capability of the system

5 Accumulation of operation, dormant, and cycling failures

6 Frequency of periodic test and checkout.

A simplified service life model is shown in Figure 5.1-1 for a missile
system which is constantly monitored for failures after deployment. From
the figure, note that the reliability of the missile after the dormant mode
is a function of:

1 The undetected failures cumulated from prior modes

2 The dormancy failure rate and time in dormancy

3 The effectiveness, ai, of the system test equipment.

5-1
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If this missile system had been tested at periodic intervals during deploy-
ment rather than being constantly monitored, a fourth factor affecting the
reliability of the missile would be the cumulative effects of power on-off
cycliun.

5.2 Storage and Dormancy Models

Strictly speaking, there are two primary types of submodels, each of
which may or may not be present in a given service life model at the same
time. These consist of a storage model and a dormancy model, which are
broken down further in Table.5.2-I. The primary difference between theustorage and dormancy models is in terminology. As the definition of storage
implies, the storage model applies when an equipment is placed in storage
or "on-the-shelf" for a certain time interval before either being deployed
or used in its intended mission. While in storage,-the equipment may or
may not be periodically tested. The methods and failure rates used for de-
termining equipnent reliability are the same for the storage and dormancy
models. Therefore, the paragraphs and examples describing the dormancy
models will also apply to the equivalent storage models; i.e., periodic test
and no test.

TABLE 5.2-I

Constituent Models of the

Service Life Model

Service Life Model

1. Storage Model
a. No test
b. Periodic test

2. Dormancy Model
a. No test

b. Periodic test

The dormancy model is used in conjunction with two basic deployment
survival techniques utilized for systems which are unlikely to be used intheir intended mission for long periods of time after deployment. The first

and simplest technique is the ''no test'' plan. Under this concept the A
some of the less complex systems, this is the best method. However, as

system complexity increases, other means must be found to assure that an
acceptable reliability is maintained.

The second deployment survival technique is used for higher complexity
systems which can experience cor.siderable degradatior over long periods of
dormancy. In this technique, which is the periodic test concept, the de-
ployed system is tested at periodic intervals, such as every 6 months, and
any necessary repairs are made after each test.

I Ii
!i
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5.3 Application of Reliability Models

'to visualize the differences between the two basic deployment survival
techniques, an example is provided which compares the two techniques by
applying them to a tactical electronic system. The system is assumed to
consist of high reliability parts and to be contained in a controlled en- --A
vironment during deployment. A parts list of the system with associated j
operating and dormancy failure rates is shown in Table 5.3-I.

In referring to Figure 5.1-1, Mode 4 of the service life model (deploy-
ment) is the only variation to be considered by this example. Therefore, A
the undetected failures through Mode 3 can be calculated to determine the
system reliability, R3 , at the end of Mode 3 or the beginning of deployment: I

F3 - (1- X tE + (1- 03) (A DtD + XEtE
12 3

where F expected failures through Mode 3 I
3

XE a 1,18b,966.7 fits - System operating failure rate
EI

t - 340 hours - Total operating timW prior to shipment --

XD = 14,876.25 fits - System dormancy (storage) failure rate

t 720 hours - Total dormant (storage) time through Mode 2
D2

t 5 hours - Total operating time during predeployment checkout

Ot - 0.95 - Test efficiency of factory test

3 = 0.90 Test efficiency of predeployment checkout test A

-9 -9
F 3 0.05(1,186,966.7x10 ) (340) + 0.10 [(14,876.25xi0 " ) (720)+ AJ

1,186,966.7xi0"9 (5)] A

F = 0.0218
3 -t-0.0218 :

Thus R - e 0 0.978

Therefore, the system reliability at the beginning of deployment is 0.978.

5.3.1 No Test Deployment Concept

If the ''no test'' concept is chosen for the system, then the system
will remain in a dormant, unenergized state throughout the deployment mode

5-4
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of its service life. No system failures will be detected during this period,
and the total undetected failures occurring during Mode 4 (deployment) of
the system service life are found as follows:

F N4 X 4 t 4

where F - Expected failures during Mode 4 under 'no test'' conceptN14

XD  - 14,876.25 fits - Dormant failure rate

t4 - 1 to 5 years - Expected deployment time

The model may be solved for the total expected failurea for various time
durations, and by utilizing the exponental equation, system reliability can
be calculated.

Figure 5.3.1-1 shows the system reliability degradation during the de-
ployment mode under the ''no test'' concept. Note that the initial. relia-
bility is not 1.0, but 0.978 which is a result of the undetected failures
through Mode 3. Therefore, at the end of five years the system reliability
would be 0.51, which is not acceptable for most tactical systems.

5.3.2 Periodic Test Concept

In order to maintain- a higher reliability throughout deployment, a
periodic test strategy may be chosen. As previously mentioned, complex
trade studies are involved in selecting the optimum checkout interval.
However, it shall be assumed that the trade studies have already been per-
formed, and a periodic test interval of one year selected.

An important consideration with the periodic test concept is the effects
of power on-off cycling on the system reliability. If the system does not
have adequate transient suppression circuitry, the power cycling may have
a disastrous effect upon systen reliability and availability. It shall be
assumed that the system under cogisideration does have protection against
transients.

For calculating the estimated number of failures that occur between
periodic test (including the effects of cycling during the rest), certain
values relating to the test must he established. The interval between
periodic tests will be one year. The total operating time during a periodic
test is assumed to be 3.0 ,nours, which also is sufficient time for the in-
ternal temperature rise to stabilize at the maximum operating value. The
model for calculating the estimated failures is based upon the models
derived in -cction 1.1 of this report which incorporated the effects of

on-ulf cycling. The model used is taken from Equation 1.1.2-8 with r. 0:

F- [ (r D + NC KC/D) X0 + ) E rE tD 4

where Fp Expected failures during one periodic test interval

5
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rD - 0.99966 - Ratio of total dormant time to total periodic
test interval time

NC - 0.00023 - Ratio of total power cycles to total periodic test
interval time (cycles per bo,'-)

KC/D 270 - Ratio of cyclic failure rate to dormancy failure rate
(estimated for an average mix of high reliability parts)

XD - 14,876.25 fits - System dormant failure rate

AE = 1,136,966.7 fits - System energized failure rate

rE = 0.00034 - Ratio of total operating time to total periodic
test interval time

t = 8760 hours - Total periodic test interval time

The failure rate values are taken from Table 5.3-1. The ratios, rD and rE,
are based upon the assumption of a one year periodic test interjal (8760
hours) with a 3 hour operating time during test. A total of 2 power on-off
cycles are asumed per test interval, from which NC is obtained. The value
of KC/D is assumed to have been determined for this bysL.m based upon such
factors as high reliability parts, part mix, cyclic rate and duration,
transient suppression capabilities, and energy level attained during cycling.
Substituting these values into the model:

Fp = {[(0.99966) + (0.00023) (270)] 14,876.25x10 "9 +

(1,186,966.7x10"9 ) (0.00034)} 8760

Fp = 0.1419

By combining the value calculated for Fp with that of F3 previously calcu-
lated and applying the sum to the exponental equation, the system relia-
bility just prior to the first periodic test is obtained:

R - e = 0.849

Thus, by using the exponential equation, system reliability can be
calculated at the time of test. Immediately after the periodic test, the
reliability will be higher since detected failures will have been repaired.

However, the reliability will not regain its former level at the previous
periodic test because there are undetected failures remaining in the system.
For ccmparative purposes, it shall be assumed that the value of a (efficiency
of the test in detecting failures) can be either 0.5C or 0.95 depending
upon the design and test equipment. The system reliability following test

can be calculated in the following manner:

-[(-a) (Fp) + F3 ]
R= e
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For a - 0.50:

R e [(1-0.50 ) (0.1419) + 0.0218]

R - 0.911

For a - 0.95:

R e'[(1-0.9
5) (0.1419) + 0.0218]

R - 0.972

Figure 5.3.2-1 shows the resulting reliability degradation over a five
year period for tith a values. As evidenced by the graphs, there is a
considerable difference in raliability when the percentage of failures de-
tectable is increaaed. Other than dormancy failure rate, the most signifi-
cant contributors to achieving long term dormancy system xeliability are
the test efficiency and the frequency of periodic test.

It is interesting to note what effect power on-off cycling has on system
reliability. If cycling were not taken into account, the model for the
expected failures at the end of the first yearly periodic test would be:

F (-0) (X D t4) + F3 )
D D 3

where F= Failures undetected prior to deployment

XD - Dormancy failure rate

SD4 =Periodic test interval

= Test efficiency

F = (.5) [(14,876.25x10"9) (8760)] + 0.0218

F = 0.0870

Therefnre,

R -0.0870

R = 0.917 = Reliability without effects of cycling assuming
0.50 test effi1iency

A comparison is shown in Table 5.3.2-I between the system reliability
values calculated when the effects of on-off cycling are taken into account
and when they are not considered. The values reflect an assumed test effi-
ciercy of 0.50 and a periodic test interval of one y..r. The differences
are small, but become more significant when it is remembered that only 2 on-
off cycles per year are being applied to the system. I
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TABLE 5.3.2-I

Comparison of Periodic Test Reliability Calculations

With and Without The Effects of On-Off Cycling

Reliability Calculations

Time Interval With Cycling Without Cycling
(Years) Effects Effects

1 0.911 0.917
2 0.849 0.859
3 0.791 0.805
4 0.736 0.754
5 0.686 0.706

Note: 2 on-off cycles per year are assumed
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND REqMMENDATIONS

6.1 Conclusions

Martin Marietta has thoroughly conducted and successfully
concluded both RADC sponsored programs.

1 F30602-72-C-0243, "Dormancy Failure Rates of
Electronic Equipment and Parts," and

2 F30602-72-C-0247, "Power On-Off Cycling Effects
on Electronic Equipment Reliability,"

During the data collection and analysis phases of the above
programs, definite interrelations between the storage, dormancy, power
on-off cycling, and normally energized ctates were found, developed,
and verified. These interrelationships have been incorporated into
service life equations and models. Both apply to military electronic
equipment and utilize failure contributions from the dormancy and power
on-off cycling states in combination with those of the normally energized
state.

The basic interrelationships, terms, and equations are given in
Equations 1.1.2-1 through 1.1.2-9. The full spectrum of service life
models has been carefully developed, explained, and illustrated in Sec-
tion 5.0 RELIABILITY MODELS. The service life modeling techniques of
Section 5.0 provide the means by which a system's reliability can be
predicted or determined at any time during its service life cycle.

The study and investigation efforts of dormancy and power on-
off cycling have been logically combined into this final technical
report. This permits simultaneous retrieval of both sets of failure
rates and interrelating factors from library sources. The logic and
efficacy of a single report are also amplified by the fact that both
studies have had the same ultimate goals:

1 The development and improvement in design, manu-
facturing, quality, and deployment techniques or

conditions that promote attainment of maximum
system reliability

6



2 The updating and upgrading of reliability predic-

tions through improvements in military electronic
system mathematical modeling methodology

3 The quantification of corresponding, viable, and
authoritative failure rates and factors for dormancy

and power on-off cycling from available field data.

6.1.1 Dormancy Program Conclusions

A statistical analysis of the dormant and storage data collected
during this program indicates that there is no significant difference
between failure rates for equivalent part types in the storage and dor-
mant modes. As a result of this finding, the dormant and storage data
have been combined for all analyses. Because of the unavailability of
drift failure rate information, only catastrophic failure rates and
factors have been developed.

6.1.1.1 Failure Rates, Factors, and Models

Dormancy data collected were primaliiy on three grades of
electronic devices -- Military Standard, high reliability, and ultimate.

The data served to verify and strengthen the validity of the

failure rates and factors originally developed in Reference 1. Many
of the data gaps that previously existed have been filled, and changes
in failure rates because of technological advances in design, manufac-
turing, and quality control are reflected. In almost all cases, the
catastrophic failure rates have improved for individual electronic
parts. These are summarized in Table 3.6.1-11 for microelectronic
devices, Table 3.6.2-I for resistors and capacitors, Table 3.6.3-I
for semiconductors, and Table 3.6.4-I for low population devices.

Integrated circuit reliability has been expanded by categorizing
the failure rates by the screening classes given in MIL-STD-883. Table
6.1.1-I shows the relative differences found to exist among the different
classes for both digital and linear integrated circuits. Insufficient
field data were available to make dormant failure rate estimates for
MOS, MSI, and LSI devices.

Analysis of the data shows that, on the average, dormant high

reliability part failure rates are between 3 and 7 times better than the
Military standard grade. The ultimate grade part appears to be about 50
times better than the Military Standard arade: however, data are still
insufficient to draw good or prove definite conclusions on this grade.
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TABLE 6.1.1-I

Failure Rate Factors for Digital and Linear Integrated
Circuits by Classes A, B, and C of MIL-STD-883

Integrated Circuit Reliability Relative
Type Class Failure Rate Factoxs

Digital Class A

Class B 2*

Class C 5*

Linear Class A l**

Class B 3.5**

Class C 0*

* Normalized to Class A, Digital

** Normalized to Class A, Linear

Based upon data from five systems with similar functions but
with different vintages of designs and high reliability parts, dormant
reliability growth trends have been determined. The growth trends
indicate a steady improvement in average catastrophic dormant failure
rates from 1964 to 1969. However, the rate of improvement has leveled
off somewhat after 1967 and appears to be asymptotically approaching a
level failur- rate much more slowly after 1969. This failure rate
improvement is primarily due to improved manufacturing contrnl and more
effective parts screening and burn-in as shown in Tdble 3.7.1.4-I and
Figure 3.7.1.4-1.

Parametric drift information was sought on dormant devices, but
has been found to be sparse. In general, however, parametric drift tests
conducted on stored semiconductors have shown drift to be negligible on
devices investigated. Positive drift trends have been observed on cer-
tain metal film and wirewound esistors. Even this drift rate does not

i
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indicate these types of resistors can be expected to go outside of end of
life tolerances over a 10 year period. Insufficient drift data exist
for other devices.

Because of the limited temperature and humidity ranges observed

on the dormancy data, no pronounced differences in dormant catastrophic
failure rates can be identified for temperature or humidity changes. Data
from high temperature storage tests on microelectronic devices have been
analyzed in a further attempt to correlate dormant failure rates with tem-
perature. In general, the dermant failure rates increase with temperature,
but the lack of more than two high temperature data points prevented the
establishment of an Arrhenius curve and associated acceleration factors.

Quantification of relative environmental location factors for
electronic: systems has been accomplished for four dormant environments:
satellite, in container in a controlled environment, not in container in
a controlled environment, and submarine. The factors are listed in Tables
3.5.2-I and II.

The service life model previously mentioned has been developed
to reflect the entire life cycle of a system from factory to replacement
or use in its mission. The model enables the system reliability to be
calculated at any given time throughout this cycle. Many of our strategic
missile syste-, both in the field today and under development, have a
planned life cycle of approximately 10 years and must be capanle of suc-
cessful operation at any instant duzing this period. Thus, the importance
of having a reliability mathematical mudel which accurately portrays tht
system reliability prior to deployment becomes paramount. The addition
of power on-off cycling effects to this model increases the accuracy even
moiNe and is discussed in paragraph 6.1.2.1.

6.1.1.2 Dormancy Failure Modes and Mechanisms

Preliminary indications from failure mode data collected on
approximately 100 electronic parts are that open and short failures
occur with about equal frequency in the dormant state. However, a
closer look at the data reveals that about 60 percent of the shorts
experienced are due to contaminated integrated circuits. Without this
failure mode, the opens are clearly in the majority.

The most prevalent type of open fAilures are lifted bonds on
transistors and integrated circuits and electrolysis of Nichrome metal
film resistors with entrapped humidity.

The shorted failure modes are primarily due to contaminated
IC's, dielectric breakdown in ceramic capacitors, and electrolyte leak-
age in wet tantalum capacitors. Although examples of "purple plague"
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were not revealed, other types of intermetallic problems are still present.
This is evidenced by failures of this type from two sources.

A major contributor to failures which occur during dormancy is
out-of-control manufacturing processes. Metal film resistors have ex-
hibited two failure mechanisms attributable to manufacturing processes.
One was the presence of sealed-in moisture which initiated an internal
electrolysis process that created voids in the Nichrome film. The other
failure mode is caused by the resistive Nichrome element flaking off
because the ceramic base cores were insufficiently cleaned before film
deposition.

The integrated circuit contamination failures are also attribut-
able to manufacturing processes. Sources reported that loose conductive
particles on the substrate surface caused shorts in the devices. These
are particularly devious failures to validate because of the mobility of
the particles. For example, assume a dormant system in an airborne en-
vironment experiences sufficient vibration to cause a conductive con-
taminant to short an integrated circuit; the module containing the IC
is removed for repair and transported to the repair facility. During
transit, however, should the conductive particle move to another location
on the substrate, the module will test perfectly good. All evidence of
failure has vanished. One way of controlling this type of failure mech-
anism is to perform a screening test which monitors the electrical para-
meters of the device during vibration testing. Another way of avoiding
this problem is to eliminate the failure mode by design and use of devices
which have a surface passivation layer which negates any possible inter-
mittent shorts from any contaminants that may be present.

Since the observed failure modes and mechanisms for dormancy
are the same as those for the energized state, it can be concluded that

dormancy itself is not the causative factor. Rather device material
properties or incipient defects are. Both types of these failure mech-
anisrs can be correlated with dormant time as well as operating time.
The rate at which failures occur in dormancy is lower because of zero

or near zero electrical stresses applied.

6.1.2 rower On-Off Cycling Program Conclusions

The results of the data collection and analysis program indicate
that power on-off cycling can nave a definite adverse effect upon elec-
ironic equipment reliability. The deqzee to which reliability is affected

depends upon several factors sui:h as part quality, cyclic rate, temperature
effects, envircnment, and trdi.sivnt suppression capabilities of the system. II
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These factors are not always independent of one another, but rather

great caution and care must be exercised in construction of any power

on-off cycling mathematical model and development of quantitative values
for factors in the model.

This report is considered to be the initial step toward defin-
ing the terms and factors related to power cycling and developing the
necessary mathematical models and quantitative factors required for
reliability prediction purposes. It should be recognized that this is
only a startingl point with more and better power on-off cycling data
required before a high degree of confidence can be obtained in the pre-

diction methods and values. However, with the partial verification of

the models and factors afforded by the on-off cycling data collected,

it appears that there is a reasonable validity in the approach taken

in this report.

6.1.2.1 Failure Rates, Factors, and Models

The service life model which has been developed reflects the
effects of power on-off cycling on equipment reliability along with the

other service life conditions usually experienced by equipments: storage,

dormancy, and .he fully energized state. The model adds a new dimension

to trade-off studies involving periodic testing. Without the effects of

cycling taken into account, reliability predictions can be overly opti-

mistic. Of course the degree of optimism is dependent upon the cyclic

rate and related cyclic characteristics. In addition, the service life

model is a valuable tool for determining logistic requirements. More

accurate failure data on specific part types and quantities can be

obtained as a result of including cyclic failure rates.

Based upon the data collected, a power cycling failure rate

model to estimate the cyclic failure rate(l ) has been developed and is

given in Equations 4.3.1-1 and -2. The moYel identifies, defines, and

correlates the factors exerting primary influences on cycling failures:
part quality, cyclic rate, temperature effects, environment, and transient
suppression characteristics of the equipment. Preliminary quantification

of these factors has been accomplished and tables are given with values for

the factors in paragraph 4.3.1.

L The temperature factor exerts a major influence over the model

because of the large percentage (about 90 percent) of observed part

failures which appear to be related to expansion and contraction result-

ing from temperature change. These factors can range from 1 to greater

than 200. Further quantification of this important factor should be ob-

tained by properly designed experiments in which certain critical in-

fluence factors would be varied while others would be held constant.
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Xn addition to the cyclic failure rate model, cyclic
failure rates (Tables 4.4.2.1-I and 4.4.2.2-1)

have been constructed. The former table is on microelectronic devices
and the latter on high reliability parts. Both tables apply only to
electronic systems in a laboratory environment, having a cyclic rate of
6 cycles or less per 24 hours, having the cycle on time one hour or longer,
having the time between cycles one hour or longer, having an average part
derating of 50 percent or greater, and having transient supression cir-
cuitry designed in the equipment.

The incidence of power on-off cycling has been correlated to other

states such as dormancy and normally energized. This correlation is in the

form of ratios of the cyclic failure rates to those of dormancy and energized.

Table 4.4.2.3-3 is the first such attempt at developing and ranking these

factors. By the use of these factors, it is now possible to estimate how
much more stressful the cyclic state is when compared to the dormant state

for similar electronic devices in identical power on-off cycling conditions.
Analysis of this data indicates that on the system level a single power on-

off cycle is between 1 and 375 times more stressful or effective in causing

failures than one hour of dormant time. This wide range demonstrates just

how great an effect cycling can have on equipment reliability. In contrast

to this, the ratio of energized to dormant failure rate was between 40 and

100, depending upon the part and component mix within the system.

Correlation of power on-off cycling failure incidence with
environmental application or with equipment type was thwarted. This
was due to the fact that almost all of the validated power turn-on and
power turn-off failures came from missile electronic systems in a lab-
oratory environment.

6.1.2.2 Failure Modes and Mechanisms

Available failure mode and mechanism data indicate an over-
whelming tendency of power on-off cycling to induce failures in the
open mode. Approximately 90 percent of the failures analyzed were opens.
The reason for this high percentage can be attributed to expansion and
contraction effects which take place when devices are energized and de-
energized. Improper welds, defective solder joints, nicked fine wire,
and marginal structural assemblies can fail when subjected to this en-
vironment. In many cases the malfunctions which occurred can be tied
back to improper process control during manufactut,, a situation which
may never be completely corrected.

Power on-off cycling appears to be particularly effective in
precipitating poor conductivity fault points in a system. This is

6I
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ilutae yo-f yln alue eetdi rnfreswt
opnbreaks, fractures cr bad soldi~r points; in switches with poor

thes rmal y ~f cyclin:nue falusren detectdtects tranform s those

described for trans formers, it is possible that power cycling represents
a better way to identify potential malfunctions of t-his type. The reason
for this is that power cycling can induce local hot spcit 1,eating at the
area where the defect exists. The fdilure will then become apparent after
a period of expansion anid contraction caused by the power cycling.

6.2 Recommendations

The following re :o.mnedations are submitted for consideration
and possible implementation:

I Government docurents establishinq arid defining overall
reliability program requirements should be updated and upgraded to
include management and/or technical provisions, ZI-t :tipuJlate and
implement reliability requirements in terms of op erational service
life, rather than just the energized (operating) state.

2Goveirnment technical manuals, hiandbooks. and guidelinu-s
Lshould be issued or revised to include the Lnethods, data, and references
on how to cohesively conduct and to systematically perform quantitative
reliability analyses for the total service life of military equipment.
Such analyses must be based on required operational capabi lities over
the anticipated service life. Degradation effects on k*Actrcnic equip-
mne.-t in various activation states, such as shelf-life, transportation,
handling, testing, dormancy, and power on-off cycling must be considezed
in addition to only those of the nor-mally energized (active) state. For
example, Figure 6.2-1 depicts a possible revision to Figure 1 of MIL--STD-
72-B. This Military Standard should be updated in the INACTIVE TIME area
and added to in the TRANSITION TIME area.

.3 Detailed Government procurement documpnts, vp ecifications,
and contracts should also be revised and written to includo re).iabil'tv
requirements and studies based upon total service life :onsideratiC1!'.
The reliability studies, izucludinq m-thernat2cal models, trade-offs,
parametric analyses, allocations, or predicticouis, should be directed
with he intent to promo.te attainmient of optimun' system reliability
zonsonant with minimum cost and time impacrs. These ::tudies are
ar%1licaLle to all phases of the Government prcocuromrcnt uycl3e; i.e.,
C;)ncept Forxm.latioi,, Adv'a,-,d Developmrent, Research and Devel.ient,
Production, DeploymenL, and Operecional
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4 Consideration should be given to the fea.Libility of i
restructuring or of incorporating thejmeans by which largL quantities

of dormant and power on-otf cycling data can be collected through ex-

isting data collection systems. No such p4ovisions now exist; nor are

complete dormancy or power on-off cycling data on any current major

military systems available from a single source.

5 In order to provide the huge quantities of dormancy or

power on-off cycling data necessary, consideration should be given to

selecting and marking a future major military electronic system, for

special data z-ollection provisions on dormancy ana power on-otf cycling.

These special provisions must include the necessary detailed and docu-

mented failure analysis provisicns down to the part level to ascertain
and validate the state in which failure occurred.

6 The possibility of establishing, at an existing facility.

a central collection point for military electronic hardware failures

(and their history) that are attributed to dormancy or power on-off

cycling should be considered. At appropriate times, detailed failure

analysis to Finpoint failure mode and failure mechanisms can then be

readily accomplished to validate the failure and the state in which it

occurro.

7 To establish power on-off cycliny effects (factors, base

failure rates, etc.) on specific electronic components, carefully con-

structed and designed experiments are needed. Careful contemplation

should be made before attempting this becauz of harware qnantity and

time constraints.

8 The efficac of a low key effort to collect, when and as

it eccurs, power on-off cycling data of interest on military electronic

equipment should be investigated. In the study just completed, a grow-

ing tendency has been noted. This tendency is a reluctance, on the part

of major military weapon system contractors, to furnish uncontracted-fc.r

data free. This is due to material and manpower coscs incuried by them

in reconstructing or resorting past or present aplicable data and not

receiving monetary compensation for the added scope. This reluctance

is further heightened by current cutbacks in military defense spendiny

which directly results ir. purse-string tightening on thc part of private

contractors.

9 Should Lny of the recormnendatlons of 4 througi, 8 be i -pl-

mented, th-en additional study and investigatio: of any ant all collected
dta hcud be undertaken. Although this technical report nas providea

new and updated dormancy failure rates and factors and provided an
nitial and unique approach to -uantification of rower on-t-ff cyclirng

effects, additionai work ib required to:

6_ -1



a Validate the preliminary dormancy failure rates arrived
at by the ranking analysis method for both thick and thin
film hybrid integrated circuits. This validation includes

Class A, B, and C devices of MIL-STD-883.

b Establish and validate dormancy failure rates for other

microelectronic devices such as MST and LSI.

c Establish and/or validate dormancy failure rates for
special electronic items such as MOS devices, field effect
transistors, microwave diodes, or varactor and step recovery

diodes.

d Validate dormancy failure rates for low population items.

e Develop additional values for the power on-off cycling to

dormancy ratio (K C D ) for use in the service life model.

Validate the preliminary power on-off cycling failure
rate ( C ) model and provide further and betzer quanti-

fication of the base cycling failure rate (XCB' and
contributing factors C, CNI C-, and C

Provide more comprehensive rank ing tables for the
base failure rate (A C).

h Provide a better delineation of the independent effects of
temperature and humidity on dormant electronic devices.

i Provide a better correlation of power on-off cycling

effects with environment and equipment type

S Provide a better delineation of environmental mode factors

for dormancy and power on-off cycling especially for han-
dlqng, transportation, or mobile states.

10 Power on-off cycling be investigated as an additional
(and more effective) screening test for cc-tain components-transformers,
capacitors, thermistors, power transistors, inductors, switches, relays,
motors, generators; i.e., those components or parts that utilize wire,
wire connections, welds, solder joints, or filaments. It appears power
on-off cycling is a more rigorous form of thermal cycling. It induces

"local hot-spots" at potential conductivity faults resulting in wire,
cvIz'ction, or filament failure at tha fault because of a correspcndingly

greater amount of expansion and contraution (work-hardening) induced.

'6
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11 The effect of power on-off cycling on poor solder joints
or weld joints should be further investigated and developed because of
a lack of low cost, reliable methods to test for or eliminate potential
conductivity faults on the part, component, module, printed circuit board,
chassis, subassembly, or assembly levels.

12 Update the data on the effects of burn-in on the dormant
and operating reliabilities of electronic systems and expand the data
to individual parts and components.

13 Extend dormancy work into the area of nonelectronics
associated with electronic equipment. No such compendium of information
now exists.

I,1
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7.0 GLOSSARY

Activation Level - The level of electrical stress applied to an electronic
system; power-off is zero activation level; dormancy is 10 per-
cent or less of normal activation level; power-on is normal acti-
vation level.

Activation State - The state orImode in which an item is; these states
include storage, dormant, power turn-on, normal operating
(energized) and power turn-off for this study.

Alternative Hypothesis - The hypothesis which will be accepted if the
null hypothesis is rejected.

Calendar Time - Total elapsed time.

Catastrophic Failure - A change in the characteristics of a part result-

ing in a complete lack of useful performance of the item.

Commercial Parts - See part class.

Cyclic Rate - The number of cycles that occur over a given time period.

Derating - The design practice of applying some fraction of the rated

stress of a part in order to increase service life.

Dormant Mode -- The state wherein a device is connected to a system In
the normal operational configuration and experiences below

normal or periodic electrical and environmental sLres.s for
prolonged periods up to 5 years or more before being usec in
a mission.

Drift Failure - A change in a measurement above or below the individual
paramneter range requirements stipulated in the paxt specifioat'on.

Energized - The state of normal activation.

I7-



ER -Established reliability.

FET - Field effect transistor.

Fit - A failure per billion hours.

High Power Device - A device rated greater than 5 watts.

High Reliability Parts - See part class.

IC - Integrated Circuit.

IRIG - Inertial rate integrating gyro.

Infant Mortality - Part failures due to deficiencies in manufacturing
processes which occur soon after stress is applied.

LED - Light emitting diode.

LSI - Larqe scale integration.

Low Power Device - A device rated less than or equal to 1 watt.

MOS - Metal oxide semiconductor.

MSFC -Marshall Space Flight Center

MSI - Medium scale integration.

Medium Power Device - A device rated greater than 1 watt but less
than r iqual to 5 watts.

MIL-STD - Military Standard.

Military Standard Parts - See part class.

Nonoperating Mode - Equipment in the storage and/or dormant mode.

Null Hypothesis - The hypothesis under test in a statistical test.

PIPA - Pulsd integrating pendulum accelerometer.

Part Class

Commercial - A part wh;.ch receives limited testing by the vendor

and is not subjected to screening.
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Military Standard - Group A environmental proof tests,
and Group B electrical tests.

High Reliability - Military standard tests plus: selectad
vendor serializing;100 percent receiving inspection; 100
percent burn-in.

Ultimate Reliability - High reliability tests plus: 100
percent extended burn-in; parameter drift screening;
stringent quality inspection.

Part Quality - See part class.

Population - The larger set of objects from which a sample is drawn.

Power On-Off Cycle - That state during which an electronic system
goes from the zero or near zero (dormant) electrical activa-
tion level to its normal system activation level (turn on)
plus that state during which it returns to zero or near zero
(turn off) or vice versa.

Rank Ordering - Application of engineering judgment to produce a

relative scale of reliability within a part class.

SCR - Silicon controlled rectifier.

SSI - Small scale integration.

Service Life - Useful life of an electronic system and measured in
calendar hours or time.

Service Life Cycle - The individual mode or modes of service life
such as depot storage and predeployment checkout.

Significance Level - Probability of accepting the alternative hypothesis
when the null hypothesis is true.

Storage Mode - The state wherein a device is not connected to a system
but is packaged for preservation and experiences somewhat
benign environments.

TX - Tested extra.

Transient Suppression - The inclusion of electronic circuitry or special
design characteristics Lj eliminate voltage spikes which could
cause anomalous operation.

Ultimate Reliability Pares - St.-e part class.

7-i
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8.0 SYMBOLS

These symbols are used throughout the text of this report. In
special instances where a specific symbol is used once and explained on
the same page, it is not included in the following _ist.

a' = Significance level

a = System test efficiency, i.e., that fraction of failures which
are detectable in a system.

C Total number of cycles during the service life.

CE = Environmental mode factor; this factor is an adjustment
factor for the various environments in which power on-
off cycling occurs.

C = Cycling rate factor; this factor is a function of the
C expected cycling rate (normally expressed as cycles per

hour); the cycling rate can be estimated for a given
system as

N = N
Ct SL

that is, the total number of actual or anticipated power
on-off cycles that will occur on that item during its
entire service life expressed in hours. This factor re-
presents all non-temperature related effects such as
mechanical shock, wear, vibration, material fatigue, creep,
or other cyclic induced stresses.

8-|I
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Part qulity (grade or class) factor; this factor is a func-
tion of the manufacturing process and subsequent controls
imposed such as Group A and B electrical tests, special
screens, or burn-in on individual parts and components. In
addition CQ is improved on equipment and systems which in

turn, have assembly limited environmental tests and/or burn-
in tests imposed.

C Temperature effect factor; this is a complex factor comprised
T of several sub-factors which are dependent:

1 initial temperature state,

2 applied electrical eneray versus part
derating with resultant thermal stresses

3 thermal lags at turn-on and at turn-off,

4 temperature stabilization state (time to
and time at),

5 residual temperature effects (a function
of time between cycles), t

6 environment.

= Transient suppression factor; this factor is a function of
TS the degree to which transient suppression circuitry and

design have been provided to eliminate or reduce damaging
voltage or current transients at power turn-on or turn-off.
These transients may either be line conducted or induced
by internal or external sources.

= Cycle

e = 2.71828... = base of natural logarithms

ER = Established Reliability (as covered by Established Reliability

specifications)

a
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fits a Failures per billion part-hours

F - Expected number of failures

F - Statistic calculated for Brownlee's test

Fc  - Expected number of failures during the power on-off cycling
state within the service life of an electronic system.

FD  Expected number of failures during the dormancy state within
the service life of an electronic system.

F - Expected number of failures during the energized state withinthe service life of an electronic system.

F = Expected number of failures during the i'th state within the
1 service life of an electronic system.

F = Rejection value for Brownlee's test.
r

F (YIY2) = The i'th percentage point of an F distribution with y1 and
y2 degrees of freedom.

Fs  Expected number of failures during the storage state within
the service life of an electronic system.

F - Expected number of failures during the service life of an
electronic system.

H = Alternative hypothesisa

H = Null hypothesis
0

i = Index of summration, multiplication, etc.

KC/D = = ratio of cyclic failure rate to dormancy failure
D rate (in hours of dormancy per cycle).

K C/S - ratio of cyclic failure rate to storage failure
S rate (in hours of storage per cycle).
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S - - ratio of energized failure rate to storage failure
S S rate (in hours of storage per energized hour).

I Constant failure rate, expressed as failures per unit of
time, cycles, miles, etc.

AC  - Cyclic failure rate

XD  - Dormant failure rate

X - Energized failure rate
E

A. - Failure rate of i'th population

X. - Estimate of A.
1 1

Log x = Logarithm of X

As  = Storage failure rate

I - Service life failure rate

SL

N a Average number of cycles expected

NC - t - Average cycling rate expected during the service life

tSL of an electronic system (in cycles per total unit time
of service life).

n - The number of states, items, failure rates, etc., to be

operated upon by Z or w

V, - Number of failures observed from population i

P - Total quantity of parts

PC Probability of success

PSL " Probability of success during service life

8-4
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R a Reliability of component

R, , Quantitativ: system reliability at end of i'th period

tD
r - t - Ratio of total dnrmnt time to total service lifetime

tSL
t!

tE
r --- - Ratio of total eneraied time to total service lifetime

E t

SL

ts
rs tS - atio of total storage time to total service lifetime

SL - Reliability during service life

T, - Initial temperature

T s  a Stabilized temperature

t = Total time

= Time of burn-in (in hours)

tD = Total dormant time in the service life of an electronic system

tD. = tD for i'th period

1

tE Total energized time in the service life of an electronic system

tE. = tE for i'th period

L. = Number of part hours observed for population i
1

t m Time required to reach TS

t = Time required to return to room ambient
m2

2I
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t s  a Total storage time during the service life of an electronic
system

t 0 t for i'th period
S. S

t 0 Total elapsed time (calendar time) during the service life of
an electronic system

go - Therefore

V - Voltage

3 a Arithmetic average

8
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APPENDIX A

TESTING THE EQUALITY OF TWO LIFE DISTRIBUTIONS

It can be observed that vl and t1 are from population 1 and V2
and t 2 from population 2 where v. is the number of failures observed1

in t. part-hours from the i'th population. The failure rate Xi of theI 1o

i'th population can then be estimated as i' Vi/ti. A test of the null
hypothesis Ho: -I = A2 versus the alternative hypothesis Ha: XI X2
with significance level xL is desired.

The following procedure from Brownlee (Reference 15) accomplishes
the desired test:

V 1  V 2

1. Choose notation such that - >
tl t2

2. Calculate the statistic F =
n

3. Determine the rejection value Fr = Fa/2 (YI 2) from a table
of the "F distribution" for yi = 2(v2 +1) degrees of freedom and

Y2 2v ' 1 degrees of freedom.

_¢
4. If F >Fr, reject Ho and accept Ha declaring that populations 1

and 2 have different failure rates. If F < Fr' additional con-
sideration is necessary before accepting H. and stating that
population 1 and population 2 are identical. If the difftrence
between Xl and A2 is small, a large quantity of data will be
needed for it to be detected. If the experimenter deems that
sufficient data are present to detect any important difference
in the two populations, then F < Fr does imply that Ho should
be accepted and the two populations can be declared identical.

I_
Browiiee's test requires that an estimate of the failure r, ! exists

for both of the populations being compared. Thus, if no failures tave
been observed in either population, then Brownlee's test cannot be applied.
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APPENDIX B

DATA COLLECTIN

Data have been collected by Martin Marietta from approximately 50
contractors and government agencies and as a result of a comprehensive
literature review.

I. Literature Review

More than 650 documents have been reviewed for information or data

pertinent to dormancy and/or power on-off cycling. These documents were
obtained from the Defense Documentation Center (DDC), RADC, GIDEP, FARADA,
other government data sources and agencies, private contractors and ven-
dors, research institutions, and the Martin Marietta Technical Information
Center.

A prinary source was the DOC from which two classified bibliographies

were obtained consisting of abstracts and titles of documents related to
dormancy and cycling. After reviewing these bibliographies, all appropriate

docunents were requested from DDC and reviewed in more detail. The most
significant documents obtained from DDC and the other sources are listed
in the bibliography of this report.

II. Data Source Contacts

Through initial literature and telephone surveys, those government
agencies, military installations, private research institutions, and
electronic manufacturing firms having data pertinent to dormancy and
power on-off cycling wera contacted.

A su-mary of those data sources contributing to these study pro-
grams is shown in Table B-I. The following paragraphs give a brief de-
scription of the :ype of data obtained from each source.

a. Autonetics
Anaheim, Calif.

Nonoperating data on Minuteman III were provided by Autonetics
personnel. Since Minuteman III is powered up after site activation,
only data generated before silo installation could be used.

b. Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.
Whippany, N. J.

A large anount cf dormancy data was obtaij..:d from BTL on three sources:
an Air Force missile guid&.nce system, SPRINT/SPARTAN missile guidance sets,
and ccmponents associated with the Bell System undersea cable repeaters.
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TABLE B-I I
Data Source Contacts

Autonetics Hewlett-Packard

Anaheim, Calif. Palo Alto, Calif.

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. Honeywell, Inc.

Whippany, N. J. Minneapolis, Minn.

Boeing Company Lockheed - ::Issile Systems Div.
Seattle, Wash. Sunnyvale, Calif.

Cubic Corporation Lockheed - Satellite Systems Div.
San Diego, Calif. Sunnyvale, Calif.

Dale Electronics Manned Spacecraft Center
Columbus, Neb. Houston, Texas

Fairchild Semiconductor Martin Marietta, Denver Division
Mountain View, Calif. Denver, Colo.

Film Capacitors, Inc. Martin Marietta, Orlando Div.
Passaic, N. J. Orlando, Fla.

General Dynamics Massachusetts Institute of
Pomona, Calif. Technology

Charles Stark Draper Laboratories

General Electric Company Cambridge, Mass.
Pittsfield, Mass.

McDonnell-Douglas Astronautics Co.
General Electric Company Huntington Beach, Calif.

Syracuse, N. Y.
Monsanto

General Electric Company Cupertino, Calif. I
Utica, N. Y.

Motorola
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center Phoenix, Ariz.

Huntsville, Ala. National Semiconductor

Harris Semiconductor Santa Clara, Calif.

Melbourne, Fla.
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TABLE B-I

(continued)

Naval Ammunition Depot (NAD) Siliconix
Crane, Ind. Santa Clara, Calif.

Naval Weapons Station Singer-Kearfott, Inc.
Fleet Missile Systems Analysis Little Falls, N. J.

and Evaluation Group (FMSAEG)
FARADA Section Strategic Air Command Headquarters

Corona, Calif. Offutt Air Force Base, Neb.

Newark Air Force Station TRW Systems
Newark, Ohio Norton Air ForcL Base, Calif.

Ogden Air Material Area (OOAMA) TRW Systems
Hill Air Force Base, Utah Redondo Beach, Calif.

Perkin-Elmer Texas Instruments Inc.
Danbury, Conn. Dallas, Texas

PhiLco Ford U. S. Air Force Flight Test Center
Palo Alto, Calif. Edwarda Air Force Base, Calif.

RCA U. S. Air Force Space and Missile
Somerville, N. J. Systems Organization (SAMSO)

Norton Air Force Base, Calif.
Raytheon Company

Mountain View, Calif. U. S. Army Electronics Command
(USAECOM)

Raytheon Company Fort Monmouth, N. J.
West Andover, Mass.

U. S. Navy Special Projects Office
Reliability Analysis Center (RAC) Washington, D. C.

Griffiss Air Force Base, N. Y.

Rome Air Development Center (RADC)
Griffiss Air Force Base, N. Y.

Sandia Corporation
Albuquerque, N. M.

Signetics
Sunnyvale, Calif.
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c Boeing Company '

Seattle, Washington

Data on parts parameter drift over long periods of time were obtained
from Boeing.

d. Cubic Corporation
San Diego, Calif.

Data were received on digital integrated circuits used in vote counters
manufactured by Cubic. These counters are in storage between elections,
and therefore, are a good source of data.

e. Dale Electronics
Columbus, Neb.

High temperature storage data on resistors were provided by Dale.

f. Fairchild Semiconductor
Mountain View, Calif.

High temperature storage data on lipear, digital, and MSI integrated
circuits were obtained from Fairchild. On-off cyclina data were also
received.

g. Film Capacitors, Inc.
Passaic, N. J.

High temperature storage data on paper mylar capacitors were obtained
from this source.

h. General Dynamics
Pomona, Calif.

A report containing testing and dormancy data on the REDEYE missile
was provided by General Dynamics.

i. General Electric Company
Pittsfield, Mass.

A description of the operational profile and failure reporting tech-
niques for the Polaris/Poseidon Fire Control systems was qiven by GE -

Pittsfield personnel. Reports were also obtained relating to the Fire
Control systems.

f
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General Electric Company

Syracuse, N. Y.

A small amount of dormancy data on transistors was obtained from
this soui ce.

k. General Electric Company

Utica, N. Y.

A considerable amount of on-off cycling and dormancy data was ob-
tained from GE - Utica on satellite equipment.

1. George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Ala.

NASA data on aluminum wire fatigue problems during power cycling
were obtained from this source.

m. Harris Semiconductor
Melbourne, Fla.

High temperaturL storage data were provided on digital, linear, and
MSI integrated circuits.

n. Hewlett-Packard

Palo Alto, Calif.

High temperature storage data on LED's were obtained from Hewlett-
Packard.

o. Honeywell, Inc.
Minneapolis, Minn.

Data generated at Honeywell or power on-off cycling tests on air-
I

borne equipment were provided.

p. Lockheed - Missile Systems Division
Sunnyvale, Calif.

Tab runs containing generation breakdowns of the Polaris and Poseidon
missiles and failure data were obtained from' Lockheed-MSD. Bevause of ir.-
sufficient identification of part types in the generation breakdowns,
absence of sufficient information in the failure tab runs, and lack of time
periods in the dormant state for the missiles; it was determined that
dormancy data, could not be obtained on Polaris/Poseidon missiles within
the time and manpower limitations of this contract.
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q. Lockheed - Satellite Systems Division
Sunnyvale, Calif.

Dormancy data on satellites and dormancy failure mode information
were obtained from Lockheed-SSD personnel.

r. Manned Spacecraft Center
Houston, Texas

NASA personnel provided failure suamary reports on Apollo dormancy
and on-off cycling failures.

S. Martin Marietta, Denver Division
Denver, Colorado

Dormancy data related to failure mechanisms, manufacturing processes
and controls, and screening techniques were provided by the Denver Division
of Martin Marietta.

t. Martin Marietta, Orlando Division
Orlando, Florida

Dormancy and power cycling data on the SPRINT system as well as
power cycling data on the Pershing system were provided by the Orlando
Division of Martin Marietta.

U. Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Charles Stark Draper Laboratories
Cambridge, Mass.

A large and well documented quantity of on-off cycling and dormancy
data on the Apollo electronics was provided by the MIT personnel.

v. McDonnell-Douglas Astronautics Company
Huntington Beach, Calif.

Data on the SPARTAN missile were obtained from McDonnell-Douglas
through BTL.

w. Monsanto
Cupertino, Calif.

Life test data on LED's and information on LED failure mechanisms
were obtained from Monsanto.
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x. Motorola
Phoenix, Arizona

On-off cycling and high temperature storage data were provided on
various types of integrated circuits, transistors, and diodes by Motorola
personnel.

y. National Semiconductor
Santa Clara, Calif.

High temperature storage data and on-off cycling data on integrated
circuits were obtained from National Semiconductor.

z. Naval Ammunition Depot (NAD)
Crane, Indiana

A considerable amount of dormancy data related to the Poseidon Fire
Control system was obtained from NAD, Crane including failure evaluation
reports, part lists, and nonoperating times.

aa. Naval Weapons Station

Fleet Missile Systems Analysis & Evaluation Group (FMSAEG)
FARADA Section
Corona, Calif.

Several reports concerned with on-off cycling and dormancy were
received from FARADA. Dormancy data on the Terrier missile were also pro-
vided through FMSAEG.

bb. Newark Air Force Station
Newark, Ohio

A very useful tab run containing failure summaries of Minuteman II

the program.

cc. Ogden Air Material Area (OQAMA)
Hill Air Force Base, Utah

Tab runs containing Minuteman II and III failure data were obtained
from OOAMA personnel.

dd. Perkin-Elmer
Danbury, Conn.

Dormancy data on electronic equipments were provided by the Perkin-
Elmer personnel.

B-
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ee. Philco Ford
Palo Alto, Calif.

Dormant satellite data from several satellite systems were provided
by Philco Ford.

ff. RCA
Somerville, N. J.

Data concerning power on-off cycling tests on transistors were ob-
tained from RCA.

g. Raytheon Company
Mountain View, Calif.

High temperature storage data on transistors, diodes, and inteyrated
circuits were provided by the Semiconductor Division of Raytheon.

hh. Raytheon Company
West Andover, Mass.

Dormancy data on the Improved Hawk missile were obtained from theRaytheon personnel.

ii. Reliability Analysis Center (RAC)
Griffiss Air Force Base, N. Y.

Information concerning reports pertinent to dormancy and on-off cycling
was obtained from RAC.

jj. Rome Air Development Center (RADC)
Griffiss Air Force Base, N. Y.

Reports and pertinent data related to dormancy and power cycling
were provided by RADC. In addition, FADC-TR-67-307 (Reference 1) and
the RADC Reliability Notebook (Reference 16) were used during the per-
formance of the program effort and in compiling this final report.

kk. Sandi a Corporation

Albuquerque, N. M.

Dormancy data on electronic parts were received from Sandia, but

because of unforseen delays the data arrived too late to be analyzed
or included in the report.
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11. Signetics
Sunnyvale, Calif.

A small amount of storage data was obtained on integrated circuits.

mm. Siliconix
Santa Clara, Calif.

A small amount of high temperature storage data was obtained on
integrated circuits.

nn. Singer-Kearfott, Inc.
Little Falls, N. J.

Dormancy data on electronic equipment manufactured by Singer-Kearfott
were used in this report. These data were obtained from a published report
(Reference 17) of the company.

oo. Strategic Air Command Headquarters
Offutt Air Force Base, Neb.

Air Force personnel provided a description of the computerized tab

runs used for recording Minuteman field failure data and discussed the
major failure mechanisms observed after periods of dormancy.

pp. TRW Systems
Norton Air Force Base, Calif.

Dormancy data on the Minuteman II missile were obtained from TRW

through SAMSO. TRW was very helpful and provided a magnetic tape and

supplementary tab runs of dormancy data.

qq. TRW Systems
Redondo Beach, Calif.

TRW provided data generated on satellite systems. Several reports
were also provided which were pertinent to dormancy.

rr. Texas Instruments Inc.
Dallas, Texas

Pertinent data on integrated circuits and LED's were provided by
Texas Instruments.

ss. U. S. Air Force Flight Test Center
Edwards Air Force Base, Calif.

Data were provided which contained cycling information on the C-5A
aircraft.
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tt. U. S. Air Force

Space and Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO)

Norton Air Force Base, Calif.

SAMSO approved release of Minuteman II dormancy data and served as

the pivotal point of release for the data which included failure events

and dormancy times.

uu. U. S. Army Electronics Command (USAECOM)

Fort Monmouth, N. J.

Dormancy and on-off cycling data were obtained from special tests

being conducted in Panama. Other potential sources of data were also

given by USAECOM personnel.

vv. U. S. Navy, Special Projects Office

Washington, D. C.

Information related to the Polaris/Poseidon missiles and fire con-

trol systems was provided as well as specific contacts from which to

obtain additional Jata.
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